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Introduction
Career planning aims to set goals, ways to achieve them and make decisions about future
and current work. It is a cyclical activity, a process that starts with early childhood role-plying
games and is repeated with more and more serious life consequences in subsequent stages of
educational and professional development (Drier, 2000). Career planning can provide a serious
challenge for young people who do not yet have the recognition of the labor market and is
not experienced in planning their lives on a longer scale, but is obliged to make transitional
decisions influencing their future. Young people usually create plans for a given day, week, and
often for a longer time casually, while carrying out tasks related to work or study or entertainment. The task of the advisor supporting career planning is to organize this process and provide
conditions for the best definition of career goals and personal development goals related to the
sphere of work and ways to achieve them. One of important advisor’s activity is construction
of an in-depth knowledge of the preferences and abilities of a young man who makes professional decisions, conducting a psychometric diagnosis if needed. The advisor’s role is also to
provide tools supporting the prevailing career path and activity on the labor market.
The book describes how a set of questionnaires, tests and counselling assisting tools
in career planning collectively called Career Tree were developed. It presents the structure,
psychometric properties and the method of application of the whole set of tools available on
the internet at www.career-tree.eu. The book consists of two parts. The first part presents
instructions for use of the Career Tree tools as well as the principles of results interpretation
in the educational and professional counselling. set. The second part presentsthe stages of the
Career Tree design and diagnosis dimensions which have been included in the tool. A more
detailed discussion on the core counselling aspects and the tools it applies is contained in the
associated with this book publication “Counselling in career planning”, which is a collection
of methodological materials to assist counsellors in their work and to deepen the knowledge
about career path planning.
Career Tree presents an empirical approach to tests design. The questionnaires were
developed on the basis of the Item Response Theory. Career Tree is a set of tools used to diagnose needs, interest and educational and professional disposition of people aged 15-25 who
are planning their career paths. A set of questionnaires and tests enables a multidimensional
diagnosis. Automatically generated report provides guidance for results interpretation and for
educational and professional career path counselling orientation. Career Tree also contains

5
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additional tools to aid designing and active career path forming, including in particular the
automatically generated CV in Europass standard and designing a portfolio of educational and
professional experience in the career span. A set of questionnaires, tests and counselling tools
aims at helping counsellors to support young people in the cyclical and current career planning
as well as providing its users with an opportunity for self-reflection and tools to apply this selfreflection in designing a broadly understood educational, professional and life career.
Career Tree and the manual describing it were developed thanks to the implementation
of international project titled Career Tree (CAT ). The CAT project (Career Tree) has been financed
with the EU funds under the Strategic Partnership Erasmus+ program (Project No. 2014-1-PL01KA200-003345). The international team of psychologists and professional counsellors from
Poland, Spain, Slovenia, Turkey and the UK developed the CAT project working under the direction of experts from the College of Economics and Innovation in Lublin (Poland). Contributions to
the descriptions of individual dimensions presented on the following pages have: Ferran Calvo
Adalid, Albert Diaz, Dunya Fernandez, Didem Yildiz, Faik Tunc Bozbura, Martin Gerbec, Maruša
Goršak, Vanja Vrečič, Agnieszka M. Dixon, Anna Jurek, Sylwia Krupa, Iwona Lokwenc, Anna
Michno, Anna Maślej, Magdalena Widawska, and Wiesław Talik who categorized all questions.
Drawings for questions about professional interests were prepared by graphic artists: Ryszard
Kudzian, Bernadeta Bieda, Anna Kamycka, Katarzyna Foszcz and Justyna Kieruzalska. Ewelina
Pękalska fully developed the cognitive skills tests. The online version of Career Tree was made by:
Orhan Gökçöl, Cemal Okan Şakar, Ercan Özkaya and in the final stage Adam Piwko. The project
team circularly exchanged tasks during preparation of the Career Tree scales and questions to
ensure intercultural equality. The work was done under the direction of the editor of the entire
textbook and the team of experts from the University of Economics and Innovation, editing and
supplementing descriptions: Jacek Łukasiewicz, Grzegorz Kata and Monika Baryła-Matejczuk.
The whole team of experts and authors of these book was involved in the Career Tree tool set
design, as were many persons not mentioned in this group by name, although their contribution was significant. This applies in particular to the competent judges and persons conducting
ad hoc subject matter consultations at multiple stages of project implementation and translation of texts in the course of project implementation. The feedback provided by the group of
several dozen counsellors, psychologists and teachers conducting pilot and validation studies
of the Career Tree tools in five countries was particularly important to the authors of the
book. Huge support was also provided by the Faculty of Psychology students of the University of Economics and Innovation in Lublin (WSEI) who took the test many times and carefully read automatically generated reports hence trailing the proper operation of the Career
Tree at different stages of its design. The implementation of the project would not have been
possible without an active involvement of the staff of the WSEI Projects and International Cooperation Centre and the Educational Systems Development Foundation in Warsaw, who were
involved in tackling numerous organizational challenges. Most important, though mentioned
at the end were over 3200 students, young people from five countries who contributed to the

Introduction
Career Tree design by agreeing to conduct long-term pilot and validation studies and provide
comments and suggestions for the Career Tree tool set improvements. Our desire is that Career
Tree develops alongside its users’ careers. Striving to make Career Tree a useful tool in planning
and managing educational and professional development both currently and in the future we
would be grateful for any feedback provided by tool users which will allow to cyclically improve,
complement and align it better with the current needs. Contact with the authors and administrators of Career Tree is possible through the mentioned above www.career-tree.eu.
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Part 1.
Introduction to working with the Career Tree
tools package in consulting purposes

The Career Tree is a set of tools for recognizing professional aptitudes and supporting the
activity of people of adolescence and early adulthood in the labor market. The set consists
of three parts: diagnostic inventories, advice module and portfolio with a CV. All parts are interconnected, enabling automated testing. As a result of the test, we obtain a report with results
and advice as well as a ready-to-use portfolio and CV. The diagnosis includes eight basic areas
(dimensions) analyzed during the study. These include: professional interests, priorities (values),
personality, temperamental traits, interpersonal skills, entrepreneurial skills, cognitive abilities,
as well as competences and qualifications. Within each of the areas, properties important for
recognizing professional predispositions are examined.
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1. Goals and structure of the Career Tree
10

Defining educational and professional career in a multi-dimensional, long-term and
dynamic way, it is necessary to analyse large number of factors in counselling. The diagnosis
should include features and competences of persons to whom the counselling is provided, the
life context in which they function as well as the accomplishments reflecting the career path so
far. At the same time, to be a useful tool, the diagnosis needs to be conducted in a flexible and
selective manner, adapted to the current objectives and conditions of life of the assessed person,
so as to avoid the schematism of examination of multiple dimensions not directly related to the
immediate diagnosis objective. The results of this diagnosis should be presented in an intelligible manner so that they can be used by the assessed person on a daily basis without specialist
qualifications. In long-term career planning it is essential to go beyond providing information
and to ensure support to the person assessed in the subsequent educational stages and job
search stages. An important aspect also is to provide a broad, remote access to career planning
through the use of online media. Such assumptions lay at the basis of the Career Tree test set
design. Commencing the process of the multidimensional tools for the diagnosis of the needs
and educational and professional abilities design, the authors intended to enhance the already
existing solutions which assist career planning counsellors in their work.
Counsellors use a lot of tools in their work, these however, are often based on different
approaches such as the popular Schein’s Career anchors and Holland’s RIASEC questionnaires,
what increases the interpretation difficulties and extends the duration of the study. It is assumed
that the test tool set should offer a wide range of diagnostic possibilities contained in the tool
based on a uniformal conceptual framework approach. At the same time diagnosis should
occupy as little time as possible. The tool set should also allow the diagnosis to be aligned with
individual goals and characteristics of the person assessed and to be adapted to the specific
cultural context in which the person functions, which is sometimes referred to as ecological validity. The expectations specified in this way prompted the use of computerized adaptive techniques in the Career Tree design. Adaptive testing (CAT – Computerized Adaptive Testing) permits
flexibility in diagnosis and shortens the measurement process time while maintaining its reliability. Tests based on the adaptive approach use computer algorithms for selection of subsequent
questions in the course of testing based on the answers to the previous question.
Given the openness of the European labour market it was assumed that the set of tests
should be multilingual and take into account the cultural characteristics of regions where testing
was conducted. The students of vocational secondary schools and young adults aged 15-25
years were selected as the target population. However, during the CaT Test development the
original age bracket was extended to 15-25 due to distinctiveness of educational systems of the
countries comprised in the study. Age between 15-25 is the key educational and professional
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career planning stage in which decisions taken affect significantly the further course of life.
It is also a stage of life in which the transition from educational sphere which is covered by
support from parents and educators, into the sphere of work which requires own professional
decisions which in turn affect all life, happens. In the absence of professional experience and
lack of recognition of own capabilities young people experience at this stage many difficulties
in determining correctly their resources and in projecting further career path. Special attention
was directed to a group of people with vocational educational background who at the end
of the process of formal education are interested in further development of their competencies
or want to change their professional area, but have no precise idea of further search direction.
It was assumed that people in the group so defined will be able to use Career Tree in a partly
independent way, and for this reason the diagnostic set should generate automatic reports for
its users, including key descriptions and proposals to consider in planning their career path.
Also additional tools which facilitate automatic generation of CVs and allow to create online
portfolios presenting achievements and dynamics of educational and professional development
were included in Career Tree. Considering the specifics of the development phase to which
the set of tests is addressed the need for employing graphic stimuli in the tool design was
identified. Schematic drawings depicting professional situations are used to support the professional interests diagnosis. A set of tests based on the tasks to be performed was developed
too. These testes are the so called power tests developed in order to measure the speed and
cognitive performance efficiency. Cognitive tests do not relate to self-assessment and are based
on a non-verbal material.
The procedure for Career Tree test set design was based on the empirical approach and
supplemented with theoretical and criterial indications. In the empirical approach, the source
of guidelines for the tool design is a set of operational definitions describing the incidence
of observable manifestations of the phenomena which will be included in the diagnosis. Definitions are not, however, derived from theory, they are derived from practical experience and
observation, previous diagnosis and the adopted legal or social-cultural convention. It is the
approach which emphasizes the role of utilitarian purpose of testing aimed at providing practical information to the assessed person. Empirical approach was considered particularly useful
in career planning counselling because it offers the possibility to define diagnostic indicators in
the manner consistent in the content with the formal and legal requirements as well as psychological expectations recognized from the job definitions and descriptions in ISCO-08. Supplementing the adopted empirical approach with the reference to the theoretical and criterial
framework was aimed at preserving a paradigmatic coherence of the tools set, as well as at
defining the uniformal terminology basis for the defined indicators.

11
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2. Instruction for test takers
12

Each students starting the CaT set of tools receives instruction. The instruction describes
all steps necessary to start testing and to operate tools correctly. The instruction included below
can be accessed anytime from the web page or can be downloaded as a file for future reference.

CaT – “Career Tree” Tool
Student’s Manual
Please read ALL information carefully before testing
This manual contains description and explanation how to use the ”Career Tree” tool (CaT).
CaT is a set of tests and information materials developed by an international team of psychologists and counsellors to support you in career planning process.
After testing you will automatically receive (online):
• Individual description of the results and profile of interests and professional
predispositions;
• information about the professions that you are best suited for with your predispositions
and skills and the characteristics of the professional path in designated areas
• you will be able to use an individual portfolio to help you find a job.
Before undertaking the study, you should obtain an individual token from your teacher
/ advisor. TOKEN - your username and password, will be required to access any of your tests.
You should save it (write it down)
Testing with CaT Career Tree tool
The second stage of the study is a CaT test. Below are the steps for preparing and conducting this part of the study.
CaT – “Career Tree” Tool is available at http://www.career-tree.eu/index.php/en/ This is
the project website. After clicking the Test your CaT! in the top menu, you will have access to
the CaT Career Tests (Take a test):
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When you ‘click on’ Take a test button you will find on the test start page. The language of
the application can be changed by clicking on the flag located at the top right of the page:

The teacher/advisor will assign you a login (username) and password, which you have to
enter in the login box on the login screen.
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Using computers which are accessible to multiple users in your institution, you must leave
the Remember Me box blank to log in.
When you click on Log in button, you will see basic data about your account, and top left
menu items on the following page:

Then click My Profile. On the screen that appears, you need to change your password and
complete your personal details (gender, date of birth, domicile address) and click in ‘I agree to
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submit the test results to the teacher / counsellor who commissioned the study’. A teacher or
counsellor will help you interpret the results correctly.
You can also specify other data, but this is not necessary. Changing data should be confirmed
by clicking on Send:

After the data has been saved, the Confirmation Profile is displayed. Otherwise, the
omitted data will be showed (marked).
After editing your profile, select the Take a test button and precede to answering the
questions in each test:

When you start the test, you will see the instruction.
Read it carefully. You can always return to the instructions by pressing the link above
the test list.
Then start answering questions.

15
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The first question concerns the group of professions that most suit you. Read the entire
list carefully and click on the group of professions that you think best suits you, your qualities
(features) and skills.
Choose three groups for you.
If you want to change something, you can do so by clicking on the text again on the right
and then the left side.
When you click Save (at the top of the page), you will begin to answer the test questions.
Questions concerning your views/opinions and what you know about yourself and what
other people say about you. For some questions there will be a picture showing a professional
situation. The options for answering these questions (and most others) are:
I strongly disagree
Rather no
Partly yes, partly no
Rather yes
I strongly agree
For each question, you have to choose one answer by clicking it. After you answer the
question you must click Next.
Tests of different skills
For some tests there are several separate instructions indicating the way to respond to
a given test and sometimes time constraints. There are also some drawings and numbers in
these tests.
Each of these tests must be solved in its entirety and in one session. You cannot abort the
test from this group and return later.
In tests with the time limit the remaining time is displayed. The time spent on reading
instruction is not included in the time limit. The time limit applies only to solving the test. To
start solving the test click START or PROCEED button. After reaching the time limit the test will
be closed and a message on the screen will inform that you have to go to the next one. You
will also see an option that you can now precede to taking another test. Click anywhere on the
command prompt.
Your true result is very important, so do not use calculators, smart phones, web search
engines, print screens, etc.
For each question, by clicking on Next your answer is accepted and recorded. If you make
a mistake, before moving on to the next question you may choose, in some tests, Clear button
and correct the answer.

Part 1. Introduction to working with the Career Tree tools package in consulting purposes
Final information
Please avoid middle answers. Try to respond positively or negatively to all statements.
Please read instructions carefully and answer all the questions reliably.
In case of doubts ask the person supervising the test.
Thank you!
After reading the instruction a student working under the supervision of a counsellor
should be always able to receive support. The counsellor should inform the test taker about the
steps of the student‘s test results administration process.

Grzegorz Kata, Monika Baryła-Matejczuk

3. Instruction for counsellor
Counsellors using CaT tools set are recommended to read this instruction carefully before
using CaT tools. The instruction for the student should be also familiar to the counsellor. Counsellors should be familiar with the whole CaT tests set manual and with CaT psychometric
properties to clearly understand all advantages and limitations of this tool. The counsellor is
responsible for the whole process of operating the tool and vocational advisory.

CaT – “Career Tree” Tool
Counsellor’s Manual
Please read carefully before testing
This manual contains description and explanation of the main stages of the”Career Tree”tool
(CaT) use. CaT is a set of tests and information materials developed by an international team
of psychologists and counselors from Poland, Spain, Slovenia, Turkey and the United Kingdom,
under the guidance of experts from the University of Economics and Innovation in Lublin. The
aim of the CaT tools set is to determine predispositions, abilities and professional interests
of students and young adults entering the job market.
Testing with CaT Career Tree tool
Teacher / counsellor registration and creating test takers accounts
Type in the browser address bar: http://www.career-tree.eu and choose the proper
language. Next click on the Career Test on the top menu and choose CaT Test:

17
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On the login screen, enter in the appropriate fields User name and Password sent to you
by the country coordinator:

Using a computer in an institution, where many users have access to it, leave the field
Remember me empty. This applies to teachers / counsellors and students.
When you click on the Log in button you will see start screen: basic information about
current user and at the top buttons with links to other screens:

Part 1. Introduction to working with the Career Tree tools package in consulting purposes
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Your first login information sent by the coordinator may be modified after clicking the My
Profile and Edit Profile buttons. Edition confirmation is done by clicking on the Send button:

Career Tree. The system of educational-vocational career diagnosis and counselling
Add names and passwords of students planned to be tested (tab: Manage). To do this, click
the + New button:

20

On the next screen the teacher writes the data in the appropriate fields. The student cannot
change the name when using the system.
The password field is automatically filled by the system. Enter a simple password here,
easy to memorize for students. Other information should be entered according to the student
data, if known, as they will appear in the research report. Students will need to change their
password and will be able to enter and correct their data after the initial login to the CaT system.
The username (login token) should not be changed.
You can create more users than you plan to be tested. You can also add more people at any
moment of validation.

Adding student’s profile information should be confirmed by clicking on Save. After adding
a new student, the system will automatically switch to the users list. You can also go to the list
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of users by clicking Manage. After performing the above steps, students may now complete the
tests: enter the website address, username and password.

21

On the users list there is also an option Status (column Status on the list). By default, the
status is set to Enabled. Click on Enabled to change the user’s status to Disabled which means
that the student access to the tests is blocked. The student access to test has to be locked
(Status = Disabled) until he or she completes the psychometric tests. Alternatively, the log in
data (username and password) can be provided after the student complete the validation test.
Status change (enabled and disabled) is also available for all students (accounts) simultaneously. To do this, select all accounts with a single click in the box at the top left next to Name,
and then select the appropriate option from the drop-down Status bar above the name.
If the student forgot the password, the teacher / counsellor can change it to another by
editing the student’s data and entering a new password.

The course of the study Questions will be presented on a computer screen in the on-line
mode, which requires a keyboard and a mouse. Please check the status of workstations before
the test.
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The time of testing depends on the pace of work of the test taker. The validation study
takes aprx. 4 hours (validation tests and CaT Test) in order to complete the test.
Students may terminate filling tests at different times. Those finishing earlier should not
wait for the other tested students, if it is not obligatory because of the safety or educational
reasons.
Proceedings during the study
Before the tests, please read carefully the instructions for students with description
of logging in and completing the test.
Before the first test you should print the instructions for students. Instructions must be
accessible to the test-takers for review in the course of the first CaT system presentation.
Instructions can be also passed to the test-takers electronically. During the subsequent examination instructions should be in the computer lab.
At the beginning of the first meeting in the computer/test room instructions for students
should be given. You should inform students about the test. You have to remind the test takers
that:
1. Participation in the CaT survey is completely voluntary. Withdrawal is possible at any
time.
2. Individual report for a student is completely confidential and will never be shared with
anyone else, if an adult student or his / her parents do not give such consent.
3. While taking the test students should keep quiet and do not communicate with each
other.
4. When responding to questions students should avoid middle answers, try to decide
whether to agree with the statement or not.
5. All queries and doubts noticed in the test should be reported to the teacher / counsellor.
6. The test results which will be sent to students will include extensive information about
a group of test dimensions and educational and professional advice, which can be
discussed with a professional counsellor, if available at the institution.
After presenting the above information, the teacher / counsellor makes sure that everything
is clear for students, and then gives test-takers address of the web page to login, an individual
username and personal password, ascribing personal data of a student to a given username.
Explanations and answers to any questions given by students should only cover the range
contained in the instructions for the person tested. If you have questions regarding words or
sentences incomprehensible for test-takers which appear in the test, or uncertainty as to the
correct answer, resulting from the student’s unfamiliarity with the characteristics, you should
answer this questions in the following way:”If you had that characteristic or a belief, you certainly would know how to answer. If you think that this applies to you, but you’re not sure, it is
best to check I have no opinion”.
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Passing any tips and hints on cognitive tests questions to test-takers will destroy the
meaning of this study. When filling out the cognitive tests students cannot use calculators,
screen capture, use smartphones, search engines or other websites, or talk about the answers
with other students in any case.
The test must be carried out under the supervision of a teacher / counsellor. You cannot
suggest accessing the test from home to the students. Individual surveys of people who care
about obtaining reliable advice can be carried out online without the supervision of an adviser

Jacek Łukasiewicz

4. Scales interpretation guide
The detailed interpretation and description of the results obtained by the examined person
in every dimensions and scales is included in the appendix to this manual. The short definition
presents the meaning of the content of the separated scales. The results indicate the intensification of the characteristics possessed by the person, the frequency of occurrence of the
analysed behaviours or the preferences in making various decisions. This study has adopted
a three-step description scale: low, average and high, as shown in the table.
Table 1.

Referring to the information that the advisor receives in the report of the respondent’s
results

Result in the manual
High
Average
Low

Results in the report
Very high and high
Average
Low And Very Low

The next information are tips for a counsellor how to develop the researched qualities and
competencies. They contain useful suggestions for a counsellor for strengthening the analysed
predispositions, planning strategies for their development or choosing the right path of education. Particular attention should be paid to the use of the text entitled: This is worth remembering. It refers to low and high results. It contains information, addressed directly to the examined
person, on the traits that are characteristic for people obtaining the different / opposite in the
aspect low-high results in the test. They emphasize positive aspects of having different results
(different to those obtained by the tested person). It is therefore, an incentive to work out the
desirable qualities / behaviour. At the same time, this information draws attention to the differences (including the diversity) of the functioning of individuals who achieve such dissimilar
results. Detailed description of scales can be found in appendix.
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5. Test report and advice example
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The effect of the Cat test assessment is a report which the assessed person receives
directly. It contains the numerical presentation of the test results. At the same time it shows,
how to interpret the results level in the individual test scales (percentage reference to the tested
population).
The first part relates to the sphere of professional interests. The analysis of the results in
the table only allows to notice results which stand out for a given person. In the analysed case
a domination of interests in sports and physical activity can be observed. The tested person can
now progress to familiarizing themselves with the meaning of such a score level. (s. 8). Description presents the assessed person activities (in the assessed dimension) which firstly bring satisfaction, and which the person wishes to pursue in his or her life. At the same time, in the second
part of the description, the assessed person learns that focusing on only this type of activities
may sometimes lead to omitting other equally important aspects of personal and social life. This
part of the description also facilitates understanding of the source of any difficulties, dealt with
by the person assessed. They may be the result of the assessed person’s significant focus on
only the preferred area of interest.
Moreover, the summary of all the results offers a possibility of additional analysis of other
interest areas to the assessed person. Possibly such areas of which the assessed person has
never thought before because they have not been sufficiently crystallised. Each time the test
is performed, the tested person may learn what their interest in the areas diagnosed looks
like and what its meaning is for the person’s personal and social integrity. The assessed person
learns what they can reach if they decide to increase their involvement in the area marginalised
so far.
In the further part of the report the analysis of research results (the same as in the case of
interest) relating to the following areas:
• values
• personality
• temperament
• social competences
• entrepreneurial competences
• cognitive competences
They permit self- recognition as well as the recognition of own capabilities in a very broad
perspective. Every time the results description (as in the case of interest test) allows to recognize first of all, the current attributes of the tested person. At the same time it draws attention to the benefits that may be achieved by the tested person, when they decide to be more
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focused on particular areas of their functioning. The content of the description also explains the
reasons for any difficulties which the tested person experiences and which result from the way
the person operates.
Finally the most important areas of those listed above are those that are important for
good functioning in professions, which are convergent with the person’s interests.
In the presented case (p. 41 of the report) the results of the CaT tests indicate that when
considering future educational and professional career, the assessed person may focus on the
following areas or groups of occupations:
• Natural science
• Science
• Architecture and construction
This applies to professions, such as those presented in the report- professions examples:
• Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals (ISCO code: 2131)
• Database and network professionals (ISCO code: 252)
• Building and housekeeping supervisors (ISCO code: 515)
In the following paragraphs the report presents to the tested person information essential
for their good functioning in the proposed professions. Referring to the example discussed, the
tested person will find the information on essential tasks performed by trainers, instructors and
sport activists. Successively the assessed persons familiarize themselves with the key competences expected of a person in such a position. Subsequently, educational requirements and
employers expectations are discussed and in further part, the more detailed tasks which the
assessed person must cope with when selecting such profession. Supplementary information is
provided in the form of the list of similar professions.
Certainly the most important and the most interesting information for the tested persons,
is how the person’s current competencies and abilities conform to the requirements of the
given profession. This part is a reference of key competences for the profession to the level of
competences and characteristics which the assessed person demonstrates in the course of the
test. By analysing this part of the report information, it can be observed that the tested person
learns about their strengths and weaknesses which are important if they wanted to pursue
the proposed occupation. The information indicates the strengths of the tested persons which
can be a source of not only the effective functioning in the given profession, but at the same
time the source of life satisfaction. Weaknesses inform the tested person that if they chose to
pursue this particular profession they would have to put significant effort to perform the job
well. Therefore, it can be the source of additional difficulties and possible conflicts or failures.
Definitely, the clues which prompt the test taker how to strengthen their weaknesses, and as
a result, reach a higher level of competence in their preferred occupation, are valuable information. Such information relates to all the professions proposed in the report.
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CaT Test Scores
(sten scale 1-10)
27
Your CAT tests results are placed in the tables beneath; your answers are represented by
sten point system (origin: standard ten). Sten score would show a value from 1 to 10 and it
indicates your individual’s position with respect to the other people who have taken CAT tests.
Sten scores interpretation:
9-10 = very high score (approximately 7% of the total number of people tested) 7-8 = high
score (approximately 24% of the total number of people tested)
5-6 = average score (approximately 38% of the total number of people tested) 3-4 = low
score (approximately 24% of the total number of people tested)
1-2 = very low score (approximately 7% of the total number of people tested)
No scores can be interpreted as right or wrong, the scores represent personal’s interests,
skills and characteristics only. There are no two individuals who may be described identical, each
person holds their own uniqueness hence sten scores must vary as a consequence. The results
achieved are only a general information regarding the severity of the particular properties and
will be described in more details later in the report. On reading the results it is important to
remember high score results merely point out the distinct area that bears great significance to
you. Based on the score achieved, it can never be guaranteed whether one’s deeds in the field
will be poor or outstanding – the key to success always lies within you and work you do.
Professional interests
1. Education –
care giving

4

2. Artistic

9

3. Humanities

4

7. Natural
science
8. Medical

4. Social

7

9. Science

5. Management
2
and dministration

6. Legal

3

11. Architecture
and
10
construction

10

12. Agriculture

7

13. Services
57
14. Military,
Police,
6
uniformed
services
15. Sport and
8
physical activity

9

10. Engineering 6

9

Aims and Values
1. Principles

2. Values

3. Aims

4. Situations

8

10

9

4

5. Social
groups
10

6. Data
9
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Personality traits
1. Conscientio2. Adaptation
usness
and flexibility
4
8
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3. Need for
action
8

Temperamental characteristics
1. Emotional stability 2. Working under
pressure
3
9

4. Achievement
motivation
7

3. High activity level
7

5. Emotional
independence
6

4. High sensitivity
level
8

Interpersonal skills
1. Communication skills

2. Listening skills

3. Team
Orientation

4. Assertiveness

9

7

9

-

Entrepreneurial skills
2.
1. Strategic
Opportunity
competencies
recognition
9
7

5. Negotiation
and conflict
resolution skills
2

5. Planning
3. Networking
4. Conceptual
and
and relationship competencies
organizing
7
8
9

6. Commitment
-

Cognitive abilities
1. Creativity

2. Spatial
imagination

3. Memory

4. Numerical
reasoning

7

5

7

4

5. Concentra6. Divided
tion
attention
of attention
10
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DESCRIPTION of CaT TEST RESULTS
Professional interests
Interests: Intensity of personal interests
High intensity of professional interests indicates a strong relation between one’s interests
and behaviour. Individuals with high intensity of this feature make decisions according to their
interests, are motivated to work and study in a chosen field, and learn things related to their
professional interests easily. Their traits and predispositions are reflected in their interests. The
decisions they make about their academic career and education are compatible with their activities, interests, and predispositions.
Interests: Area of interest: socio-medical
Individuals with a moderate level of social and health-related interests function relatively
well in activities requiring working with others, activities with high social importance, and activities related to helping others. Under favourable conditions they can manage others, organise and lead aid activities, undertake activities related to social relations and norms. They can
exhibit tendencies to undertake activities aiming to improve health, security and the quality
of life of individuals and groups.
Interest in technology and natural science
Individuals with a high level of technology and natural-science-related interests show technical and practical thinking, are eager to learn about the functioning and use of machines and
devices. Their interests may also include the relations and mechanisms which explain certain
phenomena from the realm of science, natural world, and technology. They are meticulous and
patient. They act in a rational and analytical way. They can make construction plans, sketches
and projects. They can also use their predispositions in the areas related to ecology, natural
world or agriculture.
Interest in art and humanities
Individuals with a high level of arts and humanities-related interests are highly creative and
expressive. They search for unconventional uses and solutions as well as original ways of acting.
They are interested in arts, value aesthetics and beauty, are eager to learn about the works of
art of others and create art themselves.
Interests: Artistic
interest in professions associated with arts and cultural activities, focus on talent and artistic skills in a particular area (eg. plastic, music), being creative, unconventional and original
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The obtained result refers to people who are very good at dealing with the nature of art,
beauty and taste. These people love to create new things and appreciate beauty. They are able
to produce a lot of novel and useful ideas. Their thinking is divergent and they tend to be different than others. They are innovative and proactive. They are known for their perseverance and
tolerance to ambiguity. They do not like to follow existing solutions and try to do things differently. They can be unorganized and prefer less systematic tasks and situations. They have the
ability to imagine how something will look after it is moved around or when its parts are moved
or rearranged.
You are a person who loves to create new things and appreciates beauty. You are very good
at producing new and useful ideas. Your thinking is quick; you get lots of new ideas very quickly.
You also tend to think differently than the majority of your peers. You do not like to follow
existing solutions but like to try new things differently. Sometimes you seem to be unorganized
and prefer less systematic tasks and situations. You have the ability to imagine how something
will look after it is moved around or rearranged.
Not everybody around you is good at dealing with the nature of art, beauty, and taste. If
you are working in a team with somebody, that is more systematic and conventional than you,
then try to focus more on the structure of the assignment and try to follow the provided steps
to complete it, so the other person will not feel confused or overwhelmed with new information or ideas. If you are working alone try to keep in mind you also have to focus on making
order in your heap of ideas and take care that you do structure your work so you will not have
problems finishing it or other persons will easier keep up with what you are doing.
Interests: Engineering
interest in practical thinking, technical and mechanical tasks, manual activities, construction and operation of the machines and technical equipment, technology, production, processing automation
Obtained results refer to people who are moderately characterised by practical way
of thinking; they can adopt or change the environment to solve the problems or achieve goals.
But is not an activity that drives them. They might be interested in architecture, mechanics and
construction. They understand how machines are build and what principle work on. People who
scored average in this area have some manual skills, they can manipulate tools and operate
equipment but they less likely to fix it or build/ construct things. They also have an average
level of spatial imagination and some analytical skills. They can work under the pressure but
are easier to disturb and are not so goal orientated. Will follow both rational principles and
emotional factors and have a moderately systematic approach towards tasks and organised but
not meticulous way of work. They accept responsibility and can take control over the people or
equipment. They are capable of a correct assessment of situation and decision-making.
This result demonstrates your moderate interests in practical applications of knowledge
you have. If you need make your environment more comfortable you will solve technical/
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mechanical problems or make improvements to equipment. You are able to understand the way
technical /mechanical constructs are build and what principle they work on. You have enough
good analytical skills and visual imagination to learn how to operate machines and assemble
things build out of many parts. You are quite systematic and organise at performing tasks and
can work under pressure however you have to keep in mind what you want to achieve in order
to not get disturbed. You can perform tasks that require a high level of accuracy but this might
make you tired or board. While assessing tasks or situation you consider both rational and
emotional factors.
Interests: Sport and physical activity
need for movement and every action that requires physical or mental activity, to become
more and more efficient, to achieve the best possible result in the fight against time, space,
handicaps or artificial element, competitors, and finally himself or herself
Obtained results refer to people who are generally characterized by high level of body
stamina, great body performance together with strong organisational and time management
skills. They meet their personal needs in an efficient, sustainable and consistent manner. They
are goal driven individuals and are sufficiently motivated or ambitious to work on their own
initiative without clear direction given. They are capable of producing and implementing new
solutions in order to meet the objectives. They constantly stimulate themselves and their peers
to deliver the results, manage performance and prevent people from abandoning the task. They
seem to prefer a personal contact with people when they are capable to communicate at their
best. Regarding their natural predispositions such as efficacy, autonomy and stamina they may
become natural leaders and, if not, they perform equally well within a group.
This result demonstrates your approach to time management, discipline, authority and
physical skills. It shows that you know how to set, execute and deliver the tasks – your organisational and time management skills are strong. You know well what your personal goals are
and you are capable of making them come true. You are a confident and autonomous individual
who acts at their best when it comes to a direct communication with people – it may happen
some people would follow you as a natural leader and, if not, your position within a group is
always strong. On the other hand, you may find observing authorities and respecting opinions
of others challenging. You do not need to be motivated or encouraged by the others as you
are an ambitious and disciplined ‘self-starter’ that dislikes being ‘held by the hand’. Creative
solutions can be produced by you when it comes to meeting objectives. Physical fitness plays
a significant role in your life. You keep your body in an excellent shape, it is likely you practice
extreme disciplines or you are a professional sportsman.
Being a well organised, efficient, autonomous individual is your great strength and your
biggest asset. Thanks to your high stamina, proactivity and confidence you seem to be always in
full control of things you voluntarily take charge of. Your great physical fitness only strengthens
your position as a natural leader. However, your strong authority makes you disregard other
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people’s view. First of all, you tend to priorities your goals over the others which may not be
beneficial for the team/ company as the whole. A good leader is able to align their personal
goals with the common goals in order to accomplish mutual growth. Secondarily, as a proactive
and dominating personality you may delay or even stop the other team members from growing
especially if they do not show the same level of stamina as you do. It is worth to remember that
people communicate and perform in various ways and in order to get the most out of them one
needs to stay an attentive listener. Finally, being a leader bares the risk of perfectionism, overachieving at the cost of your health or personal life – make sure you know how to delegate the
tasks and use it widely and wisely.
Interests: Architecture and construction
interest in spatial imagination, constructing, inventing and implementing new solutions in
the construction, urbanistic, architecture, engineering
The obtained result refers to people who are able to visualize how things can be seen
after moving or rearrangements. They are interested in building and construction, curious
about materials and tools about construction. They are good at identifying and solving complex
problems, and critical thinking. They are interested in design and able to create designs, technical plans, models. They can also evaluate costs and benefits and appropriateness of construction and designs.
This result demonstrates that you are able to visualize how things can be seen after moving
or rearrangements. You are interested in building and construction, curious about materials and
tools about construction. You are good at identifying and solving complex problems, and critical
thinking. You are interested in design and able to create designs, technical plans, models. You
can also evaluate costs and benefits and appropriateness of construction and designs.
Visualisation, being interested in construction and design is important in some occupations. However; both in work life and daily life focusing on social skills like communication is also
important for being successful and you should also focus on these skills.
Interests: Agriculture
interest in agriculture, crop, horticulture, fishery, ecological aspects of natural or agricultural activities, contact with nature and animal production
The obtained result refers to people who are specially interested in ecology, agriculture,
animals and plants. They are great in nature environment and managing technical issues like
production, raw materials, quality control, manufacture of goods. They know how to deal with
business administration, management, legislation and accounting. At the same time, they have
control of product safety and quality.
You are specially interested in ecology, agriculture, animals and plants. You are great while
working in nature environment and managing technical issues like production, raw materials,
quality control, manufacture of goods…You know how to deal with business administration,
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management, legislation and accounting. At the same time, you have control of product safety
and quality. If you have to choose, you always prefer to work independently.
Being active in another aspects different from the nature ones will allow you to develop
creativity and artistic thinking. It is important to develop abilities in order to be able to work in
social groups. Having interest in humanities, engineering, arts, services, sports, for example, will
allow you to discover useful things for your learning process.
Interests: Military, police, uniformed services
like to cooperate in a team, to support respecting the law, interest in security and defences
of the country as well as security of persons and property
The obtained result refers to people who may be to some degree interested in uniformed
services including protection of persons and property, public safety, military science, national
security etc., but it is not necessarily their main focus. They value security and rules, social
justice, loyalty, national security and stability of social order to some degree. They are modestly diligent, consistent and determined in action, as well as reliable, faithful, trustworthy, and
dutiful.
You are a person who may be (but not necessarily) interested in areas such as protection,
public safety, military science and national security. You value to some degree security and
rules, responsibility, loyalty, national security and social order. You are also modestly diligent,
reliable, and self-disciplined.
Interests: Education – care giving
interest in helping others, elderly people and giving care
Obtained result refers to people who are generally characterized by basic level of empathy
and emotional balance. They can understand outspoken or fully expressed thoughts, feelings,
concerns of other. They have minor listening skills, and as a result, they might have difficulties
to understand other people circumstances. They find it challenging to distinguish their own
feelings from other people’s emotions or to see a situation from a different perspective. They
don’t feel a need to take care of and nurture other people, despite the awareness of their
problems, they don’t take initiative. They are self-sufficient and find working in a team challenging. They tend to focus on their own goals rather than other people needs. They are characterized by low level of organizational consciousness and finding information skills, necessary in
the process of helping and educating – resolving problems and achieving final goals.
This result demonstrates your approach to other people. It shows that you may find it challenging to link other people behaviour to their feelings. If asked, you are capable to provide the
help but you will expect clear instructions. While listening to others, you focus on facts rather
than feelings, it may be difficult for you to understand somebody else’s perspective, besides you
are not very interested in other people inner reality. You interact with others communicating
your own thoughts in a direct way. You may prefer to work independently rather than as a part
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of a team as you may find other people presence distracting. While undertaking carrier’s role,
you will be focused on tasks not on people. You plan and you complete your own objectives
without taking in consideration other people’s needs.
Being a strong, independent, rational individual is your great strength and your biggest
weakness. You know what to want to achieve, how to set your goals and how to accomplish your
ambition. Other people doesn’t stop you or distract you, as you tend to focus on how useful
they can become to fulfil your needs or help you to complete your task; You hardly consider
their own feelings and needs. You see people as handy or disruptive and act accordingly to this
perspective. This approach is efficient in terms of accomplishing your goals, however it makes
you feel estranged. People see you as strong but merciless, ruthless character and probably
avoid your company, feeling scrutinized most of the time. Being more attentive and willing to
get to know and understand others’ emotions would improve your social life and enhance your
productivity.
Interests: Services
interest in the scale of services, tourism, recreation, cosmetics and biological regeneration, demonstrating hospitality and establishing new contact with people, flexible approach to
working hours, opportunity to plan, organize and carry events
The obtained result refers to a person who enjoys interacting with all types of people. Well-spoken with good listening skills. They are outgoing and rather extroverted. They get a deep
sense of satisfaction when solving problems or helping customers out in one way or another.
They have good interpersonal, planning and organising skills. They are characterised by high
level of conscientiousness and assertiveness. They also possess good conflict resolution, negotiation and persuasion skills.
This result demonstrates your approach to social interactions, tasks and responsibilities.
It shows that you possess good communication and interpersonal skills. You are a confident
negotiator and easily gain people’s trust. You have an outgoing personality and thanks to your
charisma you easily attract people’s attention (and/or customers). You understand your customers’ needs well and meet their expectations. You enjoy interacting with all types of people and
like entertaining them.
There are situations where you put other people’s needs in front of your own. Although
this makes you content, in a long-term this particular behaviour may have a negative effect on
your emotional well-being, your personal needs and the quality of your own life. You need to
ensure that you maintain a healthy balance between satisfying your customers and your own
well-being and personal life.
Interests: Humanities
interest and skills in writing easily good texts, fluency in communication, using correct
words, thinking creatively and critically, reasoning, and asking important questions
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The obtained result refers to people with more interest in science and biology than in the
humanities studies. They tend to defend a scientific point of view of life trying to be organized
and well-planned most of the time. They have become familiar with data-analysis, meticulousness and information processing. They are great getting and analysing information in order to
get conclusions and to solve problems.
Your interest are more focused in science and biology than in the humanities topics. You
tend to defend a scientific point of view of everything and you are often more comfortable in
a planning and organising works having almost everything under control. You have become
familiar with data-analysis, meticulousness and information processing. You are good getting
and analysing information in order to get conclusions and to solve problems.
The creative and imaginative world belongs especially to the humanities subjects. Art, literature, history, music, languages or philosophy are not only a part of our culture, but also a way
to explore and develop some parts of our brains.
Interests: Legal
interest in law, changes of law, legal regulations, legal aspects of social and economic
activities, persuasion, negotiation, judgement and decision making, focus on critical thinking
and writing
Obtained result refers to people who show a little interest in law in general, such as legal
regulations and legal aspects of social, and economic activities. They do not show the interest
in legal aspects of social and economic affairs either in taking up academic activities. Their
private life means a great deal to them and they do not wish the professional life to interfere. To
some extend they know how to process and comprehend big amount of information but they
do not make independent judgement or deduct from existing facts. They meet the necessary
objectives by following standard procedures and under supervision and do not see the need to
come up with innovative solutions. Their verbal and written communication skills are on basic
level. They may comprehend the task but do not form clear and logical arguments to persuade
the others. They do not try to reach a goal by agreement with the other part and do not like
negotiating. Both talking to people and public speaking may be found by them difficile and
challenging. Since their emotional steadiness is not solid legal industry may take a toll on their
emotional side as it is highly competitive and emotionally charged.
This result demonstrates that your commitment and perseverance in accomplishing your
tasks and professional goals need enhancing. Neither legal aspects of social and economic
affairs nor academic activities are of your interest. Your private life means a good deal to you
and you would not want to have it interfered by the professional activities. You know how to
process and comprehend big amount of information to some extend and you don’t deduct from
existing facts either make independent judgement. You meet the objectives by following standard procedures and under supervision and do not see the need to come up with innovative
solutions. You don’t feel at your best when it comes to verbal and written communication skills.
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You would comprehend the task but you don’t like persuading or negotiating hence you don’t
form clear and logical arguments to do so. Both talking to people and public speaking may be
found by you troublesome and challenging. You would keep your emotional steadiness only if
you know the circumstances.
Being an efficient team member is a great strength. Your actions are vital in maintaining
company/team existence – you comply with procedures and know how to work under supervision. Having you as a team member would make even the hardest task feasible. You also know
well how to guard your private life from work interference. However, a constant guidance and
supervision may deter you from looking after your personal goals. It is important to remember
you can learn through the process and increase the level of your competence gradually. Avoiding
talking to people especially when it comes to bigger audience may only enhance the sense
of emotional instability and insecurity. Only people who do nothing make no mistakes hence
sharing the smallest ideas on how to change the processes can actually makes you feel more in
charge and engaged.
Interests: Social
interest in contact and work with people, teamwork, managing problems and emotions,
motivating, training, interest in sociology, establishing interpersonal contacts and cooperation,
being involved in social and political issues and open to other people
The obtained result refers to people who are generally characterized by their understanding others’ emotions, needs and conditions from their point of view. They usually enjoy helping
people solve their problems. They frequently influence others so coaching and mentoring is like
a second nature to them. They can relatively connect with people from other cultures, ethnicities and countries. Most of the time they respect each person and culture. They have self-control which usually helps them regulate their emotions, thoughts and behaviours.
This result demonstrates your level of social competence and your interest on social
concepts. You are usually good at listening and observing the people around you. You generally enjoy listening to others problems and successfully offer them advices. Team-work is not
a burden to you. You enjoy connecting with people from different cultures, races, ethnicities
and countries. You have good emotional balance and are happy to help others who need your
assistance in both personal and work life.
You may want to withdraw yourself from the people around you and spend some time by
yourself. Listening and trying to help others’ problems can drain your energy and may make
you focus on their problems more than your own. The ability to be independent and the ability
to pull away from the crowd will help you balance yourself because sometimes you can reflect
their emotions more than your own.
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Interests: Natural science
interests in nature, ecology, biology, and basic genetics, ability to observe, analyse and
solve problems connected with nature and ecology
The obtained result refers to people who are specifically interested in in life focused research, evolution, animals and nature in general. They are very good at observing, analysing and
solving complex problems using logic and critical thinking. They are able to apply general rules
to specific problems as well as discover connections among seemingly unrelated events. They
are fascinated in observing and analysing how different systems work and how changes in
conditions, operations, or the environment would affect outcomes.
You are a person who is fascinated by nature and are very interested in life, evolution,
animals, plants and similar areas. You are always curious about how different things work. You
are very good at analysing and solving complex problems using logic and critical thinking. You
know how to apply general rules to specific problems as well as discover connections among
unrelated events.
Although we may focus our interests in areas of natural science (biology, ecology, geography
etc.), exploring interests outside the areas related to physical reality – for example history,
psychology, social sciences, philosophy and art can help us gain better understanding of the
social aspects of the outside world.
Interests: Management and administration
interest in economic, administrative and financial tasks, organization, accuracy, planning time and tasks, contacts with people, good manners, being a leader as well as work with
computer and doing analysis
The obtained result refers to people who are focused on working in a team or in a subordinate position, being efficient working for others. They trust on others for solving problems or
for economic issues and are completely focused on enjoying the daily life. They feel comfortable
working in routinely tasks when an extra of analysis is not needed at all. It is easier to find them
being interested on arts, creativity, science or sports. For them, there are lot of priorities that
being focused on managing and administration. They tend to work for themselves in a known
position always trying to avoid risks.
You are focused on working in a team or in a subordinate position, being efficient working
for others. You trust on others for solving problems or for economic issues and are completely
focused on enjoying the daily life. You feel comfortable working in routinely tasks when an extra
of analysis is not needed at all. It is easier to find you being interested on arts, creativity, science
or sports. For you, there are lot of priorities that being focused on managing and administration. You tend to work for yourself in a known position always trying to avoid risks.
Being able to manage a team, encourage them and motivate them is almost an art. Setting
the goals and work hard in order to achieve them is a special point to develop in most jobs. Also,
having a special sense for business, financial issues and economy is a must. In your daily life you
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will find some situations that makes you solve problems, take risks or be flexible, useful issues
not only for your work but to face many kinds of aspects.
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Interests: Medical
interest in medicine, health and preventive healthcare, broad, detailed knowledge about
physiology and medical aspects, helping and finding new solutions, making contact with
others, empathy, understanding others
The obtained result refers to people who are more interested in the health environment
than in other specialties. They are good analysing information, solving problems and drawing
conclusions. They are focused on intellectual activities and they have an ability to usually detect
their thoughts and emotions. They are persistent, they have self-confidence and their own motivation to reach goals is usually high. They are great analysers and can easily walk in another’s
shoes, taking other perspectives in order to help them. They have intellectual curiosity, pleasure
in cognitive activities, openness to new ideas and intellectual engagement in activities.
You are a more interested in the health environment than in other specialties. You are good
analysing information, solving problems and drawing conclusions. You are focused on intellectual activities and you have an ability to usually detect their thoughts and emotions. You are
persistent, you have self– confidence and your own motivation to reach goals is usually high.
You are good taking other perspectives in order to help people.
It is useful to pay attention on other interests to understand better how the life works. An
overthink and analysing things too much can make us feel lost and angry; for this reason, it is
also important to develop our intuition and spontaneity. The creativity and the multi-tasking
make our brain feel awake.
Interests: Science
curiosity about the world, need to learn what makes everything work, interest in physics,
mathematics, and computer science, patience, interest in doing scientific research, analysing
and solving complex problems, conducting experiments
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by their interest on processing information, analysing and transforming data. Data analysis, scientific research and dealing
with numbers are like a second nature to them. They are good at critical thinking skills and this
helps them to develop problem solving skills. They are perceived by others as patient and self-disciplined which allows them to analyse information better. They are perfectionists. They are
interested in dealing with complex problems, physics, mathematics and computer science.
This result demonstrates that processing information, analysing and transforming data are
your main interest areas. You like to deal with numbers, do data analysis and scientific research.
You are good at critical thinking skills and this helps them to develop problem solving skills and
analyse information. You are patient, self-disciplined, and perfectionists. You are interested in
dealing with complex problems, physics, mathematics and computer science.
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Doing scientific research and analysing data is exciting but you also have to focus on human
factor in researches and life. A balance is needed between managing all data and personal
needs in order to get the best out of your research.

Priorities (Aims and values)
Value orientation
The result of the high points to the person strongly focused on action dictated by respect
for the values and principles. They have a high motivation to actively and continually transform/
create an environment by appealing to the authority and fidelity of the values. They are heavily
focused on analysis of current situations and events, characters and groups characterized by
significant social impact, reliable verification of obtained information. Express their conviction
to the principles of moral/ethical standards as the best determinants in deciding which expand
and resolve their own expertise, their aspirations and plans.
Aims
humanism; man as the highest value (respect for life and health), respect for human
dignity, individuality
Obtained result refers to people who are characterised by a very high level of protecting
human life and health. They have high respect for the dignity and accept them as highest values.
Those individuals have a system of principles and rules that guide them in their decision about
what is right or wrong. For them, these principles provide a basis for decent human being. They
have a high willingness to sacrifice their time and resources to assist and protect every human
being. They believe that the most important matters are human life and health. They believe
that every person is worth of respect, positive feelings which refer to the action of respect to
human being. Also, they have high respect for individuality and autonomy of each person, social
group. They preventive care before an eventual risk or problem. They are willing to be solidarity with others, respect for justice and equality between people, willingness to change and
sacrifice for justice. They have a strong motivation to act fairly, to do the right thing and have
trustworthy relationships with people.
This result demonstrates your approach to protecting human life and health. It shows that
you are very protective and carrying person, you would do anything for your friends. You find
it very easy to put yourself in someone else’s shoes and behave in a way that shows your care.
You highly value other people’s perspectives, time and space. You highly follow the common
rules intended to make life more pleasant for everyone. You are kind to everyone, no matter if
you know the person or not. Furthermore, you are very respectful to people who are different
from you, even if you don’t understand them very well. You show respect to others believes,
religions, politics, culture. Your respect extended beyond just being nice to people, you care
about animals, plants and the earth itself, you deeply focus on treating every living creatures
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as an individual worthy of courtesy. You are aware how your actions might affect the rest of the
world. You make conscientious lifestyle choices.
Being carrying, protective and respectful person is your great strength and your biggest
asset. You are open for others, and people like to be in your company because you are the
person with a big empathy who try to understand and protect someone’s believes and choices
rather judge them. However, those attitudes if extend too far might end in overwhelmed situations and feel hopeless. Firstly, you cannot help to everyone and cope with all life problems, if
you can’t change it, sometimes you have to accept it. Secondly, sometimes being too nice might
get you labelled as the person who will accept everything thrown at him. Also, being nice can
lead to bullying, and friends might want to care less about your opinion as you are always striving to compromise. Furthermore, people may take emotionally, moral or financial advantages
of you, seeing a politeness as a sign of weakness. Last but not least, being nice and respectful
might lead to expect others to put their interests aside for you just as you would do for them.
Data
The ability and willingness to influence (to have an impact on) with authority on data
(information); the collection, processing, analysis, interpretation, transmission there of (information, translation, interpretation, explanation, persuasion), understanding of phenomena
and reality
The obtained results refer to people who understand the importance of knowledge. They
are good at memorization. They like to work with data and good at in collecting, organizing and
interpreting knowledge. They search for information from different sources, they can absorb
the new knowledge effectively. They can easily disseminate and transfer the knowledge to other
parties and can use information retrieval systems. They are good at persuading people, they use
facts, evidences, their expertise, knowledge and skills for this.
The results show that you understand the importance of knowledge well and competent
in knowledge management. You are good at memorization. It is also very important for you to
search for information from different sources, absorb the new knowledge effectively, collecting,
organizing and interpreting knowledge. You are also good at persuading people by using facts,
evidences, expertise, knowledge and skills. You are effective in all knowledge management
dimensions; acquire, share and use knowledge.
One of the dominant concepts of this century is knowledge management.
It is important to realize importance of knowledge, use, transfer, seek of new knowledge
is very important for being successful in business life. However, focusing on data too much may
be an obstacle to develop your other skills. Developing communication and social skills, being
flexible and adaptive is also crucial for being successful.
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Social groups
The ability and willingness to influence (to have an impact on) with authority, social
groups, research teams, groups and political factions, ideological (conduction, being a leader).
Being an authority, possession of social prestige and recognition
The obtained result refers to people who have a direct influence in others, being able to
convince and make them to change their opinion. They are especially good encouraging and
motivating others, always recognised as good leaders, teachers, bosses or someone with authority. They have interpersonal abilities to communicate appropriate and to be understood thus
they use the persuasion efficiently whenever they want. Their behaviour makes them feel good
transmitting knowledge to others.
This result demonstrates that you have a direct influence in others, being able to convince
and make them to change their opinion. You are especially good encouraging and motivating
others, always recognised as good leaders, teachers, bosses or heads. You have interpersonal
abilities to communicate and to be understood thus you use the persuasion efficiently whenever
you want. Your way of life is based on transmitting knowledge to others.
Even we live in a social world and some people think we were born to be always in touch
with others, there is a part of the self who is important to be discovered. Sometimes we are
looking out of ourselves those things which we have not discovered yet. It is really nice to
consider the balance between the social live and ourselves, because if we forget about our
identity, we will never be productive by ourselves.
Situations
The ability and willingness to influence (to have an impact on) with authority on situations, events (directing, organizing, promoting). The ability to make important decisions
The obtained result refers to people who mostly prefer that others take the charge, following instructions and guidance rather than being proactive or taking the role of a leader. They
usually take as much time as needed to consider important details before making a decision.
They are relatively spontaneous in nature and prefer to live day-by-day not making too much
plans for the future or weekly schedules. They may lack self-assurance and confidence in their
knowledge and ability, especially in areas they are less familiar with or in new situations.
You are a person who usually prefers following instructions from others rather than taking
a role of a leader. You take as much time as needed considering different options before making
a decision. You are spontaneous in nature and like to live day-by-day, not worrying too much
about your future plans. You may sometimes be self-critical about your knowledge and abilities.
Being proactive, showing others your knowledge and skills will make them get to know
you better, realize your value and know they can work with you and use your skills and knowledge. Although you realize the importance of thoroughly analysing all available options before
making a decision, in some situations (for example, when timing is important) it is better to not
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contemplate too much on small details. Focusing on what is important and keeping the bigger
picture in mind will help you decide more quickly and efficiently.
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Values
directing attention to values of a philosophical nature (goodness, truth, beauty), respect
for universal values, dedication to the idea, respect for cultural heritage
The obtained result refers to people who are specifically interested in beauty, aesthetics,
ethics, epistemology, metaphysics, social and political areas, and who show talent and appreciation for art and art history. They are mesmerised by nature, universe and questions of metaphysics and transcendence. They highly respect cultural heritage and want to identify with it and
preserve it because it reinforces their cultural identity or sense of who they are as a person. They
appreciate and actively participate in spreading cultural beliefs and social activities between
different social groups of people.
You are a person who appreciates beauty in things and is especially interested in topics
such as ethics, sociology, and politics. You highly appreciate art and are likely to show talent in
various areas. You are very curious about where things come from and how things work and are
fascinated by nature and the universe in general. You like trying things from other cultures and
appreciate sharing ideas and traditions between different groups of people.
Although you may have great appreciation of higher values such as truth, beauty, goodness, it is sometimes better to try seeing things from a more down to earth perspective, to be
realistic about situations and adapt to current circumstances and life around us to be able to
function in the world. It is not always possible to act according to our high standards. Although
you feel that respecting other cultures and their heritage is important, not everybody has the
same understanding of this issue as you. If we express our views too passionately, people with
different perspectives may feel that we are imposing our views on them or that we are not
considering their point of view.
Principles
awareness of preservation and compliance with ethical principles, moral principles, legal
arrangements
The obtained results refer to people who are mostly aware of morality and ethics and guide
their behaviour and actions in the light of ethical orientation. They usually give more importance to ethics than laws. They are generally honest and consistent in their actions, thoughts
and behaviours. They mostly respect to rights and aware of importance of rules and principles
in social life. They frequently behave according to values and usually believe that ethical principles are necessary for public order and proper functioning of society. They are mostly fair and
able to confront people when they have unethical actions.
This result show that you are mostly aware of importance morality and ethics. Honesty and
being consistent are among your dominant personal characteristics. Your behaviours, actions
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and, thoughts are usually guided by ethics, when you are in dilemma between ethics and law;
you mostly choose to be ethical. You are generally fair and aware importance of ethical principles are necessary for society. You also mostly care about the unethical actions of others; and
frequently confront people when you see such actions.
Giving importance to principles, morality and ethics is really important and among the
most demanded characteristics by business world. However; being flexible and agile is also
important. While you are solving conflicts and supporting negotiations beyond being ethical
you should be also flexible and think divergently.

Personality traits
Strength of character
A strong character indicates the ease of self-motivation and overcoming adversities in order
to succeed in life. People with strong character are ambitious, persistent, committed, ready to
act, very self-demanding, and they also put a lot of effort to achieve their goals. At work they are
diligent and reliable, self-confident (aware of own value and abilities) and independent of the
opinions or emotions of others. People with strong character are able to cope in various, even
vague or unpredictable situations.
Conscientiousness
Diligence in work habits; trustworthiness; attention to detail; preference for a structured,
systematic and well thought out approach; proneness to perfectionism.
The obtained result refers to people for whom it is generally difficult to keep prudence in
decision-making and consistency in action. Others note their chaos and disorder. In general, they
are far from perfection in performing the tasks. It is visible in their superficiality and inaccuracy
in fulfilling their obligations. It is hard for them to be consistent in every chosen course of action
and persistent in pursuit of the goal. They rarely plan their activities rationally. They prefer the
spontaneity and freedom of action. They adapt methods and procedures to the current requirements, relatively easily abandoning previously adopted principles or rules. They are flexible to
changing conditions. It is easy for them to adapt to a new environment. You cannot always rely
on them and they do not pay too much attention to their promises.
You are someone who relatively loosely and with distance approaches the tasks and responsibilities. You exhibit shortcomings and deficiencies in work performed. You prefer a more spontaneous approach to life’s daily tasks and responsibilities. Quite often you interrupt started
actions, not ending them later. You notice that it is hard to keep your self-discipline and perseverance in achieving goals.
Regularity in action and dutifulness in performing scheduled tasks will help to achieve our
life goals. Those who are able to fulfil their duties diligently can enjoy the effects of their work,
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achieve better results at school, in college and in the workplace; acquire more knowledge and
skills. Such people are more inclined to trust, because they keep their word.
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Emotional Independence
Emotional independence from the judgment of others; self-motivation; having confidence
in one’s own capacity and expected performance, self-confidence.
The obtained result refers to people who have some confidence in their own judgment
and ability, but may rely on other people’s opinions rather than on their own in some situations. They can have some difficulty retaining autonomy in their tasks and may rely on external
sources of motivation. They aren’t always aware of their emotions and may not always except
them. They see the benefits of having emotional support from others when making decisions
or taking actions. Other people’s approval is relatively important to them.
You are a person who has some confidence about your own judgment and ability, but
sometimes relies more on others’ opinions than on your own. You may feel uncomfortable in
certain environments. You appreciate help from others in making decisions and setting goals.
You may not always be aware of your emotions or except them. You appreciate approval from
others before taking action.
Adaptation and flexibility
Readiness to take on new or unexpected situations and to tolerate uncertainty; openness
to new perspectives and methods; acceptance of change.
The obtained result refers to people who are mostly able to tackle unforeseen circumstances and endure uncertainty. They are usually receptive of alternative views. They seek new
solutions whenever possible. They have the ability to rectify their attitudes and points of view
to achieve better coexistence and understanding with others. They are usually characterized by
originality in behaviour, personal style, and interests. They are also more autonomous in their
actions, intellectually curious and usually have higher self-esteem.
You are a person who usually has no difficulty tackling new circumstances and are mostly
able to endure uncertainty. You recognize others’ views and ideas and tend to seek for new
solutions. You are able to adapt your attitudes and points of view to achieve better understanding with others. You can stand out in terms of behaviour, personal style and interests. You like
to do things on your own and rarely seek help from others.
In some situations it can be more beneficial to stick to established ideas and practices that
have been proven to work. Having established boundaries and beliefs and not trying to adapt to
other people in every situation can have its benefits for both parties, especially when you are
confident in your attitudes or ideas.
Achievement Motivation
High level of ambition and a strong motivation to succeed in life, commitment to work.
Willingness to tackle problems and the motivation to make strong demands on one’s own
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performance; readiness to invest strenuous effort; being motivated to continually improve
one’s own performance.
The obtained results refer to people who are mostly focused on taking initiative to find
better opportunities and perseverant. They are usually goal-oriented and competitive which
allows them to produce good quality works. They usually put effort to accomplish the task at
hand and do not give up usually. They are generally motivated to overcome obstacles, handle
conflicts constructively and reach to their goals. They are usually good at concentration and
focus on success.
This result demonstrates your personal efforts and improvement. It shows that you are
generally focused on success, taking initiative for seeking opportunities. You are usually goal-oriented and competitive so you can improve yourself. You care about accomplishing the task
at hand and try not to give up easily. You usually prefer to deal with problems and solve conflicting situations.
Due to your focus on personal efforts, achievements and improvement you can isolate
yourself from the people around you. Your passion on improving yourself creates a competitive
character which could make you forget about communicating with the people you interact with.
Action Direction (Need for action)
Willingness to transform a decision into a goal-oriented activity; readiness to protect
a chosen course of action from diversionary proposals.
The obtained result refers to people who are usually more focused on transform a decision
into a goal-oriented activity. They can be good changing plans, solving problems and overcoming obstacles if the objective is clear. Their way of work is based on their capacity to control
situations, to increase efficiency and on their goal orientation. Their performance depends on
their proposal, their commitment and their satisfaction with their work done. They do complete
the tasks presented even if they need to take an effort to do it. This orientation will make them
act with decision, being productive and with energy to get the targets. Furthermore, they have
a special ability to proceed with a course of action despite frustration and obstacles on the way.
This result demonstrates you are usually focus mainly in the goals when talking about jobs
or studies. You have a high sense of self-discipline and you rarely quit from any started task. You
can easily keep your energy full in the cases that it is needed. You are always ready to change
plans or to do different things if the goal attracts you.
Being too much focused on the goals and the action can make your mates feel unattended.
It is important to get and average value of action and sociability, trying not to forget that also
the people who is around is important. In other cases, the commitment and the effort in order
to achieve a goal can make you forget yourself.
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Stability of temperament
A high level of temperamental stability indicates the ease of focusing on the task, even
in difficult and stressful conditions. Persons with the stable temperament are target oriented,
resistant, strong and able to work under pressure. They are flexible, calm, patient and satisfied
with themselves. At work they are assertive and very good at accomplishing several goals at
once, active and energetic.
Emotional Stability
The degree to which emotional reactions are balanced and not volatile; the capacity to
recover from defeat and failure; the capacity to control one’s own emotional reactions.
The obtained result refers to people who act usually impulsively. Even they can have a good
planning skills, they feel more confident acting spontaneously. Their self-demand level is high,
that gives them a constant research to the own development and growth. They feel more confident about others than about themselves and when a situation seems to overwhelm them,
they need to be very active trying to solve the situation. They do prefer the routine in their live,
trying to avoid changes.
You prefer to act in an impulsive way prior to following a structured planning. However you
are aware that there are situations where it is required to follow a plan, even thought it is not
your preference. It is easy for you to see the best points of others, much more than your own
abilities. You are always trying to get the best of you, that’s why you are self-demanding. If you
could choose, you prefer the calm of routinely life.
It is important to overcome problems and to get abilities to be patient, flexible and calm
when we face a difficult situation. The self-confidence is the first step to reach the goals and,
even though it is necessary to try to do your best, it is also important to recognise all the steps
you are doing. The self-criticism can be a severe punishment when we forget the positive
aspects of our behaviour.
High Activity level
Refers to energy level observed in a person, amount of activities preferred, need for
stimulation – preferring diverse environment, lot of stimuli, unstructured environment.
The obtained result refers to people who tend to be more assertive, social, active and energetic. They usually feel comfortable focusing on several tasks at the same time or having several
aims in mind simultaneously. Even when there is opportunity for a break, they often occupy
themselves with different tasks, i.e. reading or using their phone. They have low sensitivity to
stress, allowing them to function well under pressure and are generally able to manage time
and stress when faced with workload. They prefer when things are diverse and function well in
unstructured environments.
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You are a person who is likely to be very social, active and energetic. You usually feel
comfortable doing several things at the same time. Even when there is opportunity for a break,
you usually occupy yourself with small tasks, for example reading or using your phone. You
prefer diverse environments where there are different activities available to partake in and find
everyday routines boring.
Although you can handle multitasking and diverse environments well, managing different tasks at the same time can sometimes become chaotic, making it easier to forget important details. Having things organized (for example keeping a to-do list with important projects
or goals that you can prioritize on) and working on important tasks from start to finish when
possible can help us manage time and reduce stress.
High level of Sensitivity
Refers to energy level observed in a person, amount of activities preferred, need for stimulation – preferring low noise and movement, quite, structured environment
The obtained results refers to people who prefers and needs to work in a non-changing
conditions, far from possible distractions and trying to avoid changes. They usually feel comfortable doing tasks that they already know or when they have a routine following them. They
prefer to work when they know the rules, better than improvising. They have special ability to
detect little changes, specific details or things that not everyone can see. They feel more confident in solitary activities even though they can be rarely seen involved in groups.
It is easy for you to follow rules and routines and you feel confident on it. You always try to
avoid having many stimulus at the same time because you like the detail and the solitude. You
have a special perception for changes and little things that not everybody can have, especially
detecting little details. You are usually seen as a solitary and “self” person. The ideal place for
you is a quiet, routinely, calm and non-distractive job, that makes you feel far from any stress.
Getting off from the routine can make you to develop many abilities. First of all, improve
the divided attention. You could have control of a full-of-stimulus situations and get not to be
distracted easily. Even though it is important to pay attention to the details, you can never forget
the whole taking an objective point of view of it. On another hand, working in a group will allow
you to discover new things of yourself.
Working under Pressure
Having confidence in one’s ability to be highly resilient and robust; the readiness to take
on heavy work loads.
The obtained results refer to people who can successfully focus on the task at hand even
when they are facing stressful conditions. Their goal-oriented characters ensure working continuously in the same pace until the deadline regardless of any rejection or heavy workload. They
guarantee/ensure control over their work, people and any situation that arise as well as their
emotions. Stress, workload or time pressure do not affect them. The person with high level
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of ability to work under pressure has control over his emotions, perseverant and able to work
under any condition without getting stressed.
This result demonstrates your ability to act under stressful situations. You are a very reliable
person when it comes to any problem because of your goal-oriented and calm character allows
you to work constantly until the deadline even if the workload is heavy. Rejection, time pressure and criticism does not affect the quality of work you produce. You can keep your emotions
under control which helps you when facing a stressful problem.
Sometimes controlling every aspect of both your business and social life can be draining.
Always keeping in mind that spending some stress-free time alone or with friends can be beneficial for the ones that are used to working under pressure. Working overtime might be beneficial
for your business life but spending some down time is also crucial to preserve both mental and
physical health.

Interpersonal skills
Interpersonal competencies
A high level of interpersonal competence indicates the ease of communication, establishing
and maintaining contacts and working in a group. Persons with high interpersonal competence
are very efficient in understanding and communicating information, expressing and accepting
feelings, intentions and needs. They are very effective while dealing with difficulties or misunderstandings in a group.
Communication skills
The ability to communicate own needs, opinions, thoughts, emotions, states and desires
in public situation and during conversations.
The obtained results refer to people who are able to communicate in an understandable
and authentic way by focusing on congruence between verbal and nonverbal communication.
They can understand expressions effectively including metaphors, metonymies, and idioms.
They are also good at nonverbal communication and can send and receive signs, and gestures
effectively. They focus on grammar and spelling try to be free of error in their communication. To be understood and listened is important for them; for this reason, they do not hesitate
to repeat their message. They can easily make public speaking. If they need to make public
speaking they can detect the needs of audience and they are confident during their speech.
This result shows that you are clear and free of error while you are communicating with
others. You give equal importance to both verbal and nonverbal communication. As a result of
this you are careful on messages that you give to others. You can express yourself either way. To
be understood you can repeat the concepts that you are talking about. You are also confident
in making public speaking.
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Being effective in communication skills is very valuable in today’s social and business life.
However, communication is more powerful with knowledge. Before talking about something
making researches and learn as much as information as you about the communication content
is important. Expressing yourself is more valuable if you flourish this with listening skills.
Negotiation and conflict resolution skills
Ability to reach compromise or agreement and avoiding argument or dispute, ability to
achieve the best possible outcome; process between two or more actors that seek a solution
to a common issue.
The obtained result refers to people who avoid conflicts whenever possible. In situations
when they have to negotiate with others they may have trouble expressing their needs or insisting on their demands. When solving problems, they are quickly satisfied with a given solution
and don’t see the point in analysing the problem in detail. They are focused more on their own
perspective rather than on those of others. Their anger and frustration can prevail over their
ability to think rationally and actively listen to what the other person is trying to communicate.
You are a person who avoids conflicts whenever possible. You rarely find yourself in a mediating role. You often ask for help with solving difficult problems. You are firm in your thinking and
focused on your own perspective. When you do get in a conflict, you usually get fully engaged,
not holding back your emotions or trying to calm the person you’re in conflict with.
In general, it is best to not avoid conflicts with other people, especially if we encounter
them regularly (for example our schoolmates) or we have a close relationship with them. We
may have a false representation of others’ perspective or the other person doesn’t even realize
there is a problem. If we present our position honestly and calmly and try to understand the
other’s perspective, there is a good possibility we will find a solution that works for everybody.
Team Orientation
A readiness and preference for initiating contact with people; the active building and
maintenance of both work-related and private relationships and networks. Placing a value on
teamwork and co-operation; a readiness to actively support team processes; a willingness to
sacrifice one’s own interests for the benefit of the work group.
The obtained results refers to people who always have preference to initiate contact with
people; talkativeness, openness and social skills. They always tend to work in teams and they
give their best on it, being aware of the co-operation and feeling more confident working in
group than working alone. They always sacrifice their own interests if they can actively support
team environment. They are sensitive to other’s emotions, responsibility for others, trying
always to give service, being committed, being resolute and sharing aims and responsibilities
with the group. They have a special gift to share and provide information with others being able
to understand verbal and non-verbal communication.
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You have preference to initiate contact with people. Usually considered as a talkative, open,
communicative and with social skills. Your main objective when working in a team is the global
objective prior to your own; that is why you tend to be co-operative and sensitive to other’s
feelings, opinions, thoughts or ideas. You are extremely good at understand verbal and non-verbal communication, being resolute and giving services to others.
Being able to work by your own can make you develop own strategies and self-working
abilities. You can be seen as a dependent person, far from pro-activity. Then, it would be important to keep your networking skills reinforcing your self-abilities in order to improve as well your
team orientation.
Listening skills
Recognizing and understanding intentions, needs, emotions of others; ability to understand person’s point of view, ability to show listening and interest in what is being said.
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by the ability to understand
feelings, intentions and needs of others and can see things from other people’s perspective.
They try to give full attention to what another person is saying and generally try to understand
the underlying meanings of words and sentences. They don’t mind guiding and helping others
to improve their knowledge and skills and are mostly sensitive to others’ needs. They are usually
good at analysing and understanding information, ideas or emotions of a person, presented by
their body language and facial reactions.
You are a person who likes to give full attention to what other people are saying and does
not hesitate to ask questions when they misunderstood something. You are relatively good at
recognizing others’ feelings, intentions and needs and generally like helping others. You are
usually able to read people’s body language and facial expressions and are curious to see things
from other people’s perspective.
Not everybody around you is a good listener. If you feel that the other person does not
quite understand what you are trying to say, try being more specific and emphasize on crucial
points you are trying to make. In some situations (for example, when you’re in a hurry or the
conversation is not beneficial to anyone) it is better to let the person speaking know when they
are getting off track and to try to make them get to the important points.

Entrepreneurial skills
Entrepreneurial orientation
A high level of entrepreneurial orientation is visible in setting and implementing the long-term strategies and taking initiative. High achievers have ease of taking advantage of opportunities. They build nets of contacts, creating trust during interactions. Entrepreneurial people
absorb and understand complex information, are innovative and oriented to business growth
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and risk-protection. Planning and organizing, team-building and leading others is the natural
attitude. Entrepreneurial orientation drive persons to move ahead with the business.
Planning and organizing
planning and organization of different internal and external human, physical, financial and
technological resources, including team-building, leading employees, training, and controlling
The obtained result refers to people who have a special ability establishing objectives, being
resolute, constant, flexible and great strategist. They are recognised for being able to focus on
time management, for planning and organizing individual and team tasks and for having high
capacity of problem-solving. They are specialized in setting priorities, organizing information
and having a need for order and clarity. At the same time, they have extremely control of their
impulses and they prioritize the long-term satisfaction than the instant gratification. They are
always being in charge of organising and planning events. They can get all the key issues from
a problem and find a solution with a bit of information, always focused on the goals. To do it,
they have good interpersonal skills, being empathic and knowing how to deal with people.
You have a special ability establishing objectives, being resolute, constant and flexible. You
are usually recognised for being able to establish time management, planning and organizing
your own (or a group) tasks and for having a high capacity to solve problems. You can set priorities and control your impulses for a long-term satisfaction prior to the instant gratification. You
are almost always in charge of organising and planning events or activities.
There are situations where being focused on a rigid and structured planning can make you
forget many details of your current job. You can live more time in the future than in the present,
what can make you be disconnected of the current moment. Even though you always respect
deadlines, many times it is required to take our times and to skip our own norms in order to
make things better. There is something beautiful on the daily satisfaction.
Strategic competencies
setting, evaluating and implementing the long-term strategies of the company future and
initiative
The obtained result refers to people who are especially good at creating a long-term
vision for the future, having a need for planning and organizing, being innovative, proactive
thinkers and confident about one’s own decisions. They are an example for analytical thinking and problem-solving, being good at drawing conclusions or organizing information. High
level of self-confidence to make decisions considering all the alternatives, having a high grade
of intellectual curiosity, creativeness, proactivity and productivity. Furthermore, they can be
good leaders due to their capacity to influence, persuade and negotiate as well as controlling
one’s own behaviour, thoughts and emotions.
You are really efficient when it comes to planning, creating, solving problems, organizing
information or drawing conclusions. You are seen as an innovative and thinker person who issues
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a high level of self-confidence due to your capacity to take decisions considering different perspectives. Furthermore, you are a great leader who knows how to persuade and negotiate with people.
Creativity, intellectual curiosity, proactivity and innovation are some of your essential vocabulary.
Being far from schedules and organized plans can make you feel and enjoy your day-by-day.
Every single moment has something special that can go fast if we are focused on thinking about
future or seeing the different possibilities of something. This result can make you feel mentally
exhausted, in terms of too much thinking. It would be interesting to connect with your intuition
and your first impression, connecting with your artistic side and being spontaneous.
Conceptual competencies
the decision skills, ability of absorbing and understanding complex information, ability
and sensitivity to self-correction through learning from mistakes, and also as innovativeness
oriented to business growth and risk-protection
The obtained result refers to people who have the ability to think in terms of concepts and
general principles. They are relatively original and creative, often producing novel and useful
ideas. They try to be proactive and often take risks. They are able to understand complexities,
identifying key or underlying issues in complex situations. They tend to use logic and reasoning
to identify the strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to
problems. They are also relatively open to new ideas and have the desire to learn more about
people, places, things and concepts.
You are a person who can often recognize underlying patterns and relationships between
events. You are able to understand relatively complex situations. You often come up with new
ideas and can think outside of the box. You like to think about how to improve things. When
solving problems, you mostly rely on logic and reasoning rather than your instincts. You are
relatively open to new experience and like investigating new ideas.
Other people may not be as skilled in abstract thinking as yourself. It may be a good idea
to present abstract information and ideas to others on a more practical and concrete level to
avoid confusion or misunderstanding. Your intellectual curiosity and ability to produce ideas
can sometimes make others feel overwhelmed with information and lose your train of thought.
Opportunity recognition
the ability to acquire and systematize the operating resources needed to start and grow
a new venture, ability to recognize and envision taking advantage of opportunities
The obtained results refer to the people are generally open to trying new experiences,
exploitation of opportunities and think outside the box. They are good in recognizing opportunities in their environment. They are usually good at finding unexpected demand for known
supply and proceeds.They relatively precisely are innovative and because of that they usually
carry an entrepreneurial trait. Taking advantage of opportunities is usually important for them
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due to their proactive characters. They have a network usually granting them access to some
sources when they research.
This result demonstrates your ability to recognizing and taking advantage of opportunities.
Building networks is usually easy for you. Due to your abstract thinking skills and being attentive you mostly find unexpected demand for known supply and proceeds and vice versa. You
generally have a proactive and innovative and entrepreneurial character so taking advantage
of opportunities in like a second nature to you. You are mostly sensitive to social environment
and devote your time to access different sources of information.
Building networks is important for opportunity recognition because without it you would
not have access to various sources. Finding balance between networking and researching is
important in order to explore possible opportunities. Constant research is also important to
keep up with new trends and possible business ideas. Taking control is important but without
proper research you can make business altering mistakes. Researching properly before acting in
advance will secure your business.
Networking and relationship
building nets of contacts and supporting business via using contracts and connections,
persuasive ability, communication and conflict solving and general interpersonal skills
Obtained result refers to people who are characterised by possessing good developed
interpersonal skills. They have an ability to get along with most people and build an enduring and beneficial relationship. Those individuals usually tend to be full of life and positivity
and gain energy from engaging in social interaction. Mostly, they are friendly, energetic and
adaptable. They have high self-esteem and good emotionally intelligent. They are good influencers with good communication skills. They are all paying attention to interaction, cooperation,
being social and having a relevant relationship. They seek to create opportunities for cooperation, learn about opportunities, provide support, maintains and draws on a network of contacts.
They have the will to engage people and like to be involved in a partnership.
This result demonstrates your approach to relationship with other people. It shows that
you are a positive, sociable and easy-going person, who like others people and enjoying to
talking to them. You are an enthusiastic and expressive person who like to be in a centre of the
action. You have the ability to make friends comfortably. You like to be surrounded by people
and like to feel team spirit. You are a persuasive person who is able to comfortably influence
others. Staring conversations with people, inviting others to the group is it something natural
for you. You have good people skills, and you are not afraid to standing up for what you believe.
You like yourself. Furthermore, you like to play a role of a team member as well as a leader. You
can identify common goals and interests, and use common goals to unite teams.
Being an easy-going, open -minded and a social person can be great strength and biggest
asset. You naturally make friends as others like to be in your company. However, having a lot
of connection might easily distract you from your goals. First of all, when you need to take
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a serious decision which might take you towards your goal of happiness but offend your friends,
at this point you need to priorities your needs and think only about yourself. Secondly, being
social is good, but being too social is harmful. Having too much obligation towards others cage
you up from your freedom and might make you harm when to decide between your goals and
friends. Finally, being in touch with a wide range of people is very time-consuming, so you might
waste your time unproductively for networking rather than for planning your carrier.

Cognitive abilities
Cognitive abilities
High level of cognitive ability indicates a very efficient creation, organization and modification of environmental knowledge. People with high cognitive abilities process information
faster. High developed cognitive skills indicate faster learning of specific activities.
Memory
Memory is a process of encoding, storage, and retrieval of experiences. Its key function is
to find relations between recalled data (the so-called working memory). Visual short memory
is a visual subsystem of working memory that let processing of data and searching for relations
between data
Individuals with high level of memory processes demonstrate very good visual memory
which allows them to process visual data effectively. They usually don’t have problems with
coding visual information and retrieved it even after a long period of time. Another ability is
searching for relationship between data.
You have very good visual memory! You have great memory which allows them to process
visual data very effectively. It means that usually you are good at remembering visual information and retrieving it. You are also able to find relations between information that you want to
remember and this ability makes memory process easier.
Keep your mind – at the work environment not only mental abilities are important but
interpersonal or entrepreneurial skills also. Effective memory is useful in many professions but
also ability to use memorized information to work effectively is important and to choose information worth to remember. What is more nowadays when a lot of knowledge is available in the
internet, the ability how to search for the information is often much important. Try to use your
mental skills to find relations between facts to formulate new ideas.
Numerical reasoning
Mental process where new representations are created by transformation of available
data. Numerical reasoning consists in finding relations between digits and discovering rights
governing sets of numbers
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Low level of numerical reasoning means that a person can deal only with tasks of average
difficulty which requires logical thinking and dealing with numbers. Individuals with low level
of numerical reasoning may have problems with arithmetic knowledge and finding relations
between digits.
You are capable to do very simple logical tasks. You may have problems with finding relation
between digits and doing arithmetic equations. Remember that reasoning you can practice.
Being not always logical in decisions making and behaviour gives freedom to experience
things spontaneously. However in many professions you’ll have to find logical relations between
numbers, information or words and be able to describe the mechanism or the way in which
different elements working together in the cause and the effect manner. Keep in mind that
mental process you can practice.
Creative attitude
Capability to generate new and valuable product, expressed in independence of judgement, attraction to complexity, aesthetic orientation, and risk-taking. The originality and
valence can be evaluate only in a certain time for a certain group of people.
Individuals with high level creative attitude have independent thinking and are nonconformist. Individuals have flexible style thinking also: are original and open for new ideas. Person
with high level of creative attitude is persevering and takes active despite obstacles.
You appreciate nonconformity and independent-minded people. Your behaviour is original
and you are capable generate a lot of ideas. You are ambitious and can motivate himself. You
handle with obstacles in activity and be persistent
Having creative personality is your big advantage. Creativity is desirable in many professions in which values flexibility, the unique nature of thinking, non-conformism, to go beyond
schemes. However, please keep in mind that there are many situations (even at work based on
creativity) which you should follow the principles, rules, pursue the path already marked out. In
this kind of situation, your creativity can’t be implemented and may disturb you in performing
routine tasks. Sometimes, the work environment requires conformism attitudes and adjustment. So keep in mind that sometimes the prop solution – not original – are the best way.
Remember that creative attitude may also be difficult for people around you who can’t understand that need.
Divided attention
Divided attention consists in distribution of limited mental resources. It is the ability to
process two or more responses or react to two or more demands. It helps to deal with more
than one activity at the same time.
Individuals with very high level of divided attention can deal with more than one activity at
the same time. They switch their attention from one task to another at a fast pace. Their divided
attention ability is superior.
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Your divided attention is great! You can deal with more than one activity at the same time
– you are better in this kind of task than most of people. You are capable switch your attention
from one task to another at a fast pace
Keep your mind – at the work environment not only mental abilities are important but interpersonal skills also. Performing multiple actions simultaneously is not always a good solution.
Some situations require special attention. What is important – the time you can devote to them.
Spatial imagination
Sense of direction and object visualization at various angles. Determines good prediction
what will happen to an object if it changes its position and support object comparison. Allows
anticipation of changes in spatial relations of an objects undergoing transformations. Objects,
behaviours, or people’s physical appearance can undergo modifications. This function helps an
individual to e.g., arrange furniture in one’s room.
Average level of spatial imagination means limited sense of direction. There are possible
a little difficulties with object comparison and object visualization at various angles.
Good. You have usually good sense of direction. You can visualise object at various angles.
You spatial imagination determines object comparison and prediction also.
Estimated on the basis of scores achieved you may focus on the following fields/ group
of professions regarding your future career:
Natural science
Science
Architecture and construction
Estimated on the basis of scores achieved you may consider the following professions
from the recommended fields:
Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals (ISCO code: 2131)
Database and network professionals (ISCO code: 252)
Building and housekeeping supervisors (ISCO code: 515)
Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals
Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals study living organisms and
their interactions with each other and with the environment, and apply this knowledge to
solving human health and environmental problems. They work in diverse fields such as botany,
zoology, ecology, marine biology, genetics, immunology, pharmacology, toxicology, physiology,
bacteriology and virology. - (ISCO code: 2131)
Key competencies: achievement motivation, commitment to action,-- common good, accuracy, self-discipline, perseverance, achievement of the purpose (aim), self-control, analytical
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and critical thinking, communication, independent, resourcefulness and good organization
of the own work,
The profession may involve the following tasks: (a) undertaking research in laboratories
and in the field to increase scientific knowledge of living organisms, to discover new information,
to test hypotheses, to solve problems in areas such as the environment, agriculture and health,
and to develop new products, processes and techniques for pharmaceutical, agricultural and
environmental use; (b) designing and conducting experiments and tests; (c) gathering human,
animal, insect and plant specimens and data, and studying their origin, development, chemical
and physical form, structure, composition, and life and reproductive processes; (d) examining
living organisms using a variety of specialized equipment, instruments, technologies and techniques such as electron microscopes, telemetry, global positioning systems, biotechnology,
satellite imaging, genetic engineering, digital imaging analysis, polymerase chain reaction and
computer modelling (e) identifying, classifying, recording and monitoring living organisms and
maintaining databases; (f) writing scientific papers and reports detailing research and any new
findings which are then made available to the scientific community in scientific journals or
at conferences for scrutiny and further debate (g) designing and carrying out environmental
impact assessments to identify changes caused by natural or human factors; (h) providing
advice to governments, organizations and businesses in areas such as conservation, management of natural resources, and the effects of climate change and pollution.
Similar professions: Examples of the occupations classified here: • Animal behaviourist •
Bacteriologist • Biochemist • Biologist • Biomedical researcher • Biotechnologist • Botanist •
Cell geneticist • Marine biologist • Microbiologist • Molecular biologist • Molecular geneticist
• Pharmacologist • Zoologist
– this is your strong side. You are a person that gives importance to agriculture, environment and health. Understanding link between environment and living organisms is important
for you. You appreciate the nature and biology. You like to deal with activities related to development of agricultural, pharmaceutical and environmental techniques and processes.
– this could be your weak side, you can experience the challenges and difficulties in this
regard. However, if you take additional training, widen and strengthen your knowledge and
skills in this area, it is possible that You collect information on living organisms in a very organized way. You are well organized and trustworthy. You can take stock of any project.
– this could be your weak side, you can experience the challenges and difficulties in this
regard. However, if you take additional training, widen and strengthen your knowledge and skills
in this area, it is possible that You are very good at controlling yourself. As a result of this you
have high level of self-confidence. Self-confidence helps you to solve problems related to environment and human health. You are calm, flexible, and patient in your researches on biology
and zoology. You are optimistic, and you tolerate failures. You can control your own emotions
and your emotional reactions to diverse situations.
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– this is your strong side. You excel in oral communication. Not only you are a good orator
but also you grasp what is behind the words and use them accordingly. You establish work
procedures for a group of workers, assign specific duties to them, maintain harmonious relations among them, and promote efficiency. The oratory skills you possess help you in guiding
the assistants.
– this is your strong side. You are proactive, open to innovation and easily adaptable. You
approach research from an analytical point of view. You are good at analyzing both simple and
complicated organisms. You identify strengths and weaknesses of alternatives to solve a problem.
– this is your strong side. You have a very strong memory when it comes to biology and
zoology. You can establish relationship between different information easily in your laboratory
when you make researches on living organisms. You exhibit good performance in both cyphering and decrypting visual data.
Database and network professionals
Database and network professionals design, develop, control, maintain and support the
optimal performance and security of information technology systems and infrastructure, including databases, hardware and software, networks and operating systems. - (ISCO code: 252)
Key competencies: analysing data and information, evaluating information, processing
information, creating and designing, interpreting meaning of information to others, flexibility,
attentive to details, persistence, stamina, self-control, introversion self-disciplined, independent, attention to detail, problem-solving skills, mathematical reasoning, deductive reasoning,
inductive reasoning, category flexibility, fluency of ideas, active listening, systems analysis, time
management, creative thinking , critical thinking, decision making
The profession may involve the following tasks (a) designing and developing database
architecture, data structures, dictionaries and naming conventions for information systems
projects; -- (b) designing, constructing, modifying, integrating, implementing and testing database management systems; -- (c) developing and implementing security plans, data administration policy, documentation and standards; -- (d) maintaining and administering computer
networks and related computing environments; -- (e) analysing, developing, interpreting and
evaluating complex system design and architecture specifications, data models and diagrams in
the development, configuration and integration of computer systems.
Similar professions: 2521 Database designers and administrators -- 2522 Systems administrators -- 2523 Computer network professionals -- 2529 Database and network professionals
not elsewhere classified -– this is your strong side. You excel in creating an impact on others, motivating and changing them. You know how to share your opinions with others in an effort to establish programs
and reach joint decisions. Comparting knowledge especially about the database and network is
paramount for you. You exhibit good leadership skills.
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– this could be your weak side, you can experience the challenges and difficulties in this
regard. However, if you take additional training, widen and strengthen your knowledge and
skills in this area, it is possible that you have an eye for detail. You are systematic when it comes
to obtaining and selecting the information you need to design and develop network systems
and database structures. You can systematically gather information that will be important for
your researches databases and networks. You are trustworthy, meticulous and analytical. Assessing strengths and weaknesses of different database structures is one of your strong points .
– this could be your weak side, you can experience the challenges and difficulties in this
regard. However, if you take additional training, widen and strengthen your knowledge and skills
in this area, it is possible that you know how to control yourself and evaluate data models for
computer systems. You confide in your abilities and capabilities. You are forgiving and easy-going
while working on data structures and database architecture. You regulate your own emotions and
your emotional reactions to diverse situations. You are autonomous and hopeful towards life.
– this is your strong side. You can easily determine objectives and strategies. You are good at
time management and problem solving. You prefer to be active in situations that require planning
and organization. You are good at planning, coordinating and implementing computer-database
and network security measures. You focus on information technologies goals and clarity.
– this is your strong side. You like working simultaneously on two tasks regarding network
and database. You can design database programs and maintain and analyze computer networks
at the same time. You can easily switch from one task to the next.
Building and housekeeping supervisors
Building and housekeeping supervisors coordinate, schedule, and supervise the work
of cleaners and other housekeeping staff in commercial, industrial and residential premises.
They take responsibility for housekeeping and caretaking functions in hotels, offices, apartments, houses and private dwellings. -- - (ISCO code: 515)
Key competencies: Applying procedures -- Organizing staff -- Overseeing compliance
of activities -- Verifying actions -- Guaranteeing activities -- Communicating technical knowledge
-- Updating documents -- Coordinating tasks -- Assertive -- Sociable -- Methodical -- Self-confident -- Flexible -- Efficient -- Responsible -- Order, method and organization -- Stress tolerance
-- Observation abilities -- Capacity to plan and organize -- Problem-solving skills -- Capacity to
communicate knowledge -- Negotiation skills -- Social skills -- Teamwork -- Communication skills
-- Leadership skills
The profession may involve the following tasks
(a) assigning tasks and inspecting building areas to see that cleaning, housekeeping and
maintenance work has been done properly; -- (b) issuing of supplies and equipment and inventory
stocks to ensure that the supplies on hand are adequate;-- (c) screening and hiring job applicants;
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-- (d) training both new and experienced employees;-- (e) recommending promotions, transfers or
dismissals;-- (f) performing some cleaning, housekeeping and maintenance tasks.-Similar professions: Cleaning and housekeeping supervisors in offices, hotels and other
establishments -- Domestic housekeepers -- Building caretakers -– this is your strong side. You will know how to persuade workers in order to train them and
manage a group of people. Your capacity to absorb new knowledge will allow you to deal with
some different building and housekeeping supervising aspects.
– this is your strong side. Your ability to transform a decision into a goal oriented activity
will let you assign task, train employees, inspect buildings and control that the job has been
done properly. Your efficiency to overcome problems and your decision is a value to develop
these kind of jobs.
– this is your strong side. Your focus on the objectives and goals mixed with your goal-oriented personality while working under pressure will let you assign tasks to employees and
work efficiently inspecting buildings, maintaining tasks or performing some cleaning.
– this is your strong side. Your special sense to be clear while communicating with others
will give you the chance to develop a training skill. Your capacity to give messages and instructions to others will let you assign tasks and maintain tasks done properly.
– this is your strong side. You will be able to organise all the tasks and plan the daily work
efficiently, especially in the field of buildings and housekeeping. Your capacity to see further to
the long-term objective will make you be almost ever responsible of the management, planning
and organisation.

Jacek Łukasiewicz

6. Tests results and career advice
The module reporting results and displaying career advice was added to the CaT set of tests
during preparation of validation version. The module displays separate reports for the tested
person and for the counsellor. The report contains:
1. Quantitative results.
2. Qualitative analysis of the results obtained by the test in the following areas (for the
tested person and the counsellor).
3. Indications for advisors to strengthen presented areas of the examined person.
4. Indication of the strengths of the tested person in relation to the performance of specific
occupations.
Quantitative results are presented for a tested person as a set of charts. The detailed qualitative text description of results contains information differentiated dependent on the level
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of results in each dimension (test scale). When results are between 1 and 4 sten or between
6 and 10 sten, an additional description informing what is worth keeping in mind when having
such properties and selecting a proposed profession is also displayed. Counsellors can see in
their version of reports also a table with sten scores and additional information with suggestions for counselling. The report for the tested person is generated as a pdf file immediately
after testing. It is possible to read it or to download later after testing. The report is saved automatically in the user personal online catalogue. Selected paragraphs of this report are automatically copied to the CV and E-Portfolio, to be edited.
The career advice is generated according to the individual tests results on the basis
of ISCO-08 professions’ descriptions analysed in the first stage of preparation of CaT tools set.
In the report for career counsellor (including a psychologist or pedagogue) the tested person
is characterized by a full description of the results, which allows to explore the personality,
temperamental or social predispositions of the examined person. It contains a description of the
strengths and areas in need of improvement of the examined person, the possibilities of using
them and supporting specific behaviours and situations in which they reveal themselves.
At the end of career advice there is an info about educational path necessary to work
in a profession presented as exemplary by CaT set of tools. It may look like presented below
on figure 1.

Educational path to work as a chief accountant

university degree in
economics (specialization
of finance and accouting
or administration and
management)

general secondary school

You can increase your chances to work as a chief accountant by:

certificates in the
finance subject

certificate to
provide
bookkeeping
services

certificate in
English
Figure 1.

Example educational path presentation
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The examined person and the parents, the teachers, tutors who accompany the student
in the process of recognizing professional aptitude receive results which are described adequately to the needs of the customer. It is a psychological interpretation of the results, which
allows the examined persons to explore their properties in a clear and accessible way. It is
written with application of a vocabulary (concepts, descriptions) that can be understood by
a person not having to deal with career or psychological counselling. Strengths and weaknesses
are presented as areas for further development and opportunities for strengthening. A certain
portrayal of the purpose of this counselling tool version is the fact that every student can alone
(individually) solve such a test and read understandable description of the results. The interpretation shows a positive perspective of growing opportunities and acquiring new skills.

Grzegorz Kata, Monika Baryła-Matejczuk

7. E-Portfolio and Europass CV
During the development of the main parts of the Caree Tree Test, an additional set of tools
to support active job seeking was also designed. One of these tools is an individual portfolio,
developed as an online catalogue and a web site. The portfolio is connected with automatically
generated CV in Europass standard.
The CaT portfolio is useful in a job search and ensures the possibility of presentation of “learning outcomes gained during formal, informal, non-formal education” and career records. The
portfolio is a list of the user’s competences related to career development (CV + CaT test results
+ other uploaded/filled e.g. images, photos, programming code, links to web pages). The portfolio is being created partly automatically after the CaT test user finishes the test. It means that
data entered by the user during testing are uploaded and visible as a separate webpage with
some data + empty fields with suggestions how to fill them. The user will be able to view own
skills and competences in time-line format. The link to the user’s individual portfolio may be
sent to a potential employer for the recruitment purposes.
The portfolio can be accessed by choosing “CV and Portfolio” in the general menu at the
beginning of the page.
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Image 1.

Portfolio main view with download and share options

The portfolio consist of:
Layer 1: Simple, short version, infographics with summary of CaT test: info about suggested
professions + strong points/pointes to be improved – competences and skills, which have been
revealed by CaT test in relation to each profession. It presents a set of competences/skills in an
attractive and interesting way. This layer is private by default and cannot be edited by the user,
all fields are automatically filled in line with the test results. The user is able to decide:
• which parts (separate dimensions or layers) of the CaT test results will be public or
private (for minors all parts are always private);
• about availability of the CaT test results (profile) in the database for the employer search.
E-portfolio covers such data in layer 1 (imported from the test results: module of advice) like:
• name of the user
• names of suggested professions
• test results (description and graph) from dimension which were measured (description
B1 from module of advises) with the note: CaT test results. Edition not allowed.
• action buttons: edit detailed portfolio, close.
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Layer 2: A detailed list of competences and skills presented in the timeline format. This layer
can be edited, corrected, deleted by the user. The fields may either be filled manually by the user
or automatically filled by the system. Each group of data from the portfolio can be public or private
(for minors all parts are always private). Additionally, in this section the user will be able to:
• Upload own sample works: programming code, poems, etc. max to 10 MB
• Prepare self-description: statement about the user’s strengths and weaknesses and
additional competences.
The most important aim of the E-Portfolio is to share online information about:
Education and training described in categories:
• From
• To (“ongoing” option)
• Organisation providing education and training
• Name
• Title of qualification awarded
• Kind of confirmation (diploma, certificate, confirmation, other)

Image 2.

Portfolio with education and training record entry
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Work experience:
• From
• To (“ongoing” option)
• Occupation or position held
• Main activities and responsibilities
• Employer:
• Name

Image 3.

Portfolio with work experience record entry

Personal skills and competences:
• Language skills with certificates and level information
• Social skills and competences: self-description
• Organizational skills and competences: self-description
• Job-related skills and competences: self-description
The time-line view of the portfolio allows the user to see and edit the provided information in the temporal form, sequenced from the most distant in time to the most recent events.
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The information about work experience and education and trainings are visible on the time-line by default for the user only. User can edit the time-line by adding other important steps
in the career. The time-line is spread from the first element on the list to the present day. The
elements are sorted chronologically. Adult users can decide if the time-line is private or public.
The example how a personal time-line might look like is visible on figure 2:

Experience/event
3
Experience/event
2

Experience/event
1

Figure 2.

Example of time line

Information from the portfolio and from the CaT tests can be converted on the online CV in
Europass format. The CV can be downloaded in pdf format for saving on desktop (see Image 1).
The CV contains automatically added link to the portfolio, to present achievements and confirmations of competencies.
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1. Stages of test development
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The development of the Career Tree set of tests and tools assisting in educational and
professional career planning was conducted on the basis of the assumptions described above
and was realized by a team of experts from five countries: Spain, Poland, Slovenia, Turkey and
the UK. Both psychologists and professional counsellors participated in the work of the international team as well as linguists and computer graphic artists and lawyers who were invited
to contribute to some tasks completion. Teams of IT experts from Turkey and in the final stage
of the project, from Poland assumed responsibility for the IT support of the Career Tree project.
The teams work was coordinated by psychologists from the University of Economics and Innovation in Lublin. A rotational work model was adopted in which each team developed subsequent
stages of the task and then passed the results in the form of the developed parts of definitions,
indicators, questions and interpretation of results scales for further development. Such work
organization was aimed at ensuring cultural universality including the local cultural context
without the need of usually used to this end, translations-retranslations and cultural adaptation. The translation and cultural adaptation were included in the rotational task performance.
Irrespective of rotational work organization, the pool of questions was verified in each country
by national experts – competent judges independent from the team of the text authors. Additionally, the review of all the products by experts from Poland and the USA was performed. Also,
during the Career Tree test set pilot and validation studies additional benefits of the adopted
work model emerged. The coordinators of research teams from each country participating in
the tools set development benefited from the opportunity of having a detailed overview of the
products in each of their aspects from the very beginning of the development process. This
allowed them to more effectively animate and conduct the national pilot and validation studies
process by providing right answers to the queries and doubts of both the assessed persons as
well as the assessing counsellors.
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2. Documents analysis
The first step in the Career Tree development was the analysis of national and international
classification of occupations. The analysis included groups of occupations shown in Table 1.
Table 1.

ISCED and ISCO groups of professions covered by CaT
Group of professions

Administration
and
services

Education – care
giving
Artistic
Humanities
Social
Management and
administration
Legal
Natural science
Main
Medical
profesScience
sional
interests Engineering
Architecture and
construction
Agriculture
Services
Military, police,
uniformed services
Sport and physical
activity
Total

N
2

Agriculture and
Mechanics forestry Tourism
with enviand
Electric
and
and
mining- ronment gastrono- Medical
my
and social
Structural electronic metallurgy protection

Total

N
-

N
-

N
-

N
-

N
-

N
10

N
12

1
13

-

2
1

6
-

-

1
1
-

10
7
11
6

20
7
12
20

6
1

11
5

1
7
14
-

26
-

1
2
1
-

-

3
2
5
3
2
-

10
5
6
10
53
6

1
8
6

-

-

7
-

4
2
-

4
-

3
-

5
24
6

1

-

-

-

-

-

3

4

39

16

25

39

10

6
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200

The areas of diagnosis planned to be conducted with the use of Career Tree tools were
distinguished based on the review of the International Standard Classification of Occupations
(ISCO-08, 2012). Considering the performance potential, seven big professional groups and
among them two hundred exemplary occupations possessing detailed job characteristics in the
partner countries, were randomly selected. The professions were grouped in 15 educational
and professional groups thus combining ISCO-08 guidelines with the information from the
International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED 2011, 2012). With regard to nomenclature, the reference was made to the terminology used/applied in the Education Profession
Test, addressed to the students of comprehensive secondary schools, what increases both
complementarity and usability of the CaT Test (Porzak, Talik, 2013).
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Consistently with the market demand, the majority of professions were selected from the
group of medical and social, mechanical and metallurgical, administration and services professions. Tourism and gastronomy were the least represented professional group. The highest
number of professions covered by the analysis related to the interests in technological engineering sphere and services. The least represented professions included sport and physical activity, agriculture and forestry and life sciences. A detailed list of professions is given in Annex 1.
Descriptions of each of the 200 selected occupations were analysed in order to indicate the
competencies for each professions and to provide their psychological characteristics. The most
common competences, important because of the specificity of individual groups and professions, were categorised and merged into seven diagnosis areas. In each of these areas several
dimensions were distinguished, obtaining 47 altogether. Three dimensions of competence and
qualifications essential for performing work in a given profession and because of employers’
expectations connected with a given profession, complemented the set. 8 areas included in the
final tool design were:
1. Professional interests
2. Values (priorities)
3. Personality traits
4. Temperamental aptitudes
5. Interpersonal skills
6. Entrepreneurial skills
7. Cognitive abilities
8. Minimum qualifications

The areas of diagnosis lay the foundations for developing questionnaires and tests included
in the Career Tree tools pool. Dimensions, on the other hand, constituted the starting point for
the design of each questionnaire and test scales. Each of the diagnosis dimensions was carefully
analysed. A detailed description of the diagnosis dimensions is presented in the next chapter.
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Monika Baryła-Matejczuk, Grzegorz Kata, Jacek Łukasiewicz, Robert
Porzak, Ferran Calvo Adalid, Albert Diaz, Dunya Fernandez, Didem
Yildiz, Faik Tunc Bozbura, Martina Gerbec, Maruša Goršak, Vanja
Vrečič, Agnieszka Dixon, Iwona Lokwenc

3. Review of theories and research on the
dimensions of the Career Tree test set
In the second stage, terminology and conceptual framework of the tests set was organised.
To this end, the framework definitions of areas and dimensions planned to be included in the
needs, educational and professional capabilities diagnosis of the target group were developed.
While developing the definitions, the characteristic of previously distinguished dimensions
were supplemented with the data describing their occurrence in theories related to the sphere
of development, work and career planning.
The theoretical criterial framework was based primarily on development, educational and
professional career planning theories of (Krumboltz i in., 2013; Peavy, 1996; Savickas, 2011),
however an eclectic approach referring broadly to the socio-cognitive trend in the theory
of decision making, including factorial, behavioural or axiological concepts of self-regulations
based on these values was adopted. Theoretical framework on which the Career Tree tool set
development was based, are further elaborated on in the book Career Guidance which constitutes methodological supplements for counsellors using the Career Tree tool. The systematic
literature review allowed to compliment and specify the criteria indicating educational and
professional competences in the groups of professions covered in the diagnosis.
Based on terminology basis resulting from literature review, preliminary characteristics of 7
areas and 47 diagnosis dimensions were modified and a set of 227 indicators describing the
manifestation of properties occurrences described in individual test dimensions was developed.
The indicators partially overlap across dimensions, what inevitably results from the applied
empirical definitions. The eighth area concerning three additional dimensions which describe
achievement results of the so far educational and professional development confirmed by
diplomas, certificates and licenses were left without substantive definitions. The analysis of the
educational paths specific to the countries covered by the project, formal requirements and
ways of achieving them in individual countries pointed to significant differences. Therefore, it
was finally decided that the description of dimensions from the eighth area should be developed separately for each country.
The following are all areas which lay the basis for the Career Tree tests and questionnaires development. Characteristics of each of the areas and dimensions on the basis of which
questionnaires and test scales were developed was presented. The characteristics contains
a description of the area (further referred to as test) and test dimensions (scales), including:
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1. Review of the papers describing a dimension (scale).
2. Properties definitions adopted in the course of Career Tree tool set development.
3. Examples of competences and qualifications covering a given property and relating to
the professions included in the Career Tree test.

3.1. Professional interests
Decisions about targeting your career path with regard to school education or work are
taken primarily on the basis of interest. Knowledge of a person interests makes predicting their
educational and professional choices possible, as well as job performance and long-term success
in their career possible. Studies show a significant relevance between professional interests in
the field of professions related to entrepreneurship and social roles assuming and the sphere
of ethics. Those less interested in the issues of ethics in business are often more interested in
entrepreneurial jobs. Professional interests are also significantly related to earnings, the level
of influence, competitiveness, innovation and creativity. The role of professional interests in
career path planning and implementing and their socio-economic consequences is greater than
the role of personality attributes (Berings & Adriaenssens, 2012).
Educational and professional interests are usually defined as human competences, or the
attributes of the object of interest. Professional interests can be described as “relatively stable
individual competences, influencing behaviour through preferences for certain types of activities and working environment” (Van Iddekinge, Putka, & Campbell, 2011). Such cross-sectional
approach emphasizes sustainability of interests, going beyond the context of the person’s
current life situation. The sustainability of interests is an important factor motivating to the
educational and professional development, and then subsequently to efficiency in professional
activities. Interests understood as properties of the object of interest may be interpreted in the
developmental way as “a source of motivation, which stimulates a person to act in accordance
with their desires in a situation in which a possibility of a free choice exists” (Hurlock, 1978).
Professional interests can also be seen as properties which can be formed. The process
of familiarizing or training can greatly aid in crystallizing educational and professional interests.
The chief role of the counsellor is to support persons who are in the process of taking educational and professional decisions which concern them. The counselling process starts with
recognition of the profile of the person professional interests. The discussion about the choice
of school or profession, the so-called professional career planning starts with determining the
strengths and weaknesses of the assessed person, their interests and talents, skills, attitudes,
suitability and personality traits essential in adopting further educational or profession development direction (Savickas, 2011).
The professional interests presented on subsequent pages, were subjected to a detailed
analysis and description in the effort to design tests which constitute a part of Career Tree tools are:
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Education - care giving
Artistic
Humanities
Social
Management and administration
Legal
Natural science
Medical
Science
Engineering
Architecture and construction
Agriculture

Services
Military, police, uniformed services
Sport and physical activity

3.1.1. Education-care giving
We can refer to education – care giving as ‘’helping and human service cluster’’ which
implies a desire to help or serve others, to meet their needs. It means focusing efforts on discovering and meeting the customer’s or client’s needs (Spencer & Spencer, 2010. p. 185). The
American Psychological Association’s Division of Psychotherapy investigated specific relationship factors tied with productive relationship: ‘’developing a therapeutic alliance, demonstrating empathy, and focusing on goal consensus and collaboration’’ (Norcross, in France et al.,
2006, p.3).
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Dimension – definition and rationale
Education – care giving is described as helping others, elderly people and giving care. People
with these characteristics are associated with care-giving, educating and teaching children and
young people, bringing assistance to impaired and disabled people. Care giving people are interested in establishing contact with others, are sensitive to others and their needs. They want
to help people in need, people with disabilities, and the socially excluded. They tend to work
in areas such as education, social assistance, teaching and pre-school education. Education –
care giving is strongly related to emotional stability, listening skills and a high level of sensitivity,
information seeking, developing others, organizational awareness, teamwork and cooperation
and relationship building.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Educational and care giving was expressed via different terms. We characterised education and care giving professionals as individuals who intend to meet someone else’s needs, to
bring assistance to impaired and disabled people, who want to teach and educate young or
elderly people. Education and care giving is core capability in such professions as social welfare
workers, education teachers (early childhood educators, special needs teachers etc.), social
work and counselling professionals, religious professionals etc.
As future employees, people with a high level of education and care-giving professional
interest, are sensitive to other people and their needs. Their main focus is other people’s
problems and achieving solutions to their problems. They are good team workers, and tend to
achieve effective collaboration. Their personal goals are not connected to actualizing their own
agenda but simply to be helpful and responsive. Developing others is a common competence
and an aim of individuals with high education and care-giving interest.

3.1.2. Artistic interests
Art interests are a reference to the way how people express ideas, emotions, experiences
or feelings through writing, language, music, movement or images. Creativity and flexibility are
also considered as a basic tool for developing an artistic knowledge (cf. Stuckey & Nobel, 2010).
Everyone has an instinct for the arts and whatever the difficulties or daily routines we have,
there is always a desire to understand everything that is around. And there are people who try
to understand the world, the nature and society through the literature, music, dance or drama
(Lemos, 2011). Artistic interests and art are also used for the rehabilitation and enhancement
of people in risk of exclusion, as prisoners (e.g. Synergy Theatre Project). Lemos (2011) exposes
some potential benefits of arts therapies for people suffering illnesses. Some of these benefits
are: improvement of self-esteem; reduce anxiety symptoms; increase the mental capacity and
health; increase interpersonal relations; reduce depression symptoms.
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Dimension – definition and rationale
Professional interests on artistic professions are associated with arts and cultural activities.
This dimension is linked to people who exhibit focus on talent and artistic skills in a particular
area (eg. plastic, music). Being creative, unconventional and original is very important and motivates to make efforts focused on artistic professions. Examples of courses of study interesting
for artistically oriented person are: art history, painting, music, acting, directing, crafts, photography, multimedia content. Examples of interesting occupations the person wants to take up:
musician, painter, actor, photographer, graphic artist, designer, architect, journalist, teacher,
choreographer, editor, illustrator.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The competences and qualifications of artists are arts, aesthetics creation, creating and
designing, preparing and capturing images. Being adaptable, critical, open-minded and having
high awareness of self-discipline are also important values.
The artistic interests are fundamental for professions like arts teachers, painters, musicians, actors, directors, crafts occupations, photographers, graphic artists, singers, jewellers,
architects, librarians, visual artists, gallery and museum workers and other artistic and cultural
professions.
A person with high level of artistic interests:
• is creative,
• is original,
• is very good at dealing with the nature of art, beauty and taste,
• is able to produce a lot of novel and useful ideas,
• prefers less systematic tasks and situations,
• is proactive,
• doesn’t like to follow existing solutions,
• tries to do things differently.
As a future employee, the person with high level of artistic interests will like to create new
things and appreciate beauty. In general, such a person will be able to produce novel and useful
ideas, will think divergently and often stand out from the crowd, will be innovative and proactive, and usually will be known for perseverance and tolerance to ambiguity. Sometimes can be
unorganized and prefer less systematic tasks and situations.

3.1.3. Humanities
Humanities are one of the dimensions of professional interests. It is also important for
supporting different career dimensions for individuals. The behaviours and competencies from
humanities field are highly transferable to career contexts. According to a report (American
Academy of Arts & Sciences, 2013), if we strive to create a more civil public discourse, a more
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adaptable and creative workforce, and a more secure nation, the humanities and social sciences
are the heart of the matter.
The humanities related disciplines focus on how people process and document the human
experience. One of the definitions for “Humanities” states that humanities study the meaning-making practices of culture, and bring to their work a distinctive arrangement of what constitutes knowledge and understanding, using its own, specific methodology; that, though useful to
society in many ways, they remain laudably at odds with instrumental use of values; that they
contribute to human happiness; that they are a force for democracy; and that they are a good
in themselves, and are to be valued ‘for their own sake’ (Small, 2014).
Dimension – definition and rationale
“Humanities” is described in CaT Test as part of the professional interests. All of the occupations use humanities knowledgebase and professional interests in this field are generally
associated with art, music, language skills, ease of expression, literature and history. The person
writes easily good texts and fluently communicates. It is important for her / him to use correct
words. Through exploration of the humanities we learn how to think creatively and critically,
to reason, and to ask questions. Because these skills allow us to gain new insights into every
career field and humanistic knowledge continues to provide the ideal foundation for exploring
and understanding the human experience, humanities will be one of the important dimensions
for individuals’ careers.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Humanities are studies about the human condition, using methods that are primarily analytical, critical, or speculative, in contrast to the natural sciences which adopt mainly empirical
approaches of the natural sciences (Hunt & Colander, 2016). Therefore, the competencies are
described as: to understand the nature of the human condition and the broader cultural and
social arrangements that make up human lives. Humanities field constitutes critical thinking,
research, communication, cultural intelligence and reflection in cultural/historical contexts and
drawing connections between humans and events. Examples of occupations in the humanities
field are: sociologists, anthropologists and related professionals, philosophers, historians and
political scientists, religious professionals, musicians, singers and composers and dancers.
A person with high level of humanities
• is able to establish relationships with others easily,
• thinks creatively,
• understands underlying mechanisms for human behaviour,
• is a critical thinker,
• understands cultural characteristics,
• can compare own culture with other cultures,
• is able to analyse information from various sources,
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• is able to use own language fluently,
• has tendency to perform art.
As a future employee, the person with high level of humanities dimension is expected
to have interest in understanding human behaviour and its relation with history and culture.
Comparing various cultures is important and obtaining this analysing knowledge from different
sources is needed. People with humanities dimension tendency should able to express themselves via artistic means and be fluent in both oral and written communication.

3.1.4. Social interests
McKinney (2005) believes that interests rather than skills should be the determining factor
in deciding what types of jobs people want to apply for and what directions they explore in their
job search. Social dimension can be also understood as an interpersonal understanding which is
also a foundation for more efficient customer service in different professions. It is related to the
desire to understand other people and can be also defined as the ability to listen closely to others
and understand the unspoken or only partially expressed feelings and concerns of others. This
description is in agreement with the characteristics of having high listening skills. Cross-cultural
sensitivity is a special case of interpersonal understanding, across cultural divides (Spencer &
Spencer, 2010). Social interests dimension involves gathering, studying, and analysing information by using logical thinking to help other people define and solve personal problems; it can
include teaching others (Fogg, Harrington, Harrington 2012).
Dimension – definition and rationale
The presented description accents the aspect of contact and work with people, teamwork,
managing problems and emotions, motivating, training and being interested in sociology. Social
dimension is related to educating and care giving. The person is interested in establishing interpersonal contacts and cooperation, being involved in social and political issues and opened to
other people. Examples of courses of study interesting for the person are: psychology, sociology,
cultural studies, political science, economics, and journalism.
A person with high social interests:
• understands others’ emotions and needs,
• can accept other people’s point of view,
• enjoys helping others in solving problems,
• is able to influence others,
• can easily communicate and make contact with others also from different cultures,
• has a high level of self-control.
As a future employee, a person with high social interests is expected to control own
emotions and behaviour with great awareness of own and others’ needs, thoughts and desires.
Those abilities will help in counselling, sharing experience and giving advice to other people.
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3.1.5. Management and administration interests
When we talk about managing we have to consider some possibly problematic issues that
may occur, as the London Voluntary Service Council (Adriondack, 1992) explained:
• members lack confidence and/or are over-committed;
• organization and workers ideals do not match;
• management and company structures are unclear or inadequate;
• personal issues, values, morals and ethics are not important in the company;
• bad planning or unclear instructions.
These examples help us explain some of the administrative and management tasks that
should be developed in order to avoid these problems. As per Aga Khan there are some common
issues a future manager and administrator should have in order to achieve better results in the
job: confidence, common sense and sensitivity are main issues. Attention, communication skills,
empathy and efficiency are also involved in these job positions. It is known that people with
a preponderance in the dimension of management and administration are generally interested
in knowledge and expertise in activities that include methods, processes and procedures. They
usually have the ability to work with people and to create an environment where people feel
safe and free to express their opinions.
This aspect of a company is a priority for the development of a business. For this reason,
a company will have a department that is related to management and administration, called
Human Resources or Personnel Management.
Although modern societies appear to be fighting against gender differences in administrative and managing positions, some studies still reveal the differences here. Haveman et al.
(2009) arrive at the conclusion that organizational dynamics are unlikely to reduce the gender
gap. Job level, firm size, and hierarchical sex segregation explain differences between men’s and
women’s chances of moving to start-up firms. In these similar cases, Maume (2011) analyzed
the influence of job positions managed by women and those managed by men, considering the
many different perspectives depending on the gender of the workers’ manager.
Some other investigators on this topic, identify other issues defining this difference, most
of them based on culture and history: Female managers tend to have less experience in the
workforce, their jobs and their firm than male managers (Blau et aI., 2013). From another
source, it is also said that Gender segregation is a major cause of differences in social, economic,
and psychological rewards (Reskin, McBrier, & Kmec, 1999).
They normally have abilities to see the whole picture, to recognize the important elements
in a situation and understand the relationships between them. People under this dimension
have abilities to solve problems in ways that benefit the company; they are efficient, particularly
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at the highest organizational levels. Among the activities that are performed with above-average
skills, there are some of the following: economists, managers, clerks, administrative occupations, accountants, sales and supply managers, financial analyst, back office specialist, marketing and advertising, entrepreneur.
Dimension – definition and rationale
The professional interests of people under this dimension are related to economic, administrative and financial tasks. Management and administration people like to be systematic; they
are accurate, well-organized, with a detailed agenda of working time, and are well-mannered.
Among their preferences direct contact with people, being a leader as well as working
with computers and analysing can be found. Leadership skills are important for them. They are
interested in the courses of study such as: management and marketing, banking and finance,
administration, marketing and advertising.
A person who has a high level of management and administration interests:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

has good leadership skills,
is able to effectively communicate at all organizational levels,
has good analytical skills,
possesses technical knowledge,
has good interpersonal skills,
is goal driven,
is able to maintain positive relationships with other employees and shareholders,
has good organizational skills,
is commercially aware,
has good problem solving skills,
is able to work effectively under pressure,
is able to deal with ambiguity and uncertainty.

As a future employee, a person who has a high level of management and administration
interests is expected to use analytical skills to deal with numerical, verbal, and abstract information using technical, specialised knowledge related to the area of expertise (Katz, 1974).
Moreover, such an employee is expected to have good interpersonal skills, to be able to build
and maintain positive relationships with other employees and shareholders, and work effectively in a team. He/she promotes open communication, and creates a safe working environment in which other employees can freely express themselves (Kaplan & Norton, 2000). He/
she communicates effectively at all organisational levels (Katz, 1974). A person with managerial and administrative skills is expected to have conceptual skills, and commercial awareness,
i.e. the ability to see an enterprise as a whole, understand the relationships between business challenges and needs, the market in which the business operates, and can contextualise
in the wider economic and political context (Katz, 1974; Hogan & Kaiser, 2005). Moreover, as
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a future employee, a person who has a high level of management and administration interests
is expected to have good leadership skills such as leading teams, influencing, supporting, and
motivating others (Kaplan & Norton; Hogan & Kaiser, 2005).
Another skill that the person with managerial and administrative skills is expected to have
is goal-orientation, he/she can set clear goals, and perform effectively to achieve the desired
outcome. Moreover, he/she can effectively solve problems, this involves a high level of adaptability and flexibility to a situation. Such an employee can define a problem, evaluate information
related to the specific situation and consider ways to approach and solve the issue, decide the
most appropriate way of dealing with the problem, consider the consequences, and examine
the results. Such an employee can demonstrate analytical and creative skills, demonstrate
logical reasoning, lateral thinking and can take initiative. Such an employee can manage time
effectively, is capable of thinking clearly, maintain a sense of calm, and effectively work under
pressure e.g. a tight deadline, large workload. He/she is also able to manage uncertainly and
ambiguity (Katz, 1974), e.g. make a good judgement with incomplete information data.

3.1.6. Legal
Legal is one of the dimension of professional interest which is oriented on law, criminal and
civil litigation and other legal proceedings and legal transactions.
Gruter and Morhenn (2000) write that the basic building blocks of moral systems among
non-human primates indicates that human systems of law and legal behaviour are not only
the product of the environment. ”An examination of some of the ways in which capacities for
reciprocity, retributive behaviours, moralistic aggression, dispute resolution, sympathy, and
empathy play roles in contemporary law and legal behaviour shows that these capacities are
both ubiquitous and facilitative of legal systems” (Gruter & Morhenn, 2000).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Legal is described in CaT Test as an interest which is oriented on law, changes of law, legal
regulations, legal aspects of social and economic activities. Persuasion, negotiation, writing,
judgement and decision making, critical thinking are main characteristics of legal interest. This
definition is also very parallel to the definition of Gruter and Morhenn (2000) that is explained
at previous part.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Legal interest is concerning business transactions, claim liability, advisability of prosecuting
or defending lawsuits, or legal rights and obligations, using knowledge of legal precedents. Legal
is performing administrative and management functions related to the practice of law. Work in
environmental law, representing public interest groups, waste disposal companies, or construction firms in their dealings with state and federal agencies.
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Professions in the legal scale can be named as: Lawyers, Judges, Legal Counsellor, Adjudicators, Prosecutors and Public Notary. For the lawyers, the nowadays business model is reinforced
by licensing and ethical rules designed to ensure those competence and loyalty to clients’ interests. The traditional professional model is being challenged by an alternative model based on
the sale of legal information in impersonal product and capital markets. In this new world, legal
information engineers would, to some extent, replace legal practitioners. (Bruce, Kobayashi, &
Ribstein, 2011).
A person with high level of legal professional interest:
• is self-motivated,
• often takes various initiatives,
• thinks analytically,
• is oriented on legal aspects of social, economic and other activities,
• respects law regulation and rules,
• is fluent in oral and written communication,
• is persuasive,
• likes to negotiate,
• searches for the truth, justice.
As a future employee, a person with high legal interest respects law, has analytical skills
that help him/her to process a great deal of information and help him/her find sustainable arguments. Furthermore, individuals with high level of legal interest are perseverant, committed,
they tend to favour their work over personal life. They invest a lot of time in order to accomplish
their tasks. They also have public speaking skills, research skills and can develop trusting relationship with everyone they work with.

3.1.7. Natural science (life science)
Interest in natural science involves understanding and using scientific principles and logic
to deal with different types of problems (possibly done in a technical or scientific laboratory)
and studying various life forms (Fogg, Harrington, Harrington, & Shatkin, 2012). Occupations
referenced with this dimension are: biologist, microbiologist, geographer, geologists teachers,
botanic, ecologists, zoologist and environmental professions.
It is emphasized that “science is communicated within the scientific community through
primary literature that uses a highly technical language” (DebBurman, 2002, s. 155). Students
must therefore develop the oral and written vocabulary needed to comprehend and communicate in scientific society.
Dimension – definition and rationale
Presented description accent the aspect of interests in nature, ecology, biology, and
basic genetics. We described natural science as ability to observe, analyse and solve problems
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connected with nature and ecology. People in this dimension can also have a huge interest in
life focused research, evolution, animals, or humanities.
A natural science dimension is strongly related to courses of study such as: biology,
geography, geology or teaching. It is also related to the courses of study such as genetics, microbiology, biotechnology, palaeontology, socio-biology, zoology.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
A professional interest in natural science is needed in following professions, described in
CaT Test: ecological auditor, ecologist, biologists, botanists, zoologists, environmental protection
professionals, and cartographers and surveyors. It could be also referred to medicine, science,
education, public health or agriculture.
A person with high level of interests in science:
• is interested in biology, chemistry, physics, geology,
• is curious about nature, animals, ecology,
• is interested in searching basic rules and facts underlying natural, chemical and physical
processes,
• likes to have contact with nature, likes natural environment,
• is ready to take care for animals and / or plants,
• likes to experiment and to be involved in observational research,
• likes to discuss assumptions and to induce predictions from theories,
• is interested how things and systems work.
As a future employee, a person with high interest in natural sciences is explorative, curious,
interested in data and processes. Often has analytical skills and tendency to go deeply in details.
Likes to process a great amount of information and check theories, discussing arguments rationally, using data and digits. Often has a fresh and innovative point of view and likes to take initiative to solve a problem. Individuals with high level of interest in natural science are conscious,
committed, they tend to explore data and to question popular myths rationally. They are focused
on finding and applying systemic solutions for challenges. They also have public speaking skills,
research skills and can develop trusting relationship with everyone they work with.

3.1.8. Medical
Medical professions are defined by the Oxford Dictionary as the science and practice of the
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease (Oxford Dictionaries Online. Oxford University
Press)
The World Health Organisation from words of Daniel Callahan (1973) exposed the meaning
of health as the state of complete mental, physic and social well-being (…) and not only an
absence of disease. And the medical services and medical professionals are those managing it.
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Medical professionals emphasize the exercise of their profession in the domain of the
scientific basis of health sciences which apply in their practice of scientific reasoning and social
thought; autonomous and moral, ethical and legal responsibility in making their decisions as
healthcare professionals; respect of life, applying ethical and legal principles in the practice
of the professions of health sciences. Solidarity against the social and health problems of an
individual, family and community. They are able to identify the determinants of individual and
collective health, and recognize and apply the principles of comprehensive health care.
Arnetz (2005) and Wallance, Lemaire, Ghali (2009) wrote about the importance of some
personal characteristics and emotions which play a role in medical personnel functioning, not
only because of their professional growth but also for sake of a better quality of service. Those
indicators are related to wellness, satisfaction, stress level and health. A lack of some of those
statements can cause less productivity, mistakes, medical malpractice, non-satisfaction of clients
or professional problems.
Gérvas and Ortún (1995) point to the fact that medical positions need support from other
professionals like: nurses, auxiliaries, social workers and administrative personnel in order to
perform their tasks at work efficiently. They define four characteristics of these speciality of the
medical care that can be expanded to all the branch:
• Interest in a person and their wellness.
• Problem solving in order to get better health.
• Unfolding in situations where the conditions force to act considering multiple options.
• Following the longitudinally of processes.
Dimension – definition and rationale
This dimension defines a person who is interested in medicine, health and preventive
healthcare. Wants to have a broad, detailed knowledge about physiology and medical aspects,
wants to help and to find new solutions, easily makes contact with others and tends to be
empathic, understands others. Interesting fields of study are: medicine, nursing, physiotherapy,
pharmacy, biotechnology, veterinary medicine.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The competences and qualifications of professionals interested in medicine are knowledge
about physiology, human body functions, health condition and determinants of health, and
health-care provision, problem solving, openness to new ideas and learning, self-regulation and
high self-efficacy, ability to make appropriate decisions and being empathetic.
Professions in which having medical interests is important are for example: medical doctors,
dentists, therapists, opticians, health-care assistants, nurses, medical technicians, personal care
workers.
A person with high level of medical interests:
• is able to gather and organize information,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is able to determine ill-health causes,
is able to control own emotions and behaviours,
tolerates stress,
makes efficient decisions independently,
is self-confident,
is able to understand others’ emotions,
is motivated,
has intellectual/cognitive curiosity,
is assertive.

As a future employee, the person with high level of medical dimension is expected to have
interest in physiology and human functioning; to be dedicated to caring for health of others and
trying to enhance it. Occupations that are related to medical professional interest require high
level of stress management and self-control. In this professional interest having good communications skills and empathy; analysing and assessing information is important. Thus, individuals
with medical interest should be versatile.

3.1.9. Science
Science is one of the dimensions of professional interests. It lays foundations for most
of the technical occupations described under engineering dimension. Science uses systematic
approaches, observations and experiments for testable results. Science is reliable and teachable.
Science occupations are vital for the sustainable technological development of human beings.
Persons working in science dimension are called scientists and they require engaging in a systematic activity to acquire knowledge.
One of the definitions for “Science” belongs to Sheldon Gottlieb from University of Alabama:
Science is an intellectual activity carried out by humans that is designed to discover information
about the natural world in which humans live and to discover the ways in which this information
can be organised into meaningful patterns. The primary aim of science is to collect facts (data).
The ultimate purpose of science is to discern the order that exists between and amongst the
various facts (Gottlieb, 1997).
Science dimension in CaT Test – definition and rationale
“Science” is described in CaT Test as part of the professional interests. All technical occupations use results of science. The most common characteristics of scientists are curiosity and
patience. Scientists are curious about the world around them, and they want to learn what
makes everything work. Such people are interested in physics, mathematics, and computer
science. An important part of their interest is connected with carrying out scientific research,
analysing and solving complex problems and conducting experiments.
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Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The competencies in science professions reflect the understanding of the key core ideas in
physics, chemistry, life sciences and mathematics. Analysing problems and evaluating scientific
approaches to solutions are essential. Aptitude in the field of science constitutes critical thinking, research, communication, mathematics, physics and data analysis.
Examples of occupations in the science field are: mathematics, physics, chemistry, computer
science. Examples of occupations: physicist, mathematician, computer science, statistics.
A person with high level of science competence:
• thinks critically,
• is very exact and accurate and patient,
• has above-average intelligence,
• is good with numbers,
• has well developed problem solving skills,
• thinks outside the box,
• is good at conducting various research,
• is naturally inquisitive,
• good at analysing information and data processing.
As a future employee, individuals with high level of science competence are expected to be
able to collect, process and analyse scientific data for advanced research. Being competent in
science also means to be able to think critically, outside the box. Problem solving is the key for
those scientifically competent. Finally, a person competent in science is a naturally inquisitive
character driven by desire to discover something new.

3.1.10. Engineering
Professional interest of engineering can be according to Fogg et al. (2012) defined as
a combination of ‘’manual’’ and ‘’technical or mechanical’’ abilities and it refers to the abilities
to ‘’coordinate hands, fingers, and eyes to operate a piece of equipment, to adjust controls on
machines, to manipulate hand tools, or to assemble something that requires reading and following directions’’ (p. 23). It also involves the abilities ‘’to understand technical or mechanical
terms or language, to follow the proper procedures in setting up or operating equipment, to
operate machines, and to understand why machines don’t work and to have the capability to fix
or repair them‘’ (Fogg et al., 2012). Typically engineering includes four main traditions or disciplines – civil engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering and recently also of a fifth discipline, of digital or software engineering (Lucas, Hanson &
Claxton, 2014, p. 6).
The report form 2014, commissioned by the Royal Academy of Engineering, has identified
six engineering habits of mind, which describe the ways engineers think and act. The aim of the
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report is also to show the education system how to be redesigned to develop engineers. They
identified systems thinking, adapting, problem-finding, creative problem-solving, visualising
and improving (Lucas, Hanson & Claxton, 2014, p. 3).
86

Dimension – definition and rationale
Engineering dimension include building, construction, architecture, making and repairing
wood items, textiles, garment, hats, shoes. Practical thinking, technical and mechanical tasks,
manual activities are the main activities, required for engineering professional interest. Persons
are focused on construction and operation of the machines and technical equipment, technology, production, processing automation. It includes engineering, mechanical engineering,
metallurgy, electronics, electricity robotics and telecommunications.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Engineering is the core interest in professions like engineers (mining engineers, metallurgists and related professionals, chemical, mechanical, environmental, industrial and production etc), engineering technicians, building architects, metal moulders and core makers, metal
working machine tool setters and operators, aircraft engine technicians and maintainers, electronics and telecommunications installers and repairers, etc.
A person with high level of engineering professional interest:
• is interested in machines, construction, architecture,
•
•
•
•
•

can operate machines,
has the capability to fix or repair machines, tools
has practical thinking,
is focused on manual activities,
follows rational principles.

As a future employee, a person with high engineering professional interest, is expected to
have good manual dexterity, can manipulate hand tools and can assemble something that requires reading and following directions. Engineers follow rational principles and are very methodical. They are responsible and like to take control (over machines or people). In a combination
with advanced technical knowledge and communication skill they could occupy managerial
positions.

3.1.11. Architecture and construction
Architecture is sometimes recognised as a profession located somewhere between the art
and engineering. The ancient Greek Arkhitekton was the chief builder or master technician of all
craftsmen and artisans. Contemporary definition of architecture presents this area of vocational
activity as the art and technique of planning and designing buildings, structures and spaces
(Collins, Ackerman, & Gowans, 2016). Constructors and civil/structural engineers plan, design
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and oversee construction and maintenance of building structures and infrastructure. Constructors can be specialised in roads, railways, airports, bridges, harbours, dams, irrigation projects
and many other areas.
In general, architects and constructors determine the objectives and requirements for
structures. The tasks of architects are to develop final construction plans that show the building’s appearance and details for its construction. Accompanying these plans are drawings
of the structural system; air-conditioning, heating, and ventilating systems; electrical systems;
communications systems; plumbing; and, possibly, site and landscape plans (Moore, 2001).
In developing designs, architects must follow state and local building codes, zoning laws,
fire regulations, and other ordinances, such as those requiring easy building access for people
who are disabled. Architects estimate the number of necessary materials, equipment and
construction time, prepare specifications structure, direct workers who prepare drawings and
documents, prepare scale drawings with computer software and hand, prepare contract documents for building contractors, manage construction contracts, visit job sites to ensure that the
construction adheres to the architectural plans and find new marketing work and make presentations (Azizi & Torabi, 2015).
Dimension – definition and rationale.
This area of interests covers design and construction of various buildings and objects.
Professional working in this field is a person who likes to practice spatial imagination, construct,
and is interested in inventing and implementing new solutions in the construction. Area of interest covers urbanistic, architecture, engineering.
Examples of fields of study: architecture, urbanistic, landscaping, construction, design.
Examples of professions: architect, urban planner, construction engineer, sanitary engineer,
interior designer, carpenter, construction and building inspector, derrick operator, electrical and
electronics repairer, pipelayer, home installer, solar thermal installer and technician, teacher,
civil engineering technician, geothermal technician, heating and air conditioning mechanic and
installer (Smith, 2010).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The competences and qualifications of architecture and construction dimension are
construction, architecture, and building techniques. Architects and constructors have to
be equipped in fundamental knowledge, skills and attitudes ensuring efficiency, especially
aesthetic, engineering, managerial, social and moral (Reischl, Cavico, Mujtaba, & Pellet, 2010).
Exemplary competencies presented by this authors are:
• Ability to create architectural designs that satisfy the aesthetic and technical needs, and
designed to be sustainable from an environmental point of view;
• Knowledge of the fine arts as an influence on the quality of architectural design;
• Adequate knowledge of urban design, planning and the skills involved in the planning
process;
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• Understanding of the relationship between people and buildings, and between buildings
and their environments;
• Adequate knowledge of the means of achieving environmentally sustainable design;
• Knowledge of the architectural profession and the role of architects in society;
• Knowledge of the methods of investigation and preparation of the specifications of the
draft designs;
• Knowledge of the problems of structural design, construction and engineering problems
associated with building design;
• Adequate knowledge of physical problems and technologies and of the function of buildings so as to provide them with internal conditions of comfort and protection against
the climate;
• Necessary design skills to meet the needs of users within the limits imposed by cost
factors and building regulations;
• Adequate knowledge of the industries, organizations, regulations and procedures to be
taken into account for the design concepts of buildings and integrating plans into overall
planning;
• Adequate knowledge of the financing, management and control of project cost,
• Moral competencies and attitudes toward ethics (Reischl, Cavico, Mujtaba, & Pellet,
2010).
A person with high level of architecture and construction competence:
• is exact, accurate and patient,
• is good with numbers,
• has above-average intelligence,
• has well developed problem solving skills,
• is naturally inquisitive,
• is able to visualize results of moving or rearrangement objects,
• is interested in building and construction,
• is curious about materials and tools for construction,
• likes identifying and solving complex problems and thinking critically,
• is able to create designs, technical plans, models,
• is good at analysing and sharing information and data processing.
As a future employee, persons with high level of architecture and construction competence
are expected to be able to have interest in practical thinking, perform efficiently technical and
mechanical tasks, and be able to do some manual activities. Persons with high level of architecture and construction competence will be interested in creating construction and operation
of machinery and technical equipment, technology, production. Processing information and
cooperation in teams with responsibility for law rules, environment protection and safety is an
obligatory part of attitude and interest.
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3.1.12. Agriculture
Agriculture is one of the dimensions of professional interests. Its roots started with the
human civilization and become the most important occupational area which is directly related
to survival of human beings. According to latest ILO statistics (International Labour Organization, 2015), nearly 1.2 billion people works in agricultural production worldwide. This represents half of the total world labour force. Only 9% of agricultural workers are in industrialized
countries. Almost 60% of them are in developing countries. Therefore agriculture is the primary
sector of economy.
According to ILO, agriculture is about the cultivation of animals, plants, fungi, and other
life forms for food, fibre, biofuel, medicines and other products used to sustain and enhance
human life (International Labour Conference, 2000). Agriculture was the key development in
the rise of sedentary human civilization, whereby farming of domesticated species created food
surpluses that nurtured the development of civilization.
Dimension – definition and rationale
Agriculture is described in CaT Test as part of the professional interests. People working in
agriculture industry are interested in agriculture, crop, horticulture, and fishery. Area of interest
is connected with ecological aspects of natural or agricultural activities, contact with nature and
animal production.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The competencies in agriculture professions vary with the type of area of interest. Some
of the important competencies for agriculture are: product inspection, using scientific methods
to solve problems, teaching others how to do something, repairing machines or systems using
the needed tools, implementation planning, identifying the nature of problems, critical thinking, generating a number of different approaches to problems, knowing how to find information and identifying essential information and social perceptiveness (Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, 2015).
The qualifications for some of the agricultural areas are related to having a university degree
in the respective field. However, most of the qualifications are gained through seminars, short
courses and by field experience. Among them are as follows: farm animal production, tractor
driving, agricultural crop production, crop establishment, conservation and improvement of habitats, animal anatomy and physiology, business management in the land-based sector.
Examples of occupations are biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals,
forester, zootechnicians, agronomists, and farmers.
A person with high level of agriculture:
• likes to deal with nature,
• likes animals,
• cares for nature,
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•
•
•
•
•

is able to solve problems by using scientific techniques,
prefers independence,
thinks critically,
gives importance to quality while performing job,
is responsible and autonomous.

As a future employee, the person with high level of agriculture dimension results is
expected to have interest in dealing with nature and animals. Soils, crops, production of animals,
manufacturing plants are important for agriculture dimension. Individuals who want to work in
occupations related to agriculture should be technically competent about raw materials, manufacturing and planting techniques. Beyond these; they should have management and problem-solving skills to make business successful.

3.1.13. Services
Workers who have high service interest must perform their work:
‘’reliably, dependably, and according to a set protocol, replete with standard answers for
customer questions, established procedures for handling unresolved issues and complaints, and
well-defined guidelines for proper language, decorum, pricing, record-keeping, and time spent
on customer transactions’’ (Lounsbury et al., 2012, p. 520).
Lounsbury et al. highlight that researchers have found that individuals who are high in
conscientiousness perform well in the CS field (ibid.).
The common definition of Customer service orientation is:
‘’striving to provide highly responsive, personalized, quality service to (internal and external)
customers; putting the customer first and trying to make the customer satisfied, even if it means
going above and beyond the normal job description or policy’’ (Lounsbury 2008, p. 7).
The article ‘’The Customer Orientation of Service Workers: Personality Trait Effects on Selfand Supervisor Performance Ratings’’ investigates the mediational role of customer orientation
in a hierarchical model on how personality traits influence performance, they conclude: ‘’Three
basic personality traits (emotional stability, agreeability, and the need for activity) account for
39% of the variance in the customer orientation of employees ... ‘’conscientiousness accounts
for 26% of the variance in self-rated performance. The customer orientation measure, along
with the direct effects of conscientiousness and agreeability, account for 12% of the variance in
manager ratings’’ (2002).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Services are described in CaT Test as conservation and preventive maintenance of the business, guiding and assisting groups, offering information and customer service. Such a person is
interested in the sphere of services, tourism, recreation, cosmetics and biological regeneration.
It means demonstrating hospitality and establishing new contact with people. A person with
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this dimension has a flexible approach to working hours, opportunity to plan, organize and carry
through tourist events. This dimension is strongly related to social and care-giving dimension.
Occupations related to this dimension are travel and tour guide, logistic manager, receptionist,
travel agent or spa manager, masseur, barber, beautician.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Interest in service is very often shown within the following professions: travel guides, travel
attendants and travel stewards, customer services clerks, transport conductors, hairdressers,
beauticians and related workers, waiters and bartenders and sales workers.
A person interested in services:
• has communication skills,
• demonstrates hospitality,
• is a good organizer,
• is reliable,
• has agreeableness,
• has emotional stability,
• easily establishes new contacts with people.
As a future employee, a person with high level of services enjoys working with people, has
communication skills, is open and is good at organising and planning events. He or she likes to
establish new contacts with people, and has no problem with a flexible schedule. He or she is
likely to be extroverted and agreeable.

3.1.14. Military, police, uniformed services
Military, police, uniformed services interests are a reference to the way how people
respect the law, how they are interested in the area of security and defence of the country, as
well as the safety of people and their property. Cooperation in a team and leadership ability
are also considered as basic skills (Celebioglu, 1999). The key to success in professions under
this dimension is to have emotional stability (Bartone, 1999a). Good physical health is important too, according to the demanding requirements for this occupation. It is also necessary to
have strong moral values and honesty (Bartone, 1999b; Bartone & Snook, 1999). When people
confirm their intention to become a professional in this field, they must be free of any law violation, police records, convictions, drugs and/or other crimes.
Dimension – definition and rationale.
Professionals working in occupations under this dimensions are people who like to cooperate in a team, to support respecting the law and be self-discipline. These people are interested
in security and defense of the country as well as security of persons and property.
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Examples of courses of study interested to the person: the protection of persons and
property, public safety, military science, national security, police.
Examples of occupations person could be interested in: soldier, policeman, fireman, border
guard, bodyguard.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The competences and qualifications of this dimension are public safety and security. Being
loyal, brave, discipline, respect for others, selfless commitment are important values for the military, the police, uniformed services related professions. Personality traits and temperamental
attitudes like being confident, determined, brave, committed, stress tolerance resilience, persistence, adaptiveness, activity, low sensitivity, ability to work under extreme pressure were taken
to describe professions related to military, police, uniformed services.
The military, police, uniformed services are fundamental for professions like commissioned
armed forces officers, non-commissioned armed forces officers, armed forces occupations,
other ranks.
A person with high level of military, police, uniformed services professional interest:
• has emotionally stability,
• is action oriented,
• is pragmatic,
• is conservative,
• is authoritarian,
• is assertive and restless,
• is efficient,
• is suspicious,
• is able to handle conflicts,
• is determinate,
• is detail oriented,
• has ability to react quickly.
As a future employee, a person with high level of military, police uniformed services interest respects law is capable of persuading and influencing others in a variety of situations.
He or she should be able to assess which action should be taken in order to deliver the best
outcomes, however he or she should also believe that that the goal sometimes is so important
that the moral of the means used to get there may suffer. Furthermore, the person should have
“passion” which may be described as an engagement, and is related to the degree to which
an officer is able to justify using force. Also, the person is able to keep the balance between
engagement and perspective. She or he should show a great initiative when it comes to finding
solutions and being patient during interactions in the hierarchical structure of military, police,
and other uniformed services organisations.
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3.1.15. Sport and physical activity
Sport and physical activity is one of the dimension of professional interest which is related to
physical tasks. Sports and physical activity include both preferring to work with things and people.
Sport became one of the European Union’s supporting, coordinating and supplementing competences with the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty in late 2009, setting in motion a process whereby
individual Member States will be encouraged to implement evidence-based policies in order to
improve their provision of sporting facilities and opportunities (European Commision, 2010).
Research findings suggest physical education is taught by a group of teachers with varying
qualifications, interests, and experiences in teaching the subject. Further, sport experiences tend
to dominate the subject matter that students engage with (Randall, Robinson, & Fletcher, 2014).
Vocational preferences among students enrolled in the Swedish physiotherapy education
locate sports medicine clinics and fitness centres on the two most preferred healthcare facilities
after graduation. Longitudinal study with the use of a questionnaire administered to a cohort
of 273 students was done in the beginning of the university programme. The results prove that
future work in a private practice is highly endorsed by a majority of students. Health promotion
is highly valued, too. Care of elderly and hospital work is not preferred. Men are more likely to
choose the programme because of their interest in sports and physical activity. Men are also
more choice decided about future professional activities, whereas women are more open to
several areas of practice. Men prefer to become the owners of a private clinic and to work with
alternative approaches to healthcare, such as fitness training in sports medicine clinics (Öhman,
Stenlund, & Dahlgren, 2001).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Interest in sport and physical activity is defined in CaT Test as the need for movement and
every action that requires physical or mental activity. The goal of activity is to strive to become
more and more efficient, to achieve the best possible result in the fight against time, space,
handicaps or artificial, element, competitors, and finally himself or herself. Persons interested
in sport and physical activities prefer direct contact with people, being a leader as well as act
as a team members. Examples of occupations are: performing general physical activities, being
a professional sportsman, teaching physical activities, being a trainer.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Sport and physical interests have got different manifestations, depending on the level
of engagement: spectatorship – monitoring and observation of physical activities, amateur
sport activity – performing general physical exercises for relaxation purposes only, extreme and
professional sport activities – focused on achieving outstanding results and intensive training.
People interested in sport and physical activities evaluate, advice and treat people to maintain
peak physical fitness. These professions should have some abilities such as: inductive reasoning,
problem sensitivity, originality, deductive reasoning, information gaining and flexibility.
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A person with high level of sport and physical activity interests is:
• physically active and fit,
• well-organized,
• able to manage time,
• autonomous,
• sensitive to environment,
• creative,
• disciplined,
• proactive.
As a future employee, the person with high level of sport and physical activity dimension is
expected to have high level of stamina and to be active. They are expected to use their personal
resources of being fit as to be successful in management and organization of sporting activities.
They should be also creative, flexible and original.

3.2. Values (priorities)
The question of the values that a man professes, also in the context of his career, is the
question of what a man strives for. ”A value represents the basic and lasting conviction that
a certain course of action or the final state of existence is personally or socially preferred to
an alternative course of action or state of existence” (Brzozowski, 2007). Values, which are
understood as the desires and goals of human endeavour, are fundamental to the structure
of personality – they direct all human activities. However, for the desires to be transformed into
motivations, it is necessary to combine a number of factors, such as the subjective feeling of the
possibility of achieving the goal or the manifestation of an active attitude towards one’s own life
(Siuta-Stolarska, Siuta-Brodzińska, 2011).
The value system is a very important factor in the study of behaviour in the workplace.
Holland’s well-known theory (1997) assumes, among other things, that a given occupational
environment is comprised of people with a particular type of personality – people are looking
for a place of work where they can use their skills and competences, but also the place that can
give them the opportunity to express their values. It is therefore indisputable that the profession
is related to the preference for a particular type of values. This can be observed, for example,
in professions which, along with referring to the general principles and moral values of society,
additionally fortify their actions with a detailed ethical code. This applies especially to those
professions in which the good of the other person is the principal and essential object of daily
activity (eg, physicians, psychologists) (Pezdek, 2010, Drzeżdżon, 2013).
Furthermore, following the rules and values of a profession ”creates ‚families of professionals’, contributes to creating a distinct lifestyle, professional culture, patterns and stereotypes.
It is not surprising, therefore, that professional groups seek to develop and implement certain
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moral rules that oblige their members to the desired behaviours, which in consequence form
the prestige of the profession” (in: Drzeżdżon, 2013, p. 25).
When considering the importance of values for professional development, this can be
seen from the perspective of both values (aspirations, priorities) important in personal and
professional life. Although the values of personal life and the ability to satisfy them affect the
behaviour of employees in the workplace, for the employer, however, the hierarchy of values
relating to work is of the paramount importance. Knowledge and awareness of the values and
priorities that define career paths can be used by employers to build organizational systems
of a work organization, management, motivation, career paths, but also to build a business
strategy, create a workplace culture. What’s more, knowledge of employee value hierarchy and
the appropriate use of this knowledge will translate into improved employee productivity and
increased competitiveness.
Professional values are also linked to motivation to work, to change or to be an authority,
and they start a professional activity. Their cognition is crucial for understanding behaviour,
attitudes, or employee activity in specific organizational settings (Jurek, 2012). The professional
values can therefore be considered as the basic elements of personality, which represent the
preferences of a person and affect the attitude towards work and whole professional development (Zalewska, 2000). Super (1970, after: Paszkowska-Rogacz, 2009) combines professional
values with satisfying needs, and identifies them with interests. In turn, Chatman (1991) argues
that the professional values of employees affect the sense of adjusting to the organization in
which they work – the degree of accordance between the values of the employee and the
values of the organization determines the pace of adaptation and the level of job satisfaction.
In the constructed CaT test, values (priorities) are evaluated, they are understood as the
factors which direct and motivate actions taken, as well as those that are determinants of decision-making and show the level of aspirations. Among them there were two scales:
1. Fidelity to principles (dutifulness) – understood as attentiveness to the maintaining and
observance of ethical and moral rules, legal regulations; directing attention to the values
of a philosophical and universal character; humanism and respect for human dignity.
2. The need to influence (situations, people and data) – understood as the willingness to
make important decisions; being an authority, having social prestige and recognition;
collecting, processing, analysing, interpreting and transmitting knowledge, as well as the
desire to understand phenomena and reality.

3.2.1. Principles
Principles is the term strongly associated with to the term “morality” which is often defined
descriptively or normatively. A descriptive definition refers to codes of conduct obligatory in
a society or, some other group (e.g. a religion, or accepted by an individual for his/her own
behaviour). A normative definition refers to a code of conduct that would be common to all
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person in the specified conditions. “Morality” in a descriptive sense has one main difference
compared to the normative sense: if an individual person does not belong to the society or
a group (with accepted specific codes of conduct), then the person has no guidelines for how to
behave (Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy).
Lawrence Kohlberg declared that moral domain is unified by a single element and that “the
name of this ideal form is justice” (in Fehr, Kai, Dang, 2015, pp. 185). John Rawls similarly argued
that “justice is the first virtue of social institutions”. For Kohlberg and Rawls, justice was the
basis of morality – its defining and only feature. Elliot Turiel offered a widely recognised definition of the moral domain as “prescriptive judgments of justice, rights, and welfare pertaining to
how people ought to relate to each other” (Fehr et al., 2015). Business dictionary defines principle as an “elementary assumption, concept, doctrine, maxim, or proposition generally held to
be fundamental or true for a body of knowledge, conduct, procedure, or system of reasoning
and used as a basis for prediction and action” (Business Dictionary). Acting in accordance with
principles is a part of being moral. For Aristotle principles are the starting point of a particular
judgement justification. When making decision where principles compete or are hard to apply,
trusting intuition is crucial. He believes that ‘’people of inferior character often do the wrong
thing not because they have bad principles, though many do, but because their intuitions do
not lead them to apprehend the situation under the right principles’’ (Hartmann, 2006, p. 76
–77). Good intuition is a result of good education and life experiences. When making decisions
people have to choose between different options associated with different principles, values,
rules and usually choose this option with gives them the highest reward and which is consistent
with individual aims, value system or social restraints (Osman, Wiegmann, 2017).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Principles refer to the awareness of protection of and compliance with ethical and moral
principles, legal arrangements. Principles competencies are described as respect of law and
rules, having ethical orientation. It refers also to being consistent with respected values, to act
in transparent and honest way. Principles are connected with demonstration of commitment to
the values even when it is difficult or against emotional and social ties. Part of this competence
is knowledge about applicable rights and obligations and its role in social life, solving problems
and in maintaining public order.
People with principles have legal interests. McGettrick and Su (2012) argue that professional practitioners are in a position of some power and influence. Therefore, there are some
safeguards against the abuse of this power in the form of professional regulatory bodies or,
ultimately, the rule of law. That is why there exists a need for ‘’individual professionals to internalise personal values and professional codes of conduct, which are ultimately ethically based’’
(p. ix). The core and sole purpose of any profession is to ‘’put the interests of others ahead of its
own while providing its particular services’’. This principle is therefore the essential principle in
any profession (McGettrick and Su, 2012).
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Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Principles described in CaT Test are especially important for those professions in which
person has to make decisions influencing others’ life, behaviour, in which ethical consideration is crucial or in those professions in which the effect of work has to meet high standards.
Principles dimension includes personal integrity, being true to the respected principles, having
the ability to act in an ethical way, being oriented to ethics, law, values and order and having
knowledge about them.
Professions that strongly rely on principles competence are: chief accountant, managers,
planners, lawyers and judges, medical doctors and staff, regulatory government professionals,
police inspectors.
A person with high level of principles:
• is aware of moral and ethics,
• respects law, rules and ethical requirements,
• has awareness of preservation and compliance with ethical and moral principles, legal
arrangements
• is honest and consistent in their actions, thoughts and behaviour,
• believe that ethical principles are necessary for public order,
• is able to confront others when they behave in unethical way.
As a future employee the person with high level of principles is expected to behave with
high moral and ethical standards, act in accordance with the principles of fairness, honesty,
responsibility. Having principles also means understanding others’ perspectives, nurturing
mutual respect and being consistent with what one says, what moral standards he or she
stands up for. Finally, a person with a high level of principles is able to weight the positives and
negatives of each option, and consider all the alternatives. Therefore, that person is successful
at gathering information and identifying key issues from a base of information and consequently
has the ability to make decisions with a fair degree of confidence, based on knowledge.

3.2.2. Values
The review of existing literature offers a large number of definitions of values, but there are
five features that are common to most of these definitions (Allport, 1961; Levy and Guttman,
1974; Maslow, 1959; Scott, 1965; Williams, 1968). According to the literature, values are
concepts or beliefs about desirable end states or behaviours, that transcend specific situations,
guide selection or evaluation of behaviour and events, and are ordered by relative importance.
These five features describe the formal characteristics of human values. The second
feature, end states or behaviours, is equivalent to terminal versus instrumental goals. Because
this feature requires classifying values into one of two categories, it constitutes a first facet in
the definition. The aforementioned formal characteristics convey little about the meaningful
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contents of values. Values are cognitive representations of three types of universal human
requirements: biologically based needs of the organism, social interactional requirements for
interpersonal coordination, and social institutional demands for group welfare and survival (cf.,
Becker, 1950; Kluckhohn, 1951; Parsons, 1957; Rokeach, 1973; Williams, 1968).
Considering more modern definitions than those shown previously, Sanmartín (2000)
understands values as some cultural models that come from moral principles originated from
social interaction on one hand and history on the other. He also says that the unconsciousness
of having some values, make them stronger and more relevant for the behaviour of the person.
A controversial question about values appeared in The American Review of Public Administration which asks if values can be managed in a company. The author Paarlberg (2007)
proposes that values come from the results of routine interaction and develop into a social
process. He puts forward some strategies in order to combine the values of each employee
based on religion, culture and society and the values of the company.
Definitions of values in Education have become, for a long time, an important topic for
discussion. Guevara et al. (2007) conceive values as human constructs based on the social
process of belonging to a group (family, school, cultural, religion, work, politics, etc.). They
concur with Josep Maria Puig Rovira (2008) about the importance of the first years of education
in the development of values in adulthood.
Dimension – definition and rationale
This concept draws attention to values of a philosophical nature (goodness, truth, beauty),
respecting the value of supra-culture, dedication to the idea of and respect for cultural heritage
Values are defined by Schwartz S. H. and Bilsky W. as desirable trans-situational goals,
varying in importance, that serve as guiding principles in the life of a person or other social
entity. Implicit in this definition of values as goals is that they serve the interests of some social
entity, they can motivate action – giving it a direction and emotional intensity; they function as
standards for judging and justifying action, and they are acquired both through socialization to
dominant group values and through the unique learning experiences of individuals.
For Schwartz (2001), the type of motivational orientation expressing values is crucial, as
they represent, in the form of conscious goals, the answers that all individuals and societies
must provide to universal requirements, such as:
• Needs of human beings.
• Needs of social interaction.
• Requirements for the proper functioning and survival of human groups.
Schwartz’s study (1992) on 97 samples from 44 countries from different continents, shows
that all items found on the lists of values of different cultures can be included in 10 motivational
types of values: power, achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, security. A separate issue is their realization in practice, in which
each value may conflict with another one, for example: the attempt to maintain traditional
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values clashes with the pursuit of stimulation and novelty. Thus, research on human values
related to the profession shows remarkable differences as a result of such bipolarity.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Common good, aesthetics, promotion of cultural heritage, contribution to the diffusion
of culture, designing itineraries, sense of beauty, artistic are competencies and qualifications
important for professions described in CaT Test.
According to the analysis of professions and qualifications developed under the CaT Test,
protecting life values is important for health professionals, protecting cultural values is important for artistic professions, and values of knowledge are important for physicists and astronomers. However, we can relate all the professions to some values needed for developing them.
A persons with high level of values:
• follows what he/she thinks
• is responsible
•
•
•
•
•

has the authority to achieve something
can take better decisions
is more organised
has clear ideas
has high sense of self-knowledge

As a future employee, the person with a high level of values is expected to act and to work
following the values that are important to them. Depending on them, they can develop high
communication skills and social attitude. It will always depend on the values they have and
they will be related to all the items about themselves, about others, about motivations and
about adaptation to the job position. An employee with similar personal values to those held by
the company will become probably the best choice to work for the company. However, a high
level of values can also make reference to values that are different to most and they can create
misunderstandings. There is a common part of basic cultural, social and human values that is
essential to respect, especially for future employees.

3.2.3. Aims
Aim is an important concept for determining values and priorities. It also affects professions
characteristics. Aims can be also named as purpose or intention. According to Oxford dictionary
aim includes purpose of doing something, or trying to achieve something (Oxford University
Press, 2015). Aim is a general concept that is used in various disciplines. To treat others fairly
and prefer to be treated fairly is important for individuals who place aims as an important value
(Robbins & Judge, 2015). Individuals who adopt aims as one of their important values; know
their purpose, have strong motivation to do the right thing, have trusting relationships with
others and are passionate about their mission (Northouse, 2013; Sagiv & Schwartz, 2004).
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Dimension – definition and rationale
Aims is described for CaT Test as humanism, respect for life and health, respect for dignity
and accepting them as the highest values. Also individuality is a part of this dimension. That definition is based on an ethical theory. According to the ethical theory; individuals have a system
of principles and rules that guide them in their decision about what is right or wrong; and
these principles provide a basis for decent human being (Bardi, Lee, Hofmann-Towfigh & Soutar,
2009; Northouse, 2013).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Aims are used to define some professions and in some professions. Aims are important for
success. In CaT Test professions that includes aims focus on helping, protecting human lives,
protect life and health. Being humane is crucial. Beyond health and life, protecting people and
their private properties and most importantly, providing equity are also important competencies and qualifications for professions which include aims.
Aims dimension is crucial in professions like; teaching professions (vocational education,
secondary education, and etc.), judges, police inspectors and detectives, medical doctors and etc.
A person with high level of aims:
• assists and protects human lives,
• is humane,
• protects life and health,
• protects people and private properties,
• provides equity,
• respects human dignity,
• respects individuality and autonomy of each person, social group.
As a future employee, the person with high level of aims has strong motivation to act fairly,
to do the right thing, have trustworthy relationships with people. Individuals with aims know
their purpose. Equality, development of others and protection of health and life are, in general,
top priorities. Human life and its dignity is an important agenda for the people with high aim
dimension. Individuals who adopt aims as important value may be more sensitive to equality.

3.2.4. Situations
Situations, or rather the ability to have control or impact on work and everyday situations,
is the trait strongly associated with the motivation process. People concentrated on situations
are motivated by the desire of power and control over events and people involved. Power can
be achieved only when a person has competencies to make decisions which influence others
and their actions (Winter, 1992). Ability to persuade others to undertake actions, has been an
area of research interest for several decades in the social psychology, marketing and management literature (Greeenacre, Tung, Chapman, 2014). Spencer and Spencer (2010) call it ‘’The
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Impact and Influence Cluster’’, which expresses an intention to persuade, convince, influence
or impress others, in order to get them to support the person’s agenda; or the desire to have
a specific impact or effect on others. The actions and intentions must be reasonably socialized
– the desired effect should be for the general good, or at least not harmful (Spencer & Spencer,
2010). People with influence (leaders) are often expected to be beacons of morality (Fehr, Kay,
Dang, 2015). Considering the role of morality, some scholars distinguish two types of power
motivation. One type is the need to influence people for own interest or even against interests
of others – self-serving behaviour. Second type is the need to influence for the interests of other
people with prosocial benefits (Magee & Langner, 2008).
Dimension – definition and rationale
In CaT Test situations are described as an ability and willingness to influence (to have
impact on) situations and events (directing, organizing, promoting) with authority and as an
ability to make important decisions. People with such highlighted dimension are appealed to
supervising the service, maintaining order, planning activities, promoting community events,
improving activity performance, managing services, and are proactive. They also have high self-confidence, can lead others people’s work and maintain order when performing tasks.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Being motivated by the need of influence on situations is a characteristic typical for managers and leaders. A successful team leader is a person with a greater need of power then a need
of achievements. A person who has influence on situations must be self-disciplined, must have
ability to control own reactions. Another competence is planning action for the benefit of organisation, making decisions even despite the opposition of the group but for the group benefits
(McClelland, Burnham, 2003).
Situation dimension is a dimension important in such professions as: sales manager, shop
manager, engineers, science and engineering technicians, inspectors and operators in industry
area, police inspectors and detectives.
A person with a high ability to have control over or impact on work and everyday situations:
• Has high listening skills
• Communication and speaking skills
• Can generate positive changes
• Is organised
• Uses imagination and is creative
• Thinks and acts with a clear objective in mind
• Has solving problems capacity
• Is social
As a future employee, the person with the ability to persuade is expected to be able to
reach easily the objectives of the company. They can be part of the public relations department
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thanks to their good communication skills, empathy and persuasion. They can understand others
and convince them to think about any other items or products for the good of the company.
They can have positive influence on making the people and companies think for their own good
and self-growth, with motivation and good energy. Their qualities of being future oriented and
adaptive support the changes.

3.2.5. Social groups
The findings of 4 studies suggest that cultural values about power influence the way that
people react to third-party authorities in a manner predicted by the relational model of authority (T. R. Tyler & E. A. Lind, 1992). Power values reflect beliefs about the appropriate power relationship between authorities and their subordinates. As predicted, when making evaluations
of authorities, those lower in their power values placed more weight on the quality of their
treatment by authorities. In contrast, those with higher power values focused more strongly on
the favourability of their outcomes. (Yuen J. Huo et al., 2000).
These findings suggest that the degree to which social groups can gain acceptance for
themselves and their decisions through providing dignified, respectful treatment is influenced
by the cultural values of the disputants. Informal ”alternative” dispute resolution procedures,
such as mediation, are more likely to be effective among those who have low power values.
Armando Rodriguez et al. defined in 2009 the relationship between the creation of social
groups and the social norms people should acquire in order to belong to any social group.
Social norms were also the main topic on the investigation of J.M. Falomir et al. (2009) in order
to define and to understand the composition of social groups. Factors such as threat, culture,
ideology or danger are basic parts of social organisation.
In some researches, Tyler & Degoey in 1996 and Huo et al. also in 1996 match their results
explaining that identity-relevant status judgments are a direct influence on the acceptance and
consent of the group and organisation intrinsic rules. Braithwaite (1998).
Dimension – definition and rationale
A social group is defined by the ability and willingness to influence others with authority (to have impact on). We find this dimension of authority in social groups, research teams,
groups and political factions, ideological (conducting, being a leader). Being an authority means
possessing social prestige and recognition on from other members of the social group.
Psychologists have increasingly recognized the important role that culture and cultural
values have in shaping conflict and conflict resolution. As a consequence, a core question for
the field of legal psychology is becoming the degree to which the psychological values of the
people within a particular society lead certain forms of authority to be more or less effective
in maintaining social order, by resolving disputes among individuals or groups (Damaska, 1986;
Haley, 1991; Upham, 1987; Yoon, 1990).
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Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Influencing others, offering specialist advice, teaching others, coaching and developing
others, interpreting the meaning of information to others, providing consultation and advice to
others, are competencies and qualifications related to this dimension important for professions
described in CaT Test.
According to the analysis of professions developed under CaT Test, authority is an ability
appreciated in health professionals, different occupations related to inspection, professionals working for the government, training staff, finance and sales professionals, HR and career
professionals, public relations professionals, IT specialists, judges, lawyers, psychologists, religious professionals and engineers.
A person with high level of social groups dimension:
• can influence others
• has ability to work in teams
• has ability to control own emotions and behaviours
• has conflict solving skills
• can easily communicate with others
• can understand others needs and presents empathy skills
• is able to plan and organize
• is able to convey information to others
• has willingness to be coach or mentor to others
As a future employee, the person with high levels of social groups dimension is expected to
establish relationships with others in an organizational setting. People with high level of social
groups dimension should support teamwork, advise and understand others, help to overcome
conflicts. Moreover; they should also support others to upgrade their skills and competencies.
In short; people with high level of social groups dimension should help to strengthen internal
and external network ties. Beyond social relations; people with high level of social groups
dimension should be able to determine importance level of tasks, prioritize them and make
plans and arrangements to be sure that the tasks are done effectively and efficiently.

3.3. Personality traits
Personality traits influence the daily functioning of a person, including the ability to perform
a given occupation. Every profession or job has its own characteristics- it requires proper education and qualifications, but also possessing appropriate personality traits. These, combined
with interests, aptitude, temperament, and intelligence, are the preconditions for success
in a professional field (Bańka, 2005). The personality of a worker is manifested in the way the
worker performs his/her work, and also influences the sense of fitting to the requirements
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of the workplace. In turn, the Person-Organization Fit determines the sense of satisfaction from
work and the level of its performance (Jurek, 2012).
Knowing what personality traits a person is likely to have, it will be easier to determine
which of the career paths he or she is considering are in line with his or her natural potential, and thus what work-related activities he or she will perform more effectively, with greater
commitment and enthusiasm. The knowledge of personality characteristics of the employees
allows us to draw conclusions considering their strengths and weaknesses, the working conditions that are most suitable for them, and the style of management that they prefer or the type
of tasks and supervision that is most appropriate for them.
Holland’s well-known theory (1997) assumes, among other things, that a given occupational
environment is created by people of a certain type of personality – people are looking for the
place of work where they will be able to use their skills and competences, but also the place
which can give them the opportunity to express their values or just character traits, personality.
The author claims that the personality of people predisposes them to individual occupations, and
career choice is primarily a form of projecting personality into the world of work (Bańka, 2005).
One of the most popular modern conception that recognizes personality in terms of characteristics is the so-called Big Five, a five-factor personality model by Paul T. Costa and Robert R.
McCrae. The basic dimensions of personality in this model are five characteristics (dimensions):
neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness and conscientiousness. It is
believed that this model allows for a full description of a person’s personality and for a good
prediction of his or her ability to adapt to a school or professional environment for the following
reasons:
1. The Big Five concept describes personality in non-pathological categories, which is especially important in the study of persons without disabilities, for example, candidates for
work (Dudek, Wichrowski, 2001).
2. The Big Five model examines personality traits that are largely genetic in nature and are
therefore less susceptible to environmental influences. These characteristics influence
thoughts, feelings and actions (Jurek, 2012).
3. Generality is characteristic for the dimensions in the model, generality that is similar
to the one in which the degree of success at work is assessed. There is a theory that
the most effective forecasting of success at work is when the level of generality of the
predictive feature and the success indicator are the same (Ones, Viswesvaran, 1996;
Hogan, Roberts, 1996). Thus, the dimensions of the Big Five are particularly well suited
to predicting overall job success, rather than specific behaviours observed at the place
of employment (Dudek, Wichrowski, 2001). Such an opinion has been empirically
confirmed in meta-analysis, eg those conducted by Barrick and Mount (1991) and
Salgado (1997).
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Numerous studies also show the predictive values of personality traits of the Big Five model
for various job predispositions, for example, openness to experience is an important predictor
of research predispositions, and extraversion and agreeableness - social predispositions (Józefczyk, Kolakowska, Świętochowski, 2015). Costa and McCrae (1992, after Zawadzki, Strelau,
Szczepaniak, Sliwińska, 1998), however, have shown that for occupational preferences, openness to experience and extravagance are particulary important; Neuroticism, in turn, does not
imply specific occupational preferences, but it correlates negatively with the satisfaction from
the work performed. Other studies also point to the existence of personality trait that determines the success of most occupational tasks, regardless of their complexity or the position
held. This feature is conscientiousness (McCrae and Costa, 2005). Employees who are dutiful,
well-organized, punctual, and oriented towards goal-oriented activities are more likely to cope
with most of the tasks they take in their professional lives (Jurek, 2012).
The constructed CaT test therefore examines personality traits that are relevant to professional preferences and which are based on the Big Five model. They include:
1. Conscientiousness and perfection – understood as work diligence, consistency, attention
to detail, regularity, taking thoughtful solutions.
2. Adaptability and flexibility – openness to new and unpredictable experiences, openness to perspectives and application of innovative methods, acceptance of change,
unconventionality.
3. The need for action – the willingness to transform the decision into a deliberate action,
activity, a sense of satisfaction in the work done.
4. Motivation of achievements – high level of ambition and strong motivation to succeed in
life, commitment to work, the desire to improve oneself and the willingness to improve
one’s own competence.
5. Emotional independence – Emotional independence towards others, confidence in
one’s potential, self-confidence, low level of frustration.

3.3.1. Conscientiousness
Conscientiousness is a personality dimension which can be recognized by self-control,
being systematic in work and goals achieving, being effective in planning, organizing and tasks
accomplishing. It also refers to self-discipline, order, keeping deadlines, being ready to work
hard, take responsibility and follow the rules. All of these traits are typical for a goal oriented
person and a leader. On the other hand, being highly conscientiousness can be associated
with compulsive behaviour or risk of workaholic behaviour. The opposite is the person with
low conscientiousness, who is concentrated on other things than working according to a plan
or being work effective. Conscientiousness is also one of the Big Five theory factors (Costa &
McCrae, 1992; Klang, 2012).
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Roberts et al. (2014) gather arguments about the important role that conscientiousness
plays in many area of functioning, health and well-being. The conscientiousness:
• Predicts many of health problems, risky behaviours, physical health and also longevity,
• Predicts job performance, achievements in school, income and is associated with being
an effective leader.
Despite vast research dedicated to conscientiousness, this dimension still has many aspect
that need to be investigated. One of that aspect is the structure of conscientiousness and identification of traits that make up the dimension (Roberts et al., 2014).
There are various behaviours associated with the trait of conscientiousness, such as meeting
deadlines and finishing tasks on time, being tidy, avoiding arriving late to meetings, taking well
thought decisions, keeping promises. Observing someone’s behaviour and work performance is
one of the methods in rating the level of conscientiousness (Jackson et al., 2011).
Dimension – definition and rationale
In CaT Test conscientiousness is described as being thorough and vigilant, having desire to
perform tasks well. Being efficient and organised, accurate and meticulous. Having a tendency
to perfection. That definition is based on above mentioned authors, who have researched the
field of conscientiousness. Jackson et al. 2011, referring to various authors, claim that there are
at least five facets that can be thought of as components of conscientiousness: industriousness,
orderliness, impulse control, reliability, and conventionality. Also the additional facets may be
part of conscientiousness, such as virtue and decisiveness (Jackson, 2011).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Description of conscientiousness includes some operational terms used in CaT Test in the
description of professions. We characterized as conscientious professionals who conduct consistent actions, tends to perfection performing tasks and are oriented on perfection in analysing
the data. They are also minuteness, attentiveness to details, systematic, present and expect
precision, ability to finalize ongoing activities. Conscientious persons prefer planning, consistency and persistence. They may present perseverance, assiduity, importance of being exact or
accurate. They are attentive to details, provide equity, scrupulousness, precision and accuracy.
Their responsibility, self-discipline, dutifulness, proneness to perfectionism, meticulousness are
easily recognizable. They have strong sense of duty, their activity is rational and well-organized.
Conscientiousness is an important personality factor in such professions like chief accountant, construction manager, ecologist, physicist and astronomer, medical doctors and nursing
professionals, dentist, pharmacists, physiotherapists, teachers and educators, IT professionals,
legal professionals, engineers, journalists, controllers, manufacturers.
A person with high level of conscientious:
• is consistent in action
• is perfectionist
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

meticulous,
attentive to detail,
systematic,
precise,
persistent,
attentive to details,
provides equity,
responsible,
self-disciplined,
organized,
rational.

As a future employee, the person with high level of conscientious is a higher performer
on any job. Persistence and being goal oriented, organized and dependable are very important
competences that employers and modern companies appreciate. Individuals with expressed
conscientiousness tend to become leaders. Being drawn to perfectionism, turning attention to
detail and being able to work strategically towards goals are advantages that open the door to
a leading position. Such employees are trustworthy, systematic, rational and well-organized.
People can rely on them. They have a strong sense of duty and strong self-control. They can
have less flexibility and higher achievement motivation.

3.3.2. Adaptation and flexibility
According to the Oxford Dictionary adaptability is The quality of being able to adjust to new
conditions and the capacity to be modified for a new use or purpose.
Flexibility is the ability to adapt to changes by modifying, if necessary, leading to achieve
certain goals or new information. It is a varied and efficient rapid response capacity to adapt to
and/or anticipate different types of change. The adaptation refers to versatility in behaviour, to
the demonstration of adaptive actions and not so much to the cognitive type changes in value
systems, expectations or beliefs.
Mental flexibility needs, in an economic - social environment where the change is a very
present variable, to be encouraged in a conscious way to propitiate an ideal adaptation to the
circumstances. As Marta Blasco, teacher in CEF and UDIMA said in the text of Redondo in 2014,
flexibility and adaptation capacity are two basic competences in a job position; they ensure
workers are not trapped in their comfort area, enabling them to advance in line with the main
objectives of the company.
“Professionals shape themselves to the needs of the company. That means, having geographical and mental mobility, capacity to evolve and progress and fast adaptation to the job position”. As it expresses J. Moix (2011), teacher of psychology of the UAB, we tend to fit to our life,
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to our environment and to others in this square inside which we understand our reality. For
Moix, to learn to be flexible does not mean to be submissive.
Piaget (1967) has insisted like a few others as well, on the adaptive function of knowledge; interpreting knowledge as a top biological fact in adaptation, as adaptation is a very wide
term that covers the totality of conduct. He also proposed that the learning process from the
childhood is based on a balance between adaptability and rigidity; being adaptive to all new
information, susceptible to making changes, at the same time consolidating all the information. Being adaptive, therefore, allows to be critical and ask whether one option is better than
another without being content with it at all. They look for changes, alternatives, they question,
take initiative and propose new ideas.
Skinner (1953) declared himself for the adaptive and selective value of reinforcement. Not
only behaviourism has spoken about the adaptive function in conduct. Also the psychology
of the perceptive processes has emphasized it. “The measure of intelligence is the ability to
change” – Albert Einstein.
Bermudez in 2014 promoted the Human Development (Desarrollo Humano) trying to highlight the social, cultural and economic transformation we are living in. To achieve this, she put
emphasis on some items that are for her crucial: adaptability and flexibility. These skills are
a basis to acquire new perspectives, to develop entrepreneurship and to provide benefits to the
community.
For her, three fields are involved in these aspects: cognitive, the psycho-affective and
socio-cultural.
Dimension – definition and rationale
We describe flexibility as preparedness to tackle unforeseen circumstances and to endure
uncertainty, to be receptive to change and alternative views; to have the ability to adapt in
a fast and efficient way to circumstances, times and people, by promptly rectifying attitudes and
points of view in order to achieve better coexistence and understanding with others.
It is learning to make the best of every situation, and demonstrate maturity, sociability,
commitment, solidarity, being open to communication and to the acquisition of new experiences.
The flexibility associated with human resources can be described under three dimensions:
1. Productivity, through which the employee shows his adaptability and determines the
flexibility of the company based on acquired knowledge, the polyvalence and the rotation of tasks.
2. The organizational structure, where the heterogeneity of the managing team, the coexistence of different visions that facilitate change, the aptitude to detect new sources
of information, the decision process, distribution of tasks, the processes and the channels of internal communication, imply a rapid and agile solution before the changes
of environment.
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3. A human, which emphasizes the practice of human resources that lead to adaptation
and to orient the behaviour of human resources through identity and leadership to
achieve superior performance
From the theory of resources and capacities perspective, flexibility is analysed. Flexibility characterizes companies which have organizational skills and are fast in efficiency improvement. This flexibility decides about the resources and more general capacities governed by
the organization; hence the human dimension is a key factor of competitiveness, discussed in
personnel training, more than in capital investment. There is no point in investing in technology,
if in turn there is no investment in the formation and education of the human resource that
is going to handle this technology, which in the end will contribute greatly to the suitable use
of the productive resources of the company.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The professionals who possess this skill are characterized as adapting themselves and
easily accepting changes. They handle multiple demands appropriately, promptly reorganize
priorities. They are usually promoters of change. They adapt their answers and tactics to changeable circumstances.
They can learn easily about others’ abilities and in consequence, they are able to help one
another perform better and take advantage of others’ experience. Flexibility and adaptation
hence, let each worker adjust their behaviour or way of thinking in order to grow as an individual and as a part of the whole. (Reich, 2001).
The people with this competency are capable of acquiring new skills and of joining easily
a new work team. They remain open to new information and can move on from old practices
and adapt themselves to new times, to new circumstances. Therefore, understanding that the
nucleus of flexibility is adaptation, it is necessary to find a right balance to create compatible
personal work styles, customs, habits and ways of acting with others in order to be more productive and to establish better communication. Therefore, for the professionals who possess this
competency, barriers exist neither in communication nor in relationships, adaptation is natural
to them, so they will adapt in the most diverse environments.
Adaptation and flexibility react against a given situation as the modification of one’s attitude, and may be seen as individual differences and social interactions. Both adaptive responses
can be defined as those which protect and boost efficacy and self-control and, on the other
hand, those which work on demand regulating emotion. (Lukey and Tepe, 2008).
Adaptation and flexibility are fundamental factors of the personality in such professions as
those related to education, the social area, the area of management and administration and the
area of services.
A person with high level of adaptability and flexibility:
• sees everything as a whole
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

thinks critically
is able to learn
is emotionally stable
is creative
has high level of curiosity
has high capacity to change
easily has new perspectives
has many tools as strategic competences

As a future employee, a person with high level of adaptability and flexibility is expected
to be able to have an adaptive attitude when facing problems or different situations. Being
flexible means to listen and have empathy for other ways of work and being self-critical for the
good of the company. An adaptive worker will comfortably consider new perspectives and is
expected to have good communication skills and sociability. In general, we can say that adaptation and flexibility give the worker a high sense of improvement, developing skills to make the
best of the company, from the details to the whole, considering all parts.

3.3.3. Action orientation
Action orientation (Need for action) is sub-dimension of personality traits. Being active and
motivated are regarded to be the building blocks of human behaviour and action orientation
can be defined as the approach tendency to behaviour (Carver, Sutton, & Scheier, 2000). Action
orientation is a personality trait but it can be affected by situations and environment (Button
& Mathieu, 1996). Thus, it can be developed according to the situational perspectives. It has
dispositional characteristics. Action orientation (need for action) can be defined as motivation to complete tasks and perform (Hsieh et al., 2007). For action direction, both physical and
psychological strength and resiliency are needed to be active and follow goals to achieve them.
Dimension – definition and rationale
In CaT Test action orientation is defined as willingness to transform a decision into a goal-oriented activity. It is also about readiness to protect a chosen course of action form diversionary proposals. Thus, being active is focus of this dimension. Action orientation is mostly
defined as outgoing, tendency to complete a task, create efficient work (Hsieh et al., 2007).
Readiness to take a decision forward and plan actions to achieve goals. Preparedness to focus
on and avoid diversion from action plan.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Action Orientation (Need for action) was expressed via different terms in explaining professions. Willingness, total commitment to being busy, sense of satisfaction with the work done,
and commitment to action are used in CaT Test to describe action orientation. Being active,
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having stamina and being efficient in work are also some competencies that are used to explain
action direction.
There are various professions that requires action direction dimension to be successful
in that profession. Some professions that require action orientation are sales managers, shop
managers, travel attendants and travel stewards, customer services clerks, secondary education
teachers, finance professionals, lawyers, armed forces officers and etc.
A person with high level of action orientation (need for action)
• is resilient
• is goal-oriented
• has high level of stamina
• committed to their work
• is productive and efficient
• is motivated to complete their responsibilities
• is self-efficient.
As a future employee, the person with a high level of action orientation is goal oriented
rather than relationship oriented in work environment. Completing the tasks is their main focus.
They need less supervision while working. When working on achieving their goals if they are
confronted with obstacles, they can change plans, strongly oppose those obstacles and are
resilient. After they determine their goals they commit to them and try to complete them efficiently. Thus; goal determination or jobs that have clear goals are important for them.

3.3.4. Achievement motivation
Definitions and methods of research
Achievement motivation is a process oriented to aspiration realization, success achieving
and performance improving (Rabideau, 2005). It is defined as a desire to succeed, to reach
the excellence level and to be satisfied with overcoming the obstacles and making progress
in a challenging work (Reeve, 2009). Achievement motivation can be related to an effort that
person makes to finish a task with success, to perform better than others, to deal with difficulties and exercise possessed skills (Li & Lee, 2004). Spencer and Spencer (2010) define the
concept of achievement motivation as achievement directed more to task accomplishment
than to influence other individuals. They understand achievement motivation as ‘’a concern for
working well or for competing against a standard excellence’’ (pp. 25) (the standard of excellence is set by the individual’s own past performance or performance of others or is determined
by objective measure). It is also possible to have fairly high results on the achievement motivation without an important job. People in low-level positions, including janitors and factory
workers, have been scoring good results on achievement motivation tests: they can find ways to
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Dimension – definition and rationale
In CaT Test achievement motivation is defined as: highly motivated and ambitious with
a strong drive and work ethics, keen to strengthen own performance. Preparedness to resolve
challenges and problems. Presented descriptions stress a desire to improve yourself, invest
in the development of individual’s own skills and abilities, ambition, the desire to meet the
challenges, perseverance, desire to compete, willingness to take risk, a need to confirm their
competence and achievements, a wish to achieve the aim, high level of work quality, to be accurate, diligent and persistent, to have sense of purpose.
We understand Achievement motivation as a high level of ambition and a strong motivation to succeed in life, commitment to work. Willingness to tackle problems and the motivation
to make strong demands on one’s own performance; readiness to invest strenuous effort; being
motivated to continually improve one’s own performance.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Common behaviours expressing achievement motivation, include: working to meet a standard set by management, taking calculated entrepreneurial risks – committing significant resources and/or time to improve performance, trying something new, reaching a challenging goal
(Spencer and Spencer, 2010, pp. 28). Achievement motivation is a core personality trait in
professions like managers (payroll, sales, retail and wholesale trade manager etc.), scientists,
chief accountants, industrial and production engineers, sports players and coaches.
A person with high level of achievement motivation:
• has a desire to improve himself,
• invest in the development of their own competence, skills, abilities,
• is ambitious
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

has a desire to meet the challenges
has perseverance,
is competitive,
willing to take risks,
goal-oriented,
has high level of work quality,
is accurate,
diligent
persistent
have a sense of purpose.

As a future employee, the person with high level of achievement motivation is expected
to be a good manager due to his drive for success, concern for working well or competing
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against a standard excellence. He is willing to take risks and meet the challenges and provide
a high level of work quality because of his diligence, persistence and commitment to work. In
order to succeed, a person with high achievement motivation is also good at problem solving,
flexible and capable of working under pressure. The motivation for achieving goals, which can
be work related or personal – just to improve oneself, show superior abilities – produces the
same result: success. As workers they tend to take over higher, strategic, leading work positions.

3.3.5. Emotional independence
We can understand the definition of emotional independence as a wide concept that
includes a set of characteristics and elements related to personal self-management, among
which self-esteem, positive attitude to life, responsibility, aptitude to critically analyse social
norms, the aptitude to look for help and resources, as well as for emotional auto efficacy.
Noom and others (2001) propose a positive definition of emotional autonomy, understood
as a general feeling of confidence in proper elections and targets. These authors contribute
with empirical evidence of the positive interrelation between emotional autonomy, attitudinal
autonomy and functional autonomy.
The Noom (2001) definition coincides with that of Douvain and Gold (1966) and with that
of Hoffman (1984) on emotional independence. Also it coincides with the concepts of “resistance to group pressure” (Steinberg and Silverberg, 1986), responsibility between oneself and
others (Frank, et to., 1988) and social independence (Flammer, 1991).
On the contrary, for Steinberg and Silverberg (1986) emotional autonomy is independence
from parents and companions. But according to these authors, a high punctuation in emotional
autonomy means a negative way of breaking with parents (Silverberg and Gondoli, 1996). Also
for Ryan and Lynch (1989) emotional autonomy is related negatively to other indexes of psychosocial development during adolescence.
The concept of emotional autonomy of Steinberg and others (1986, 1996), Ryan and Lynch
(1989), Olive and Parra (2001), etc., has a clear negative connotation. That’s why Ryan and Lynch
(1989) propose that instead of autonomy the concept should be named detachment (disregard,
disconnection). It is possible to consider that emotional autonomy of Steinberg (1986, 1996) is
better conceptualized as detachment, disregard, disengagement or independence, which are
not the same as autonomy.
In short, it is observed in terms of diversity to refer to the same concept or to related
concepts, showing a clear delimitation between them. In our opinion it is worth distinguishing
between emotional autonomy and affective disengagement. The first one might have the positive aspects distinguished by Noom l. (2001), Douvain and Gold (1966), Hoffman (1984), Frank,
and others (1988), Flammer (1991), etc. The second one would have the negative aspects distinguished by Steinberg and Silverberg (1986), Ryan and Lynch (1989), Silverberg and Gondoli
(1996), Oliva and Parra (2001).
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Dimension – definition and rationale
From the etymological point of view, autonomy comes from “auto “that it means “self” and
“nonmine (nomos)”, that it means systematization of the laws, norms or knowledge of a specific
matter. Autonomy is the faculty to govern proper actions, without depending on others. Autonomous organisms link voluntarily with others; while in independence, there is a major disengagement. Autonomy is opposed to heteronomy, that means to depend on external forces.
Emotional independence or autonomy can be understood as a wide concept that includes
a set of characteristics and elements related to personal self-management, between which
there are self-knowledge, self-consciousness, self-acceptance, self-esteem, self-confidence,
self-motivation, self-efficacy, responsibility, positive attitude to life, critical analysis of social
norms, aptitude to look for help and resources (Bisquerra, R 2007).
Emotional Independence is usually related to cognitive maturity and high level of self-knowledge. A lack of emotional independence is related to a normal childish attitude or with
a dysfunctional adult attitude based on contradiction, inconsistency, illogical dialogue and incongruity. On the other hand, a functional adult will face reality, solve problems, recognise and be
critical with oneself enlightening his/her own life. The tolerance of frustration and the ability to
deal with different issues are higher. (Lundquist, 2011). This author also defined it as stability,
impulsiveness control, responsibility, independent decision making, integrity and wisdom.
Autonomy, self-knowledge and self-discipline can be defined as the basic structures of the
adult world in contrast to the childish dependence behaviour.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Studies (Goleman, Boyatzis and McKee, 2002; Cherniss, 2000; Donaldso-Feilder and Bond,
2004; Hughes, 2005; Vessel, 2005; Giardini and Frese, 2006) have revealed that the generic and
social-personal competencies are increasingly requested by businessmen. Goleman, Boyatzis
and McKee (2002) affirm that nobody likes working with irritable, domineering or cold leaders.
Nevertheless, those with an optimistic leadership and enthusiasm retain their staff longer.
The specific competencies limit themselves to knowledge and procedures relevant to
a certain professional ambience or specialization; for example, specific competencies of computer
engineering, law, psychiatry, plumbing, etc. Every profession has its specific competencies. They
are related to „knowledge” and to “practical knowledge” necessary for the expert performance
of a professional activity.
A lack of emotional independence is directly related somehow or other with all the different
dimensions we find in CaT test. This explanation suggests developing the importance of achieving a personal development growth that will also have implications in the professional sector.
Generic skills are those common to a large number of professions. They include general
issues such as language skills, computer skills at user level and a large block of socio-personal
skills: motivation, self-esteem, self-confidence, self-control, autonomy, emotional balance,
regulation of impulsivity, self-criticism, stress prevention, tolerance frustration, assertiveness,
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responsibility, decision-making capacity, empathy, conflict prevention and resolution, teamwork, punctuality, patience, diligence, discretion, etc.
Thus, professionals who have emotional independence have greater capacity for organization, coordination, management of the environment, adaptation and innovation and mastery
of basic and specialized knowledge of the tasks and skills required in the profession and techniques. Emotional independence is a key factor of personality in professions such as education,
arts, and scientific and health areas.
A person with high level of emotional independence:
• Is able to be self-critical
• Feels stronger in difficult situations
• Is more realistic and objective
• Is more focused on resolutions and less on problems
• Has more social skills
• Can have more responsible job positions
• Feels healthier, physically and mentally
• Is more adaptive and flexible
As a future employee, the person with a high level of emotional independence is expected
to be able to deal with a lot of situations maintaining a reliable attitude. The emotional independence is related to self-growth and self-awareness. Then, in order to face different situations,
is readily organized, able to think about different possibilities and to reach a solution by being
emotionally independent. They have more capacity to see different chances mature and to
improve, being able to act objectively and realistically in all situations. Their emotional stability
usually gives them a positive attitude and absence of judgement or annoyance.

3.4. Temperamental characteristics
The area of temperamental characteristics of a person’s activity relates to the hereditary
properties associated with the characteristics of the nervous system. It comprises such spheres
as emotions, coping with stress, sensitivity to external stimuli and the nervous system activity level (Rothbard, 1981). Temperament being genetically determined, determines to a large
extent the development of other personality traits and trends visible in the behaviour of an individual. It constitutes a relatively independent from the environment influences basis for other
properties associated with personality (Pervin, 2002).
The dimensions of temperament, which translate into behaviour of the person, can be
divided into nine categories: level of activity, intensity of reaction to the stimulation, the level
of sensory sensitivity, response to new events and situations, ability to adapt to conditions
and situations, circadian rhythms and regularity in the basic biological body functions, mood
and a way of experiencing emotions, resistance to distractors, attention span and maintaining
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focus. This type of categorisation of temperament dimensions is wide and individual categories
overlap in meaning and function (Dumont, 2010). In the model developed by Eysenck (Eysenck
and Zuckerman, 1978; Eysenck, 1991) two basic temperamental factors determining behaviour
were defined. The first dimension is extraversion – introversion, the other emotional balance
– neuroticism. Extroversion and introversion refer to the attributes associated with sociability,
impulsiveness, sensory sensitivity, activity levels and resistance to external distractors. The
dimension emotional balance – neuroticism defines the tendency to react with tension, anxiety
or calmness and composure in various situations. It is related to the degree of emotional reactions variance, the intensity of experience, decision-making under the influence of emotional
reactions. These factors allow for differentiation of four types of personalities: extrovert and
emotionally balanced persons (sanguine type), and extrovert and neurotic persons (choleric
type), introvert and emotionally balanced persons (phlegmatic type), persons and introvert and
neurotic persons (melancholic type).
In the work environment, people with different temperamental characteristics react differently to stressful and aggravating situations. The same work situations can be recognized by
employees as stressful or not, depending on the individual temperamental characteristics.
People with a high level of activity and low sensitivity are more resistant to the adverse effects
of the aggravating situation and more often display calmness and equanimity. At the same time
they may be perceived by their colleagues as persons undertaking unnecessary risks and ignoring difficulties. On the other hand employees with a low level of emotional instability more
often experience tension, anxiety, fatigue and overload in professional situation. Awareness
of own response style and temperamental traits supports efficient coping with stress in the
work situation (Deguchi et al. 2016).
Dealing with stress in the work environment is particularly dependent on temperament
due to strong correlation between the emotional response style and temperamental characteristics. According to the Strelau’s Regulative Theory of Temperament (1998), temperament
is a set of relatively steady personality traits which manifest themselves to varying degrees in
every situation and are most important for regulating behaviour in the circumstances which are
perceived by the person as aggravating and stressful. The temperament traits modifying behaviour are as follows (Strelau, 1998):
• Emotional reactivity – tendency to strong emotional reactions
• Endurance – ability to maintain performance efficiency despite the load
• Activity – tendency to search for sources of stimulation, readiness for high activity,
• Sensory sensitivity – responding to stimuli and stimulation of low intensity,
• Briskness – the tendency to react rapidly and maintain a high pace of performance,
• Perseverance – tendency to maintain or repeat a particular performance way or
emotional state.
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The high level of emotional reactivity and perseverance is connected with a style of response
to stressful situations which focuses on emotions, on attempting to change negative experiences and with a tendency to underestimate chances for coping with difficulties efficiently. In
contrast, high intensity of two temperamental traits, briskness and endurance, is accompanied
by less frequent experiencing of negative emotions in stressful situations and focusing on active
problem solving. The high level of activity is a feature most associated with focus on the target
and positive emotions in the period of aggravation and stress (Heszen, 2012).
The following traits associated with the response in the work situation were characterized
and operationalized while developing temperamental dimension as a part of the Career Tree
diagnostic set:
• Emotional stability – the degree of emotional reactions balance; ability to cope with
failures and setbacks, the ability to control own emotional reactions.
• Working under pressure – the readiness to work under pressure and conviction
of possessing skills to work under pressure, resistance to aggravating situations.
• High level of activity – relates to the energy level in the behaviour of the person, the
preferred level of activity, the need for stimulation.
• High level of sensitivity – the opposite of the high activity level and associated with
a preference for a stable, familiar and peaceful surrounding.

3.4.1. Emotional Stability
Emotional stability is one of the dimension of temperamental characteristics and important for balance and resiliency. Emotional stability is also widely discussed in clinical psychology
and psychoanalysis (Judge, Van Vianen, & De Pater, 2004). According to Big-Five Personality
Theory neuroticism and emotional stability are the two ends of a continuum (Costa & McCrae,
1992). Emotional stability can be defined as a person’s ability to withstand stress. People who
are emotionally stable tend to be calm, stable, self-confident, and secure. Emotional stability
also have negative correlations between being nervous, irritable, anxious, depressed, irrational
and insecure (Robbins & Judge, 2015).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Emotional stability is described in CaT Test as the degree to which emotional reactions are
balanced and not volatile. It is also the capacity to recover from defeat and failure and the capacity to control one’s own emotional reactions. That definition is based on definition of neuroticism that is the opposite of emotional stability and it reflects people’s tendencies to experience
negative emotional states, feel distressed, and generally view themselves and the world around
them negatively (Widiger & Costa, 2002; George & Jones, 2012).
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Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Emotional stability was expressed via different terms in explaining professions. Beyond
emotional stability; self-control, failure tolerance, calmness, balance, self-disciplined, flexible,
and emotional control were also used to explain emotional stability characteristics of professions. In those terms three concepts are crucial; control, balance and flexibility which is also
main components of emotional flexibility.
Emotional stability is an important dimension for temperamental characteristics, needed
for most of the professions. Some professions that require emotional stability are psychologists,
social work and counselling professionals, finance professionals, lawyers, engineers, and etc.
A person with high level of emotional stability
• is able to control their feelings and reactions,
• has self-control and is calm,
• is optimistic,
• makes decisions independently,
• tolerates failure,
• is able to manage stress and work under pressure,
• is able to understand emotions and reactions of others.
As a future employee, the person with high level of emotional stability dimension is
expected to control their emotions and behaviours. This is crucial in work settings and it is
an indicator of professionalism. Being balanced and being calm when faced with diverse and
unexpected situations is important for success especially for managerial positions. Moreover;
individuals with high level of emotional stability should tolerate the negativities and be optimistic. Understanding emotions of others is also crucial for this dimension and all these characteristics are expected from management level.

3.4.2. Working under pressure
Definitions and methods of research
In the work context, pressure can be defined as the stress of matters requiring attention,
difficult to bear the physical or mental distress and the constraint of circumstances. Heugten
(2011) defines stress as a distress we experience when we feel we can’t cope with the demands,
which are commonly called stressors. The words like stressor or pressure or demand concern
the tasks that impact on employees functioning and usually relate to each other.
Kobasa and Puccetti (1983) developed the concept of the hardiness which can be taken
as a synonym of the ability to work under pressure. Hardiness, the ability to withstand difficult or adverse conditions, is a constellation of three crucial personality characteristics – commitment, control, and challenge. It is presented as ‘’facilitating the kind of perception, evaluation,
and coping that leads to successful resolution of the situation created by stressful events’’
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(p. 840). Individuals with ability of hardiness have no trouble with committing themselves to
their work, they don’t often feel powerless, they rather believe that they have control over the
events. Change is a normal challenge for them, not a threat. Hardy persons find opportunities
to exercise decision making even in specific stressful events in life, it is the opportunity to set
new goals.
Studies have shown that hardy people can develop two kinds of coping strategies – one
strategy can be called approach-oriented and deal with confronting the problem; the second
one is common for those that are oriented toward avoiding dealing directly with the problem
(Soderstrom et al., 2000).
Heugten (2011) argues also that the stress, workplace is causing cannot be ignored –
too much stress and too little support leads to turnover of staff, higher rates of sick leave and
presenteeism.
Dimension – definition and rationale
Working under pressure is understood in CaT as having confidence in one’s ability to be
highly resilient and robust and the readiness to take on heavy workloads. The ability to work
under pressure can involve being faced with constraints which are often beyond the person’s
control. To respond effectively to stress and pressure is very important in any line of work.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The ability to respond effectively to pressure and stress is extremely important in any line
of work. Competencies associated with being effective in coping with work pressure are stress
tolerance, perseverance, having control over own methods, decisions and situations, emotional
self-efficacy, being calm in conflict situations and controlling them, being concentrated on the
work goals. Working under pressure is a temperamental characteristic expressed in many professions described in CaT Test like managerial professions, designers, different engineer occupations, nursing professions, lawyers, judges, finance professionals, journalists, actors, sales and
purchasing agents and brokers, manufacturing and transport, armed forces officers and armed
forces occupations.
A person with high level of the temperamental characteristic to work under pressure
• is perseverant,
• goal-oriented,
• has endurance and stamina,
• is stress resistant,
• is able to keep calm,
• is ready to take on heavy work loads.
As a future employee, the person with a high level of the ability to work under pressure has
emotional stability, is very committed to work and can easily except challenges as an opportunity not a threat. As a worker he often feels in control over the events and has the ability to keep
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calm. Stressful event represents a possibility and an opportunity for his personal development.
Individuals with high ability to work under pressure can also work long hours, and have a need
for action and achieving aims. Researches have also found a positive correlation between the
ability to work under pressure and health. Workers with highlighted hardiness are likely to stay
healthier and can easily cope with stress.

3.4.3. High level of activity
The characteristic of having a high level of activity involves maintaining an adequate level
of performance, without inhibiting analytical and reasoning ability when the individual is faced
with high demand situations in which the pressure of time and / or workload is high. It also has
to do with the ability to direct attention to different tasks simultaneously in an efficient and
effective way, allowing the development of alternative responses to achieve an adequate level
of results. This competency indicates that the person shows ability to execute and prioritise
multiple activities simultaneously (Zuckerman, Kuhlman, 2000).
Not all individuals may work well under pressure. There are people who are overwhelmed
quickly, and sooner or later must seek jobs of lower pressure because of the threat of suffering
stress (Zuckerman, Kuhlman, 2000).
In all areas of life, an exam, a job interview, an assault, an oral surgery, there are scenarios
in which the situation demands a response to the difficulties faced in order to overcome them.
These are challenges that cause psychological stress.
High activity level is characterized by the need to be busy as well as to maintain vigorous
motor behaviour. Being interested in different activities, going to new places, eating unusual
things or trying new alternatives are actions that usually define a high activity person.
It can be also understood as the combination of the need to do things, with the lack
of ability to relax and a general preference for hard labour or a challenge posed. In this case it
also takes into account two different facets: overall activity and work effort.
According to Allport, precursor of the modern theory of personality, we can say that temperament would be explained by the existence of the feature. The feature represents stable behavioural skills. This represents that the features are relatively stable and permanent throughout
life performance.
Hall (2002) redefined choking as an elevation of anxiety levels caused by working under
pressure, which leads to a critical deterioration in usual execution of performance. This concept
of psychological pressure has been interpreted as a serious deterioration in the performance
of usual processes as a result of an increase in anxiety, which can lead to significant reductions
in performance.
Stress is usually related to high activity levels due to the necessity of being active, solving
problems, being dynamic and working under the pressure of time or managers. However, high
activity level not only refers to physical effort, as it can be understood, but it also applies to
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a cognitive or sensorial high activity level. High mental activity can be a focus of problems with
stress and illnesses if it is uncontrolled. However, being capable of managing and self-controlling this issue can improve efficiency substantially.
Dimension – definition and rationale
A high motivational level is essential for the assimilation of and adaptation to daily confrontation of the activity. It is also of vital importance for the development of professional interest, and the constant pursuit of self-perfection, contributing to self-knowledge, developing the
strength and sense of own personality.
In this way a high level of activity refers to the energy level observed in a person, the need
for stimulation and activity, and low sensitivity to work under pressure.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Individuals who have this temperament characteristic are usually motivated, attentive,
controlling stress and anxiety, and have a high level of self-confidence.
They are able to concentrate all their resources to achieve the ultimate goal; i.e. in different
consecutive actions to be performed with a low margin of error, without disturbing elements.
Special professions demand a selective or focused attention as opposed to the divided attention
shown by people with a low activity level. They also have high emotional control.
The potential level of activity becomes higher and higher. In fact, the demands of the environment can be conceptualised both in positive and negative terms. A high level of activity is
a fundamental temperamental characteristic in professions such as those related to sports and
physical activities.
Those professions described in CaT test that are mainly related to social network beyond
individual development, are suited to high level workers: education, artistic, services, sports
and physical activity, architecture/construction or engineering.
A person with high activity level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

has high level of self-confidence,
is motivated,
analyses situations in order to activate them,
has good and positive energy for developing tasks ,
is innovative and creative,
is challenging,
has adaptive and active personality,
has multitasking capacity,
is committed to the company and workers.

As a future employee, the person with high activity level will be useful for multitask employments. This capacity provides a high mental and physical capacity for doing different things at
the same moment and for being active in different situations. At the same time, a person with
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high activity level can do different tasks in less time than a person with low activity level, having
in consequence more time for other tasks. They are usually people who feel themselves important in these kinds of jobs, increasing their motivation and self-esteem. If the job lets them be
active, they will respond with high level of commitment and increase the productivity of the
company.

3.4.4. High Level of Sensitivity
High level of sensitivity is one of the dimensions of temperamental characteristics and
related to preferred stimulation. High level of sensitivity is affected by environmental stimulus.
Regulation of stimulation is important for individuals and every individual has different sensitivity levels and preferences (Fajkowska, Zagorska, Strelau, & Jaskowski, 2012). Some individuals are more responsive to the environmental stimulus changes and they are more sensitive
(Gregory, 2004). Individuals with high level of sensitivity are more responsive to stimulus and
energy changes.
Dimension – definition and rationale
High level of sensitivity in CaT Test is related to energy level of an individual and refers to
sensitivity level that is observed in a person. Amount of stimulations preferred is included in
this dimension. People with high level of sensitivity mostly prefer low noise, low movement,
and structured environment (Aron, 1996). Stimulation is basis of perception and behaviour. In
literature, stimulus is defined as energy change (sound, temperature and etc.) that is observed
via senses. Individuals who are easily affected by such energy change and responsive to it have
“high sensitivity level” and their behaviours and cognition is affected (Gregory, 2004).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
High level of sensitivity was expressed via different terms in explaining professions. Patience,
preferring routine tasks and activities were some terms that are used in CaT test. Beyond these,
introversion is also used as a qualification to express high level of sensitivity.
High level of sensitivity is one of the dimensions of temperamental characteristics in CaT
Test and it is a requirement for some professions. Professions that require high level of sensitivity are labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing and transport; chief accountants,
town and traffic planners and etc.
A person with high level of sensitivity
• is able to define and realize changes in the environment,
• prefers to work in environments with low level stimulus like low voice, heat and etc.,
• is able to follow rules and routines,
• is able to detect small changes, movements or noise,
• is attentive to details and prefers to focus on details,
• is sensitive,
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• has problems in dealing with stress,
• is more comfortable in structured environments.
As a future employee, the person with high level of sensitivity dimension is expected to
follow rules and routines. Structured organization settings are more fitted to people with high
level of sensitivity. People with high level of sensitivity can be more efficient in occupations
that are more conventional; include details and computation. Occupations that are performed
in creative, changing and flexible environment can make these people to be stressed while
working (see also Evers, Rasche & Schabracq, 2008).

3.5. Interpersonal skills
Effective execution of professional tasks requires a continuous development of both knowledge and specialist skills as well as the so-called soft skills. The soft skills block concerns the
capabilities which facilitate the adaptation to conditions and situations and are used to deal
with everyday tasks. This kind of capability includes interpersonal and communication skills,
decision-making and problem solving abilities, time management, self-realization and realization of own experiences, coping with stress, creativity and creativity in thinking (Jasińska,
Podgórska, 2015). Interpersonal skills are associated with the interaction with other people
– communicating, understanding others and showing understanding, establishing and maintaining individual and group relationships, defending own rights, conflict resolution. A high level
of interpersonal skills is recognized as one of the essential conditions for professional success
(Griffin, 2013; Jung, Schin, 2015).
Interpersonal communication is a process which occurs between the sender and the recipient (or recipients) of the message, the purpose of which is passing information and apprehending. What is important in the process, from the sender’s perspective, is the wording of the
message which is being transmitted, of the message recipient understanding, adapting the
message to the recipient and situational needs, attempting to avoid possible barriers. From the
recipient’s perspective attentive reception of the message, active listening skills and the desire
to understand the sender are important (Krizan et al., 2008). The effectiveness of a communication, particularly in the situations of delivering speeches on the group forum depends on the
contents of the speech and the manner in which the speech is organised. Proper reception and
understanding depend, among others, on whether the statement formulated in professional
situations is characterized by: simplicity of expression, substantiveness, avoiding specialized
vocabulary and explanation of basic concepts, transparency and order (Thun, 2004). The key
skill in the attempt to understand other persons and their speech properly is the ability of active
listening. Activity in listening means the concentration of attention and focus on the sender and
their expression, verbal and non-verbal confirmation of the listening (e.g. by paraphrasing or
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asking additional questions), empathy as the ability to adopt someone else’s point of view on
the situation (Tyburczyk et al., 2015).
Communicative competences, except for the situation of conversation or speech at the
forum, are important for cooperation in a team of employees. Effective cooperation of employees
within a group requires that communication between them be open and decisions be made
based on substantive factors discussed within the group. The quality of the cooperation in the
team depends among others, on the level of communication skills of its members (Krizan and
in, 2008). What is most important for the effective cooperation is the team members’ ability to
listen actively as well as their ability to formulate a speech and present views in a clear manner.
(Hawkins, Fillion, 1996).
The next two interpersonal competences which are important from the perspective
of employers are assertiveness and negotiation skills. Assertiveness is the ability to express
own views, opinions, stances, feelings and values in an open manner while respecting the rights
of others to do so. An assertive person is authentic and does not deny others the right to be
themselves. Passive and aggressive behaviour is in contrast to assertive behaviour. The former
applies to people who tend to give more importance to someone else’s rights than their own.
Aggressive persons, on the other hand, do not respect the attitudes and feelings of people
from their environment (cf. Benedikt, 2003; Krizan, 2008). Negotiation skills are conducive to
achieving an agreement in conflict situations. The effective conduct of negotiations is aimed at
achieving own goals taking into account the behaviour and goals of the other party. Thus, it is
a process whose aim is to take the most favourable decision respecting other people’s rights to
independence, it is not competition or domination (Fisher, Ury, Patton, 1994).
Interpersonal skills and personal competencies are recognized by most employers as the
most important criterion when hiring new employees. The ability of effective communication
is most frequently mentioned among competencies of an “ideal college graduate”. In addition
to effective communication, employers value highly ability to work in a team and the ability to
conduct negotiation (SGH Warsaw School of Economics, 2012).
Diagnosing the area of interpersonal skills with the use of Career Tree tests set, the tested
persons examine their competence in five dimensions:
• Communication skills – ability to communicate their opinions, views, feelings, emotions
and attitudes in conversations and public speeches.
• Listening Skills – recognition and understanding of other persons’ intentions, needs,
emotions, the ability to adopt someone else’s point of view and to show understanding.
• Team cooperation – readiness to initiate and establish contacts with others, build and
maintain a network of relations; the ability to cooperate and actively support the objectives of the group, group-oriented collaboration.
• Assertiveness – persistence in achieving one’s goals despite adversities from others.
Confidence in the possessed skills to defend beliefs and intentions in the manner
showing respect of others.
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• Negotiation skills and skills in solving conflicts – the ability to reach agreement and deal
with conflicts and misunderstandings. The reconciliation of two opposite attitudes with
the aim to achieve common solutions and a common standpoint.

3.5.1. Communication skills
Spitzberg and Cupach (1984) argue that communication competence (also known as ’interpersonal communication skill’, for more information about the nomenclature see Hargie and
Dickson (2005): Skilled Interpersonal Communication: Research, Theory, and Practice.) is the
ability to behave appropriately and effectively in a given situation. Interpersonal competency
allows one to achieve their communication goals without lowering credibility and image in front
of others. Interpersonal communication should be understood as interaction between two or
more people which involves verbal and nonverbal messages (Devito, 2013).
The most often used model to describe competence is the component model which
includes three components: knowledge (it means knowing what behaviour is best for the given
context), skill (having the ability to apply that behaviour in the specific situation), and motivation (it means having a wish to communicate in a competent manner). Bagarić and Djigunović
(2007) refer to various authors to explain what communicative competence is, they understand
it as a ‘’synthesis of an underlying system of knowledge and skill needed for communication’’ (p.
96). In this context, knowledge is to be understood as individual’s knowledge of about language
and other aspects of language use. The level of this knowledge can be recognized by the intelligibility of someone’s speech or written statements and the use of techniques that facilitate
proper understanding of messages (McLean, Moman, 2012).
Dimension – definition and rationale
A communication skill is an interpersonal skill that is a core determinant of ability to communicate one’s own needs, opinions, thoughts, emotions, states and desires in a public situation
and during conversations. One of the popular definitions of the communication skill created by
Cooley and Roach refers to the knowledge about patterns of effective and appropriate communication and to the ability of using these patterns in different situations and adapting them to
conditions (in Jones Jr., 2015).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The description of communication skills in CaT test includes terms that were taken from the
description of profession’s tasks. Communication skills can be recognized by the accuracy and
correctness in speaking and writing and the clarity and coherence. It also the ability to speak
in public situations and during presentations in interesting and understandable way which is
appropriate to the needs of audience. Being skilled in communication means also ensuring that
listeners understand massages properly, awareness of meaning of nonverbal signals, gestures
and sign. It is also knowledge about language, metaphors, metonymies, idioms, etc.
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Communication skills are expressed via different terms in professions. Each of professions
needs a different level of developed communication skill, but communication skills are needed
in vast range of professions. A communicative skill is a core capability in professions like chief
accountant, payroll manager, sales manager, construction manager, teacher and educators,
aged care service managers, social welfare managers, retail and wholesale trade managers,
shop manager, ecological auditor, physicists and astronomers, ecologist, medical doctors.
A person with high level of communication skill:
• has the ability to behave appropriately in given situation,
• has knowledge about language use,
• is good at public speaking,
• can communicate the needs and emotions,
• can provide useful information to the addressee,
• can apprehend nonverbal communication,
• can interpret the possible response of the other person.
As a future employee, the person with high level of communication skill dimension is
expected to establish relationship with others. Because of his/her ability to know why, when
and how to behave, he/she has a high credibility and image in front of others. Public situations
don’t frighten individuals with high communication skills. Good communication skill also means
that such person is able to solve conflicts, problems and is good at networking and relationship.
Good communication skills enables a worker to establish connections, build links and agreed
commitments.

3.5.2. Listening skills
Listening has become the most used communication tool. Although communication involves verbal and non-verbal adaptations (Harryman, Kresheck, and Nicolosi, 1996), listening is
still the most used one.
Robbins in 1991 specified that the speaker who concentrates on the dialogue, ensures
an efficient and active listener. From these words, the Baylor University’s Community (2004)
defined the four essential requirement for being and active listener: empathy, acceptance,
intensity and willingness for completeness.
Collins (2009) cites that a person spends on listening 55% of her/his communication time,
23% on speaking, 13,3% on reading and 8,4% on writing. Collins (2009) explains in the research
that the average of information obtained by a listener is about 50% and a 25% is the percentage
we retain after 48 hours. And that is not because we do not think it is important, but we do not
follow it and we do not pay attention to it. So the question she is asking is how effective our
listening skills are?
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Erik Van Skyle (1999) defined that there are six levels of listening, depending on the attention level (passive, attentive, active) and some obstacles to the effective listening as time, individual differences or emotion among others.
The greater portion of the working day is spent on communication related to problems and
procedures within the workplace, with suppliers and customers. Good communication skills are
essential in an effective employee. To achieve success in the workplace, this skill comes second
only to knowledge of the job.
Comprehensive teaching of reading and writing is universal, but teaching of verbal communication and listening skills in schools is sparse. Such training is generally associated with drama,
and similar elective courses. Training in listening skills is scarce. The importance of body language
and voice inflection are key elements in effective verbal communication skills. Workers need to
understand the difference their tone of voice and body language can have on how they are
heard and perceived. A training in oral communication skills in the workplace reflects actual
workplace circumstances and teaches employees to recognize their own dominant communication style, how it is manifested, and teaches them to value and understand different approaches
in style, adapting their own dominant style as appropriate.
Many major employers recognize the importance of listening skills and provide appropriate
training for their workforce. This shows an acknowledgement that enhanced customer satisfaction, fewer errors, increased productivity and better information sharing results from such
training, potentially also leading to innovative and creative improvements.
The success of numerous business leaders and entrepreneurs has been credited to listening skills. Good listening skills sustain favourable human relationships. Time spent considering
and developing listening skills is an important component of a successful career.
Adults spend an average of 70% of their time engaged in some sort of communication,
of this an average of 45% is spent listening compared to 30% speaking, 16% reading and 9%
writing. (Adler, et al. 2001). How can a person with good listening skills be described? Alongside
understanding and information processing skills, there are some other skills we could identify in
a person who has this ability. A good listener is attentive, establishes and maintains eye contact
shows respect, empathy, asks questions to achieve better understanding, provides feedback
and demonstrates understanding of non-verbal messages a good psychologist needs, but also a
proper listener (Dianne Schilling, 2012).
Dimension – definition and rationale
The dimension of listening skills is defined as recognizing and understanding intentions,
needs, emotions of others; the ability to understand a person’s point of view and the ability
to show listening and interest in what is being said. How accurately do people interpret and
receive messages? This is the basic question to understand the listening skills process.
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Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Professionals who possess interpersonal skills are characterized by their empathy, counselling, sensitivity, sympathy, active listening, sensitive to others’ needs, guidance and assistance. According to the competencies and qualifications described in CaT Test, listening skills
are basic in almost every profession, but it is essential for some building industry occupations,
machine operators, drivers, hotel and restaurant occupations, cleaning workers, sales professionals, armed forces occupations, social welfare occupations, engineers, health professionals,
teachers, public relations professionals, legal professionals, psychologists, religious professions,
journalists, translators and interpreters, musicians, actors, dancers, artists and travel guides.
We can suggest that the dimension of listening skills is a basic part of communication skills
needed and required for all kinds of social and interpersonal jobs or activities.
A person with high listening skills:
• is more sociable,
• is more open-minded,
• is more flexible in decisions,
• is self-critical,
• has a high level of empathy,
• makes people feel better, creating a positive environment,
• is able to analyse situations with more information and less interpretation,
• learns easily from the experience of others,
• is more creative, curious and imaginative.
As a future employee, a person with high listening skills level is suitable for social job positions where communication abilities are needed. That person is more focused on others before
themselves, and can develop a high commitment level with the company and the workers. Being
able to listen with attention (active listening) allows the worker to extract all the information
needed from a costumer or a client, avoiding misunderstandings and possible future problems.
They are expected to have good communication skills, not only listening but also speaking and
good body language presence. These people always exhibit patience and thoughtfulness letting
others express what they want or need.

3.5.3. Team orientation
Team orientation is the one of the sub-dimension of interpersonal skills and its main focus
is teamwork and cooperation. Work team groups whose individual efforts result in performance
that is greater than the sum of the individual inputs (Robbins & Judge, 2015; Delamare Le Deist,
Winterton, 2005). Teamwork can be define as an ability to work in a team and create team
work atmosphere focused on achievement of project objectives (ComTal, 2012). Nowadays in
business team life cycle is really important for most of the professions to support organization’s
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success. In teams, people complement each other, the goal is collective performance and there
is a positive synergy among team members (cf. Watson, Johnson & Merritt, 1998). For team
success members’ abilities and personality is crucial that is why having team orientation is
important in career. Team orientation can be described as an individual’s propensity for functioning as part of a team and the degree to which individuals prefer to work in group settings for
task accomplishment (Driskell & Salas, 1992; Oleksyn, 2006). Team orientation is not about task
but it is about individuals’ general tendency to be comfortable in teams (Mohammed & Angell,
2004). Team orientation is also referred as team preference in the literature (Robbins & Judge,
2015). It can also be strengthened by the interactions and relationship among team members
(Watson, Johnson, & Merritt, 1998).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Team orientation is described in CaT Test as to be ready and prefer initiating contact with
people. Building and maintaining both work-related and private relationships and networks is
also included in team orientation. Placing value on teamwork and co-operation, readiness to
actively support team processes, willingness to sacrifice one’s own interests for the benefit
of the work group also define team orientation. These are based on the definition which defines
team-orientation as individuals tendency to enhance individual performance through coordination and cooperation and being interdependent on team members for group performance
(Driskell & Salas, 1992).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Team orientation is explained via different competencies and qualifications in CaT Test.
Teamwork, cooperation, natural contact with people, capacity to work with teams and maintaining network are included in team orientation. Moreover, having sense of responsibility for
others, providing service to others, working with co-workers friendly in non-competitive environment are also included in team orientation. Team orientation also has information transmission focus, thus providing information to supervisors, co-workers and subordinates are also
among competencies of team orientation.
In todays’ work environment team orientation is required in various professions to be
successful. For most of the managerial positions team orientation is crucial. Some examples are:
sales manager, aged care service managers, social welfare managers, industrial and production
engineers.
A person with high level of team orientation:
• is able to establish relationships with others easily,
• is social and talkative,
• has ability to work in teams,
• is able to preserve their networks ,
• is able to solve conflicts,
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•
•
•
•
•

is caring,
understands verbal and nonverbal communication,
gives importance to the good of team,
shares and provides information,
is adaptable.

As a future employee, the person with high level of team orientation dimension is expected
to be adaptable and has good communication skills. Team oriented individuals should first
prefer to work in teams and feel comfortable to be a member of a team. To achieve this, being
adaptable, social, talkative, caring, collaborative is important. Team oriented individuals do not
just focus on self; they also care for others and focus on team interests more than their self-interest. Ability to establish and maintain network is also crucial for being a team member.

3.5.4. Assertiveness
For social relations and social skills self-expression in an assertive way is one of the important items. An assertive person considers other people’s rights and tastes, tends to avoid infringing others’ rights and doesn’t ignore/downplay them. Assertiveness is a skill that enables an
individual to insist on his or her logical request and show disagreeable behaviour to defend the
requests (Lounsbury et al., 2003). Assertiveness is a person’s ability in stating beliefs and defending them, expressing interests and emotions in a constructive way, without anxiety (in Lizarraga
et al., 2003). An assertive person accepts responsibility for his or her behaviours or choices. He
or she has enough self-esteem, has positive emotions, thoughts and attitudes towards himself/
herself and others’ and own behaviour. Assertive persons are frank and honest with themselves
and others (Townend, 1991). They use communication skills to support their own self-respect
their pursuit of happiness and realization of their needs and desires. People who are able to
self-express easily demonstrate high degree of self-confidence and self-respect through their
behaviour (Raudsep 2005). Assertiveness refers to individuals who communicate clearly and
without hesitation and are forceful (Costa & McCrae, 1992).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Assertiveness is an interpersonal skill described in CaT test as persistence in striving to
achieve goals even against resistance, it is described also as sensitivity to interference in own
and others’ rights. Assertiveness can be defined as having confidence in defending personal
ideas and goals, communicating them in a tactful way. Corresponding definition can be found
in literature, for instance Rakos’ research on assertiveness (1991). His understanding of assertiveness involves a proactive response in difficult situations in contrast to passive or aggressive
reactions (Rakos, 1991). Being assertive allows individuals to solve problems, work with people
to finish tasks and reach solutions. Assertiveness helps to build self-confidence and can be very
beneficial for improving work relationships. Assertiveness also challenges socially constructed
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notions that women ought to communicate politely, which can undermine assertiveness. In
addition, women’s effective professional communication styles needs more complex strategies
than just being more assertive (Pfafman and McEwan, 2014, p. 202).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Assertiveness was described via different operational terms in description of professions.
Assertiveness is described as persuading, convincing people, being self-confident and persistent
in achieving goals, having an ability to express own opinions and defend them in a tactful way,
respecting the rights of others.
Assertiveness is a core competence for all those professions, where well developed communication skills are necessary and are a key part of job description. Such professions are: managers, town and traffic planners, paramedical practitioners, advertising and marketing professionals, public relations professionals, real estate agent, lawyers, journalists, musicians, singers
and composers, dancers and choreographers, film, stage and related directors and producers,
actors, radio, television and other media announcers, building and housekeeping supervisors.
A person with high level of assertiveness
• has strong self-esteem,
• is persuasive,
• is respectful to other people’s opinion and believes,
• has the ability to defend his requests,
• knows what he/she wants,
• has communication skills.
As a future employee an assertive person has self-esteem and positive attitudes about
himself/herself and others. His behaviour is honest. Is goal oriented and his communication is
very tactful. Being assertive allows individuals to solve problem, work with people to finish tasks
and reach solutions. Assertiveness is very beneficial for improving work relationships. It enables
polite, yet focused conversation where all involved parties feel heard, respected and on the
path to the constructive solution, gainful for all of them.

3.5.5. Negotiation and conflict resolution
The International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences describes an interesting
definition of conflict offered by Pruitt (2001). According to the definition that conflict can be
public when involving two or more people, and subjective when another party is involved. In
both cases, the capacity of conflict resolution refers to the reduction of the level of conflict in
order to palliate the consequences. Singh (2008) made reference to Sheriff who worked on this
aspect defining a general rule for managing problems, “super-ordinate goals”. He put emphasis
on collective effort and reaching for similar goals in order to determine cooperative problem
resolutions.
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Depending on the kind of conflict and on the nature of the people involved, the parties
can move toward a solution or, on the contrary, it can pose an obstacle. From that point, Fisher
and Keashly (1990) have proposed a method for the success of intervention in order to solve
problems: use peace keeping strategies in all kinds of conflicts; incentivize and support mature
actions and ways to face problems; offer a third neutral therapist in order to moderate the topic.
From the words of Morton Deutsh (1998) who states that conflicts can be positives and
negatives (or constructive and destructive) we can extract the importance of making problems
constructive. That means the goal is not only to eliminate all conflicts. He also makes reference
to the nature of the people involved and their characteristics in order to achieve an easy solution or otherwise resolve the conflict. Problems understood as being two-option (black-white),
rigid people or old conflicts are more likely to develop difficulties in solving problems.
Nadler et al (2003) put emphasis on instructions for being a good negotiator. All of those
indications were related to learning. So depending on the kind of learning, it would be easier
to have good negotiation skills or not. In their experiments, the capacity of people to increase
the ability to negotiate was directly related to the mechanism that was used to introduce them
to the topic of negotiating. In which case, visual information and analogic information could
increase the capacity of negotiation much better than instructions given didactically or just
revealed information.
Most parties involved in mixed-motive conflicts have competitive as well as cooperative interests. Conflict may be both constructive and destructive but has achieved disrepute
by connection with war, social unrest and psychopathology. Conflict is the channel by which
problems can be resolved and solutions achieved, and is the source of change, both social and
personal. Conflict has many positive components (Coser, 1967).
The scientific and social problem is not how to prevent or eradicate conflict, but to develop
the wisdom to create conditions resulting in productive discussion instead of deadly dispute.
The competitive and cooperative interests of parties in conflict result in two characteristic processes of resolution. Walton and McKersie (1965) termed these processes ‘distributive
bargaining’ and ‘integrative bargaining’. Deutsch (1973 termed them ‘competitive’ and ‘cooperative’ processes. The two processes are associated with different tactics and strategies, differing influence and communication processes and distinctive attitudes towards each party.
The comparative strengths of the competitive and cooperative interests within the conflicting parties and whether these vary during the course of the conflict will be the major deciders
of the conflict process mindset. They will also decide whether there will be a constructive or
destructive outcome for the parties involved.
There will be a necessity to negotiate conflicting values, beliefs and interests between
nations, groups or individuals with differing cultural backgrounds, and working together closely
in organizations may also be required. Behaviours, misunderstandings and prejudices may arise
due to cultural differences, which could result in causing unintended offence, thereby creating
barriers to interaction, thus complicating the achievement of constructive negotiations.
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Dimension – definition and rationale
The dimension of negotiation and conflict resolution skills is defined as the ability to reach
compromise or agreement and avoiding argument or dispute, the ability to achieve the best
possible outcome; the process between two or more parties who seek a solution to a common
issue. It also makes reference to identification of problems, to develop and evaluate options and
to implement proper and accurate solutions.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
A person oriented to negotiation and conflict resolution possesses conflict-solving skills,
negotiation skills, emotional independence and stability, strategic competences, organizational,
communication skills and problem solving abilities. Through CaT Test research on competencies
and qualifications we have detected that negotiation and conflict resolution skills are important to professionals of different types of auditing, police inspectors and detectives, child care
workers and teachers, sales professionals, managers in general, retailers, engineers, architects,
some health professionals and all senior officials. It is a competence that most job positions
need and at the same time that most job seekers are looking for.
A person with high level of negotiations and resolution skills:
• has good communication skills,
• thinks critically,
• is realistic,
• is capable of and driven to self-correction,
• is self-confident,
• has determination and decision making skills,
• solves conceptual problems easily,
• is efficient,
• has clear communication skills.
As a future employee, the person with a high level of negotiation and resolution skills is
focused mainly on results and objectives. The important point is that things proceed along
a positive path. People become important to them if they are part of the objective, which would
make them more sociable if the objective so requires. They usually have a “chameleonic”personality, always oriented and focused on results. They do what is needed in order to reach the
objective. Doubt is a word that they do not understand. They are efficient and proactive people
with ambition and focused on reaching new and different challenges. They use clear and useful
information with people in order to be organised and not to waste time.
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Entrepreneurship is the most important factor influencing societies wellbeing. Entrepreneurial competencies are major sources of employment, economic growth, and innovation,
promoting product and service quality, competition, and economic flexibility. It is also a mechanism by which many people enter the society’s economic and social mainstream, aiding culture
formation, population integration, and social mobility (R. Hisrich, Langan-Fox, & Grant, 2007).
Definition of entrepreneurship depends of science discipline. Entrepreneurs are found in
all professions: architecture, business, education, engineering, law, medicine, and psychology.
To include all types of entrepreneurial behaviour, we may use the popular definition: “Entrepreneurship is the process of creating something new with value by devoting the necessary time
and effort, assuming the accompanying financial, psychic, and social risks and uncertainties,
and receiving the resulting rewards of monetary and personal satisfaction” (R. D. Hisrich, Peters,
& Shepherd, 2010).
The entrepreneurship is understood economically as a process of seeking business opportunities under a conditions of risk (Ebert & Griffin, 2017). From psychological point of view
entrepreneurs presents specific properties. Schumpeter (1934) defined entrepreneurs as “individuals who exploit market opportunity through technical and/or organizational innovation”
(Schumpeter, 2008), what is often presented as a creative destruction – an inherent feature
of capitalism. Entrepreneurship was classified by Schein as one of eight themes named Career
Anchors. Career Anchor in Schein’s model represents unique combination of perceived career
competence, motives, and values. People tend to stay anchored in one area and their career
will echo this in many ways. Schein identified eight themes and has shown that people will have
prioritized preferences for these. One of career anchors is Entrepreneurial Creativity. People
with high entrepreneurial creativity are motivated by creating something new which is their
own. They are often bringing new ideas to the table and trying to develop new perspectives or
items (Klapwijk & Rommes, 2009).
It is worth to notice that entrepreneurial traits and competencies are focused on crossing own and others borders. Being autonomous, self-efficient and motivated to achieve better
results than other people provokes comparing with others and may lead to competition not
connected with socialization. The strong autonomy need may also provoke a risk of social and
interpersonal alienation. The interpretation of social profits and risks coming from increasing
entrepreneurship orientation depends on values and aims the society possesses and the way
of educating and promoting entrepreneurial competencies among youths.
Entrepreneurial competencies analysed in CaT set of tools describe:
• Strategic competencies
• Opportunity recognition
• Networking and relationship
• Planning and organizing
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• Commitment

3.6.1. Strategic competencies
Strategic competence enables organizations and the individuals to work within their cognitive limitations in such a way that they are ‘’able to maintain an appropriate level of responsiveness to the contingencies confronting them’’ (Hodgkinson & Sparrow, 2006, p. 1). To be able
of thinking and acting strategically, strategic competencies are crucial for those abilities. With
strategic competencies, managers, planners and policy makers are able to make contextualized
decisions appropriate to the dynamics of a specific situation (Wigboldus, 2009).
Hodginson and Sparrow (2006) defined strategic competencies as the ability of organizations (their members) to acquire, store, recall, interpret and act upon information of relevance
to the longer-term survival and organization well-being.
Dimension – definition and rationale
Strategic competencies are described as setting, evaluating and implementing the long-term strategies of the company future and initiative. Presented descriptions accent the aspect
of goal setting and proactivity, ability to transform vision into action, general managerial capabilities, decision making skills, initiative and independent thinking. Strategic thinking is strongly
related to ‘’cognitive competence which is crucial to strategic responsiveness and the organization’s capacity to learn and renew itself’’ (Hodgkinson & Sparrow, 2006, p. 3).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Description of strategic thinking includes some operational terms we used in the description of professions. We characterized as strategic thinking professionals who set goals and are
proactive, have the ability to transform vision into action, possess general managerial capabilities, present decision making skills, initiative and independent thinking.
Strategic thinking is an important dimension for temperamental characteristics and needed
for most of the professions. Some professions that require strategic thinking are managers in
various fields of industry (supply manager, age care service, retail and wholesale trade managers etc.), designers, planners, advertising and marketing professionals, sales professionals,
economists, etc.
A person with high level of strategic competencies:
• influences and persuades others,
• has ability to work in teams,
• has ability to control own emotions and behaviours,
• is innovative,
• is able to think analytically and strategically,
• is a problem solver,
• is active,
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• is able to plan and organize,
• is confident about their decisions,
• has intellectual curiosity.
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As a future employee, the people with high level of strategic competence are expected to
convert decisions and ideas to actions and behaviours. To achieve these ends, individuals with
high level of strategic competence should be organized and they should influence and persuade
others. Moreover; they should support teamwork, to overcome problems in organizations they
should be proactive rather than reactive. They should think strategically and analytically and
should control their behaviours and feelings to excel the strategic operations of the organization.

3.6.2. Opportunity recognition
The recognition of opportunities, a theory based in the entrepreneurship, implies that
people use a specific cognitive process to recognize the potential of a new business opportunity.
The idea is based on the consideration of past experiences, risks and market trends to recognize
the potential of a business project and make a decision about it. Entrepreneurship involves the
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities, new products, services and production processes; new strategies and forms of organization, new markets for products and inputs
that did not exist previously (Sarasvathy et al., 2003). The opportunity recognition ability in
business is still not valued economically. Entrepreneurs play a central role in business creation.
Many studies compared entrepreneurs and managers to identify the distinctive characteristics
of entrepreneurs. Their findings show that the entrepreneur should discover the opportunities
and resources for the purpose of business improvement and success (Baron, 2004, 2007; Kaish
and Gilad, 1991; Shane, 2003).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Opportunity recognition has been defined as the ability to acquire and systematize the
operating resources needed to start and grow a new venture, ability to recognize and envision taking advantage of opportunities. Business opportunities exist because different agents
have different beliefs about the relative value of the resources themselves or when inputs are
converted into outputs (Alvarez and Busenitz, 2001). Kuriloff and Hemphill (1983) emphasize
that opportunities are often close to being the entrepreneur. The main sources of new business
ideas are: the invention, self-interest, observation of social trends, observation of the deficiencies of others, observing an absence, the discovery of new uses for ordinary things, etc.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The entrepreneurs who possess opportunity recognition skill are characterized by following
innovative trends, carrying out projects opportunities, recognition of exploitation of opportunities and being proactive. The opportunity recognition is a basic skill in such professions as
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sales managers, supply managers, payroll managers, sales agents and brokers, teachers and
educators.
A person who has a high level of opportunity recognition:
• is able to recognise, create, and take advantage of opportunities
• has an entrepreneurial vision
• is innovative
• is proactive
• builds social networks and maintains positive relationships
• is open to experience
• has abstract thinking skills (can see patterns and relationships in the data)
As a future employee, a person who has a high level of opportunity recognition is expected
to have an entrepreneurial vision, be proactive, innovative, explore opportunities, not be afraid
to take risk, and take advantage of opportunities. Such a person has a good perception about
opportunities, builds social networks (e.g. uses social networks to recognise opportunities), has
prior knowledge based on experience (e.g. learns from mistakes, has a broad knowledge in the
field), has self-efficacy (e.g. handles various situations, and demands, and feels in control in any
situation) (Wang, Ellinger, Wu, 2013).

3.6.3. Networking and relationship
Networking and relationship is one of the sub-dimensions of entrepreneurial skills. Cooperation and interaction are crucial for this dimension. Networking and relationship is important
for both organizations and individuals in todays’ business life. Networking and relationship can
be defined as an individual’s attempt to develop and maintain both personal and professional
relationships with other parties. The purpose of these relationships is mutual benefit for work
and career (Forret & Dougherty, 2001). Networking is positively related to a host of vocational
outcomes, career success, job search, job compensation and promotion and job performance.
Networking is also the main way for individuals to improve their social capital. Effective networking relationships are based on trust and develop over time (Janasz & Forret, 2008). Networking
is also an important managerial skill and as a managerial skill it is socializing, politicking and
interacting with parties outside the organization (Robbins & Judge, 2015).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Networking and relationship in CaT Test is defined as building nets of contacts and supporting business via using contacts and connections, persuasive ability, communication and
conflict solving, and general interpersonal skills. Networking and relationship creates a context
of person to person cooperation and trust; or individual to group-based interactions. This definition is based on Forret & Dougherty’s (2004) definition for networking. That is, developing
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and maintaining personal relationships with others who have the potential to assist them in
their work or career.
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Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Networking and relationship is required in some professions to be successful and some
competencies and qualifications are listed to express networking and relationship dimension in
CaT Test. Relationship building, being assertive, persuasive, communicative and social is used
to explain this dimension. Management related competencies like team management, leading
people, motivating, and interpersonal problem solving is also used in CaT Test to address
networking and relationship dimension.
Networking and relationship is a core dimension in professions such as: public relations
professionals, sales professionals, advertising and marketing professionals, psychologists, and
actors etc.
A person with high level of networking and relationship skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintains personal and professional interests,
nurtures social capital,
is good at cooperation,
is persuasive,
has general interpersonal skills,
is social,
is extroverted,
learns about opportunities more easily,
receives and shares information.

As a future employee, a person with high networking and relationship skills easily builds
nets of contacts and can bring a lot of business to a company. His/her social capital and relationships help him/her to conduct business, find business leads and support. He/she receives a lot
of information; therefore he/she could be an important asset to a company. Individuals who
have networking and relationship skills are good persuaders and team players. They are very
co-operative and trustworthy.

3.6.4. Conceptual competencies
Conceptual competence is defined as the ability to think creatively about, analyse and
understand complicated and abstract ideas. Using a well-developed conceptual skill set, top
level business managers need to be able to look at their company as a holistic entity, to see the
interrelationships between its divisions, and to understand how the firm fits into and affects its
overall environment (Business Dictionary). Conceptual thinking is defined as an ”ability to identify patterns or connections between situations that are not obviously related, and to identify
key or underlying issues in complex situations” (Lyle, Spencer, 1997, p. 10). For an organization
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to be successful in a globally competitive and complex environment, organizations must hire
managers with the intellectual ability to visualize what may not be apparent, then delegate to
supervisors the task of strategy execution. Greeno, Riley and Gelman (1984) pointed out that
one of a framework characterizing competences in cognitive tasks is a conceptual competence.
In their opinion, a conceptual competence includes understanding of general principles of the
task domain that constrain and justify correct performance (cf. El-Dali, 2015). Resnick (2007)
emphasizes how the ability to think creatively and use well developed conceptual skill set is
a key to a success in the today’s rapidly changing society. It is important in professional and in
personal life. Brickman (2008) describes conceptual competence as an: “ability to crate business models, establish goals, strategies, priorities and operational plans (p. 43)”. He emphasises that the conceptual competence doesn’t necessarily mean high degree of innovativeness
but is a result of planned and structured proceeding. He sees entrepreneurial skills as related
to conceptual competence but different. He is referring to several authors who claim that an
entrepreneurial skill especially includes innovativeness.
Dimension – definition and rationale
Conceptual competence is described in CaT test as the decision skills, ability of absorbing
and understanding complex information, ability and sensitivity to self-correction through learning from mistakes, and also as innovativeness oriented to business growth and risk-protection.
It is also mentioned, that conceptual competence is strongly related to critical thinking, realistic and creative thinking, being innovative and having intellectual curiosity. It is also strongly
related to ability to innovate and create new ideas, being financially literate and being able to
solve problems conceptually. The definition eclectically integrates naturalistic understanding
of the conceptual competence (cf. Satne, 2014) with interpretationist and the causalist models.
It implies that conceptual competence is understood as socially learned.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Conceptual competence was expressed via different terms in explaining professions.
Description of conceptual competence includes some other operational terms that are used in
the description of professions. We characterized as conceptual competence an ability of thinking critically, realistically and creatively, to be innovative and intellectually curious. Conceptual
competence is determined in professions which need financial literacy, ability to innovate and
create new ideas and ability of conceptual problem solving. Conceptual competence is a core
capability in such professions like: chief accountant, sales manager, social welfare managers,
retail and wholesale trade managers.
A person with high level of conceptual competence:
• thinks critically,
• is realistic,
• is able and driven to self-correction,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

thinks creatively,
is innovative,
presents intellectual curiosity,
is able to innovate and create new ideas,
presents financial literacy,
solves conceptual problems easily.

As a future employee, the person with high level of conceptual competence is expected
to be able to deal with various challenges and problems as they occur, or even predict forthcoming issues. Being conceptually competent means being able to recognise, correctly label
and classify a problem, and put it into context. It is important to be able to view challenges and
problems from different angles, to choose the correct approach and implement it. While doing
so, it is important to react to changes or stimuli brought on by the problem and the solution.
Finally, conceptually competent person carries out the evaluation of what has happened and
what we have learnt not only about the issue, but also about ourselves.

3.6.5. Planning and organizing
The organization and planning is the ability to set goals and priorities when performing
a task, develop a project area or agree on action, deadlines and resources to be used. It is the
ability you have to start with when you have to attend to the coordinated actions of a group
of people, time and cost effective way to take advantage of the most efficient way possible
efforts and objectives are achieved. It is the process of defining the course of action and procedures required to achieve the objectives and goals. The plan sets out what needs to be done to
reach the desired end state (Harvard University Competency Dictionary, 2016).
Planning and organization are related to other competencies on a very basic, physiological
level. For example Tirapu et al. (2002) investigated the neurocognitive organization of skills
of a group of people using the Hanoi Tower exercise or the London Tower exercise. In both
cases, participants must plan and organize themselves in order to reproduce a figure with
objects. These both abilities can reflect the lack of maturity of someone. Results indicate, that
planning and organization are structurally related to prefrontal cortex and functionally to executive processes: working memory, supervisory attentional system, somatic marker information
processing, behaviour planning, social judgement.
A study of Stuss and Alexander (2000) and also Anderson (2002) specifies the existence
of four levels of executive functions that define the capacity of planning and organizing.
• Attentional Control, which includes selective attention and self-regulation.
• Information and speed processing, fluency and efficiency.
• Cognitive flexibility, work memory, divided attention
• Goals establishment, planning, organization
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An experiment with children from E. Matute et al. (2008) reflects a complete precision
in the response of planning and organizing in children around 9-10 years old and from the
age of 15 the capacity of planning and organization is similar to the adults’. To explain these
processes, Zelazo et al. (2002) expose that at a younger age, the executive capacities are not
absent, but immature. Over the years, they become an independent system of functionality.
However, most of the latest studies done to evaluate the capacity of planning and organization,
were based on and considered the number of successes or the number of successful hits in
relation to the total number of hits (Espy et al., 2001). Only with these parameters the studies
reflect the results of these two aspects. These experiments show us some slants in the procedure, especially when we see that some other investigations have different considerations, as
e.g. the one done by Anderson P (1996).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Planning and organizing as entrepreneurial competence is defined in CaT test as ordering
and grouping different internal and external human, physical, financial and technological resources, including team-building, leading employees, training and controlling. They are understood as special abilities and personal skills that can contribute into developing important
entrepreneurial skills. The ability to establish objectives, the directivity, resolution, constancy,
strategy, flexibility and the inhibition of impulsiveness are important items we can also fit into
planning and organizing. (Davidson et al., 2006).
Examples of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Planning and organizing are typical activities of managers on the mid-level. Mintzberg classified planning and organizing in his 10 Management Roles Model in Decisional Category, as
characteristic for the role of Resource allocator (Mintzberg, 2013). The competences and qualifications of entrepreneurs with planning and organizing abilities described in CaT Test are: organizational skills, capacity to develop processes organization of team work, discipline, self-discipline, self-organization, keeping business records, knowing how to deal with paper documents
such as work orders, scaling and operational sheets, technical skills of operating motorized
vehicles, technical skills of having knowledge about routes and geography and physical fitness.
The planning and organizing skills are key skills in managerial professions, but also for graphic
designers, health professionals, teachers, business administration occupations, legal professionals, librarians, philosophers, mathematicians, artists, engineers and sports occupations.
A person with a high level of planning and organization:
• has organization skills,
• easily communicates with others,
• is analytical,
• is able to work in teams,
• is collaborative and compromising,
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• is self-controlled and disciplined,
• gives importance to time management,
• is conflict and problem solver.
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As a future employee, the person with a high level of planning and organizing dimension is
expected to cope with complexities and analyse a situation from diverse points. Both tangible
and intangible assets should be taken into consideration. Planning and organization skill is
needed in all occupations however; it is more crucial in middle and top management levels.
Besides career management planning and organization skill is also a life management skill. Individuals with high level of planning and organizing skill better handle their life.

3.6.6. Commitment
Commitment is one of competencies in entrepreneurial skills. Self and courage is important in commitment. Commitment can be defined as the ways that individuals infuse roles and
social structure with self-motivated behaviours and it links self with the social structure (Burke
and Reitzes, 1991). Individuals may have commitment to different things and commitment links
individuals to lines of activities, organizations or role partners (Burke and Reitzes, 1991). Organizational commitment and career commitment are the ones that are broadly discussed and
accepted in literature. Organizational commitment is defined as a degree to which an individual
identifies himself/herself with a particular organization and its goals, and wishes to remain in
that organization (Robbins & Judge, 2015). Career commitment is different to organizational
commitment. It can be defined as one’s motivation to work in a chosen career role, attachment
to it and identification with its goals (Blau, 1985). In both career and organizational commitment individuals usually prefer to stay in their current organization and career way and assume
these as risk-worthy. Side benefits of commitment to role, organization or partner is that it
affects further individuals’ behaviour and their work (Burke & Reitzes, 1991).
Dimension – definition and rationale
Commitment is defined in CaT Test as the belief and trust that makes a person move ahead
with the business, it is a moving ahead drive. Having positive attitudes toward oneself and the
business run that is recognized as promising and risk-worth also explain commitment dimension. This definition is parallel to definition of commitment as the willingness to commit to
cooperation with a partner without safety and sanction mechanisms. Trust in other party is
important in commitment (Fink , Harms, Kraus, 2008).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Commitment is required in some professions to be successful and some competencies and
qualifications are listed to express commitment dimension in CaT Test. Having courage, willingness to take risks, self-commitment, commitment to goals and positive attitude and trust in
own abilities and in organization are used in job descriptions.
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Commitment is a core dimension in professions like: sales managers, real estate agents, film
producers, writers, sport coaches, counselling professionals, journalists, aircraft pilots and etc.
A person with high level of commitments competence
• is goal-oriented and determined,
• is confident about their decision,
• works through conflicts and is resilient,
• keeps high principles,
• strives for achievements,
• has motivation, willingness to exert effort and energy necessary to overcome obstacles,
• is allegiant, involved and responsible at work,
• is obliged towards the organisation,
• feels emotional attachment to the organisation.
As future employees, people with a high level of commitment are deeply involved in the
company life. These people are characterised by optimism and resilience. In addition, they are
expected to be motivated to invest additional effort in order to succeed and they should not
exhibit hesitation when taking important actions or decisions of relatively long-term implications. Moreover, these people should believe loyalty is important and therefore feel a sense
of moral obligation to remain with the company. They are determined to deliver intentional
outcomes. The individuals who have a high level of commitment should be very confident
about their decisions and should achieve mission, execute its strategy and generate important
business results. Furthermore, the person would be very happy to spend the rest of their career
in the organisation which he or she is currently working for.

Ewelina Pękalska
3.7. Cognitive abilities
Diagnosis of the cognitive abilities is a very important element in the process of examining professional competences. The Renzulli’s classic model of the Three-Ring Conception
of Giftedness is based on the following assumption: in order to predict future achievements
and successes of students, one should analyze their performance in 3 areas: a) above-average
cognitive abilities (results in all cognitive tests), b) motivation and persistence, c) creative ability
and attitude. Therefore, the complex diagnosis should take into consideration results from
all these tests. High cognitive abilities (e.g., memory, attention) should be analyzed together
with results in the creativity test and value (working with data) and interest tests (for example
science, life sciences, engineering).
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Spatial imagination is a useful in the planning and organization (scales of entrepreneurial
orientation), so these modules should be diagnosed together. High indicator of spatial imagination should be also related to interest in sports. Imagination trainings are often an elements
of regular trainings. Imagining the position of a ball, for example in golf, or one’s body, for
example in rhythmic gymnastics, plays a crucial role in athlete’s effectiveness.
Numerical reasoning as an essential element of general intelligence should be taken into
account when diagnosing entrepreneurial abilities and management skills. Outstanding results
in the numerical reasoning test should be analyzed together with interests in: administration
and management, life sciences, science, engineering, architecture. Numerical reasoning should
be also investigated together with the results of value tests: working with data, perfection
in performing tasks, and using knowledge.
Studies on numerical scales versus personality and intelligence tests demonstrate positive
correlations between a high level of numerical reasoning and intelligence and rationality as
a personal trait. Negative correlations were observed between numerical reasoning and extraversion and neuroticism (Brooks, Pui, 2010).
Measurement of attention as a competence is crucial for all interests related to transport,
aircraft piloting, driving, and traffic monitoring.
Divided attention is also a significant correlate of creativity. Martindale (1981, see also
Kasof, 1997) claims that a certain type of absent-mindedness contributes to creating many
mental combinations, unusual configurations, and wider perception field in the first phase
of a creative process. The more extensive attention, the larger number of multi-leveled mental
constructions. Martindale (1981) argues that attentions is the one of the most important correlations with creativity. The more attention is extensive, the easier it is to examine numerous
kinds of possibilities when looking for a solutions. The more attention is intense, the easier it is
to complete the work (painting, invention, poem, speech). The level of attention is changing and
depending on stage of creation process.
Creative attitude plays a major role in entrepreneurship; therefore, these modules should
be diagnosed together. The definitions of entrepreneurship indicate that creativity its key
element. High indicators of creativity should be also connected with artistic values and interests.

3.7.1. Focus of attention
Definitions and methods of research
Attention is a cognitive process of selecting and reducing information and focusing on
a selected aspect. As a consequence, a human being processes only some information they
come across (Kahneman, 1973; Maruszewski, 2011). Individuals with high focus of attention are
capable of concentrating on a given aspect for a long period of time without being distracted.
One of the most renown psychological experiments of decades is the experiment conducted
by Stroop concerning selective attention. Stroop (1935) asked the participants to read a word
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and name a color in 4 experimental situations with congruent or incongruent stimuli, e.g.
reading the word “black” written in red, reading the word “black” written in black, naming the
color of the word “black” written in red, and naming the color of the word “black” written in
black. Naming colors in the experiments with incongruent stimuli turned out to be the most
difficult for the participants because – simplifying the experimental situation – it was a non-automatic response to a distractor. The Stroop’s experiment initiated the series of studies on
selective attention and first attempts of diagnostic measurements.
The Bourdon’s letter cancellation test (participants were to select a given letter in the series
of letters), the Toulouse-Piéron test (searching for symbols), and the Kraepelin’s arithmetic test
(Matczak, 1994) are based on the classic paradigm in studies on selectiveness, continuity, and
feature search. In such tests one is asked to search for a pre-defined element. An activity is
usually simple, and all principles are clearly defined. The major difficulties include: pace, number
and set of distractors, time-frame, and constant vigilance during a task. This classic paradigm
was incorporated to the CAT battery where one used non-verbal and abstract material because
of its cultural neutrality.
The concentration of attention is very limited, because the mind has to select from billions
of stimuli coming from the surrounding world. Concentration attention requires a lot of energy
from the organism. It means that attention test cannot take place after the set of other tests,
for example a long questionnaire (Kahneman, 1973). On the other hand, many scientists believe
that short „preparatory task” – called „warm-up” – has positive influence on the test result
(Navon, Gopher, 1980; Śpiewak, Ziaja, Doliński, 2003).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Key functions of focus of attention are based on feature/visual search, selectiveness, vigilance and divided attention. Due to selectiveness, individuals concentrate on a selected set
of items while ignoring others. For example, a driver focused on a road demonstrates different
perception than an attentive passenger. Meanwhile, vigilance allows people to react in unusual
situations. In cognitive psychology vigilance is defined as expecting a signal and ignoring noise
for a long period of time. It is a feature particularly beneficial for aircraft pilots covering long
distance, transatlantic flights. Another element of attention – feature search – provide individuals with the ability to scan a travel agency offer while ignoring distractors (non-desirable
destinations, unacceptable prices) and concentrate only on a selected criterion (Cherry, 1953,
Treisman, 1986, Maruszewski, 2011). Divided attention, i.e. ability to perform more than one
activity at the same time due to the distribution of cognitive resources, is one of the invaluable
functions of attention (Kahneman, 1973, Nęcka, Orzechowski, Szymura, 2013).
Focus is a relevant competence for such professions as accountants, tax specialists, mathematicians and physicians, biologists and chemists, mechanics, electricians, production workers
and machine operators, dentists, laboratory workers, lawyers, judges, journalists, film industry personnel, ship engineers, engineering officers, engine drivers, detectives, administration
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pilots, mostly of transatlantic flights where focus is a key competence.
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3.7.2. Short term memory processes
Definition and methods of research
Memory is a process of encoding, storage, and retrieval of experiences. Its key function is
to find relations between recalled data (the so-called working memory) (Baddeley, 1998). The
memory test in the CAT battery measures capacity of short-term visual memory. According
to the Baddeley-Hitch model, working memory is a type of attention system (central executive) which supports two subsystems: visual (visuo-spatial sketchpad) and verbal (phonological
loop). The core system controls these two subsystems and allocates tasks related to short-term
information storage to them. Therefore, the central executive capacity is released for tasks that
require processing of data and searching for relations.
Individuals with high level of memory processes demonstrate good visual memory which
allows them to process visual data effectively. The test is based on a paradigm developed by
Jacobs in 1887 (Baddeley, 1998). A participant recalls a series of elements of gradually increasing length. If they make a mistake 3 times in a given series, the test ends automatically. Most
individuals could retrieve approx. 7 digits; however, some participants could memorize only
4 items, whereas others even 10 items. Maruszewski analyzed data on capacity, form, and sensitivity of long-term and short-term memory to loss of details. He claims that approx. 7 (+/- 2)
items can be held in short-term memory; on the contrary, long-term memory is an unlimited
resource (Maruszewski, 2011).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Memory at a good level of is often referred to as good memory, memory of elements,
visual memory. Memory is a relevant competence for such professions as: chemists, doctors,
veterinarians, pharmacists, school teachers and university teaching staff, lawyers (judges, barristers, and solicitors), finance specialists, journalists, psychologists, social workers, translators
and interpreters, actors, choreographers, musicians, historians, philosophers, chefs.

3.7.3. Numerical reasoning
Definition and methods of research
Thinking is a complicated mental process where new representations are created by transformation of available data. The transformation is carried out in various mental operations, i.e.
drawing conclusions, creative problem solving, or judgment (Zimbardo, 1999).
Numerical reasoning consists in finding relations between digits and discovering rights
governing sets of numbers. This ability is something more than arithmetic knowledge because
it also examines logical thinking. It is one of the measures of general intelligence, mentioned
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often as the so-called detailed ability both in the concept of intelligence according to Thurston or Cattel. Numerical reasoning demonstrates high load of the g factor in factor analyses
(Brooks, Pui, 2010, Johnson-Laird, 2006, Matczak, 1994; Matczak, 1992, Nosal, 1990, Stricker,
Rock, 1987).
High level of numerical reasoning means good logical thinking and dealing with numbers.
Numerical reasoning tasks require basic arithmetic operations, not only addition or subtraction,
but, for example, also root extraction. If the operations were too simple, they would require
calculating rather than concluding. If there were many operations, they would resemble the test
of attention. If they were extremely difficult and did not require logical thinking, they would be
more about the achievement test. The key is the selection of an adequate level of task difficulty
and the requirement of drawing conclusions. If the mathematic difficulty of a task increases, the
relation between reasoning on a symbolic material and arithmetic skills is stronger (Matczak,
1994). Searching for principles in sets of numbers was applied, inter alia, in the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale, the GRE test, and Mensa’s tests (Wechsler, 1939, Stricker, Rock, 1987). The
graphical presentation applied in the CAT battery was derived from the workshops of Carter and
Russel (2006) which were aimed at the development of general intelligence.
Intellectual capability measurement requires comfortable conditions and fresh mind.
Morning is the preferable time of the day to take the test before any other activities. Fatigue has
a very negative impact on the test results (Wechsler, 1939, Hornowska, 2004, Matczak 1994).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
The high level of numerical reasoning is expressed by various terms in the job descriptions:
ability to analyze (numerical/quantitative information), logical thinking, (mathematic) problem
solving, and arithmetic skills.
Numerical reasoning is a key competence for such professions as: accountants, tax specialists, sales representatives, delivery coordinators, shop managers, sales managers, physicians,
mathematicians, astronauts, statisticians, biologists and related professions, engineers in
general, individuals working in the construction industry (architects, interior designers), cartographers, urban transportation coordinators, doctors, medical laboratory staff, teachers, financiers, software designers, data base designers, economists, scientists, electricians, soldiers.

3.7.4. Divided attention
Definition and methods of research
Cognitive processes build and modify human knowledge of the surrounding world; as a consequence, they have direct influence on human behavior. Mind does not build up knowledge about
the world in a passive way by absorbing sensory stimuli. Quite to the contrary, it is very active,
processes stimuli, creates symbolic structures and interprets input (Maruszewski, 2011).
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Divided attention consists of distribution of limited mental resources (Kahneman, 1973).
Theories and measurements of divided attention concern mostly costs of performing parallel
activities.
Individuals with high level of divided attention can deal with more than one activity at the
same time. They usually switch their attention from one task to another at a fast pace.
One of the study paradigms is the so-called dual-tasks (Baddeley, Chincotta and Adlam,
2001; Duff and Logie, 2001). In the CAT battery the Hunt and Lansman “easy-to-hard” paradigm
was applied (1982). According to this scheme, a participant performs a primary task of increasing difficulty and a secondary task at the same time. The paradigm assumes that there is
a breaking point – the moment when the level of difficulty of the primary task makes performing the secondary task impossible (Nęcka et al., 2013).
Kahneman (1973) in his resource theory claims that controlling two activities at the same
time decreases indicators of at least one of them. It is the so-called structural interference. On
the contrary, Allport (1980) in his module resource theory proves that interference appears in
two parallel tasks only if both tasks use the same sensory-motor modules. In the divided attention test in the CAT battery both tasks of gradually increasing difficulty and tasks of different
modules (visual and requiring eye-hand coordination) were applied.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Distribution of attention is usually called divided attention, multi-tasking or ability to coordinate more than one activity. Divided attention is essential in such professions as: accountants,
financiers, sales representatives, mechanics, production engineers, doctors, veterinarians,
speech therapists, coaches, software developers, directors, engineers, and administration staff.
It is of fundamental importance in work of translators and interpreters, ship transport controllers, traffic controllers, drivers, train operators, and pilots.
Examples of studies described in scientific papers.
Divided attention is a key competence for drivers, pilots, and engine drivers. In many countries they take obligatory attention tests to be licensed to work in such professions. Bednarek
(2011) carried out research covering 29 army pilots. It turned out that young pilots with poorer
divided attention and focus of attention were more prone to spatial disorientation. Possible limitations of attention processes are directly related to illusions which are very dangerous for pilots.

3.7.5. Spatial imagination
Definition and methods of research
Images and ideas are inner representations of previous sensory experiences or fantasies.
They appear when there is no data from observations (Reber, 2000). It should be noted that
perception is a bottom-up process, i.e. visual receptors are stimulated by a stimulus, whereas
imagination is a top-down process initiated by needs and objectives. In perception processes
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the so-called perception hypothesis is built on the basis of retinotopic mapping and data from
receptors. However, in imagination processes, perception hypothesis is created on the basis
of imaginary instruction. Imaging can be triggered by an order “imagine” (overt instruction) or
a metaphor or sound (covert instructions) (Francuz, 2007).
Kosslyn (1995) claims that imagination can come down to two major functions. The first
is identification of objects and their features, such as color, texture, etc. In order to answer the
question: what is bigger: a tennis ball or a 100W light bulb”? one usually visualizes both objects
retrieving their size. It happens only on condition that:
1. the feature that should be retrieved is a visual one;
2. a given feature cannot be deduced easier on the basis of other information stored in
one’s memory, e.g. a general category an object belongs to;
3. a feature was not labeled in a short period of time.
The second imagination function is prediction what will happen to an object if it changes
its position; in other words, anticipation of changes in spatial relations of an object undergoing transformations. Objects, behaviors, or people’s physical appearance can undergo modifications. This function helps an individual to e.g., arrange furniture in one’s room. High level
of spatial imagination means good sense of direction and object visualization at various angles.
Spatial imagination determines good prediction and object comparison (Kosslyn, 1995).
There are many methods of measuring spatial imagination. In the CAT battery, the spatial
test innovatively combines the classic technique of mental rotation tasks (Cooper, Shepard,
1973; Cooper, 1975; Shepard, Metzler, 1971) and mental synthesis tasks (Glushko, Cooper,
1987, in: Nowak, 1987), based on the paradigm of measurement of complex imaginary operation (Pękalska, 2013). No time limitations are introduced in studies on mental operations.
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Spatial imagination is defined in competence description as spatial orientation and spatial
memory.
It is an important competence for such professions as: structural engineers, mechanical
engineers, creators, astronauts, engineers, architects, cartographers, writers, directors, visual
artists, pilots, photographers, interior designers, some areas of craftsmanship.

3.7.6. Creative attitude
Definitions and methods of research
Creativity (Stein, 1978) is defined as the process, which generates a new and valuable
product. The originality and valence can be evaluated only at certain time, for a certain group
of people. Stein introduces some kind of relativity in the definition. Creative product is not only
originality, but also useful, for example in the pragmatic or aesthetic areas.
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Strzałecki (1979, 2012) developed the theory of Creative Style Behavior. On the grounds
of the subsequent analysis (principal components, rotation Varimax) he isolates four following
factors (with high reliability indicators):
1. Internal steering (α = 0.927) – nonconformity, the ability to start everything over again
in the failure case.
2. Cognitive flexibility (α = 0.747) – originality and innovation of thinking, behaviour flexibility, ability to generate multiple solutions, find analogies, aesthetic sensitivity.
3. Self-actualization (α = 760) – ambition, goal, deferred satisfaction.
4. Force of Ego (α = 0.891) – belief in own potential, focus on solving problems despite the
obstacles, independence, stability of the course of action.
Runco (1990, 2014) postulates a triad of creative personality traits: conscious investment
of time, effort and individual characteristics (mainly from the area: autonomy, flexibility, openness to experience, sensitivity, risk acceptation, intrinsic motivation, efficiency, curiosity). It
means that not only the flexibility of thinking is essential, but commitment also.
On the one hand, creative attitude is directly related to personality. It refers to how an individual perceives the world, which style of behavior they prefer, which types of others’ behavior
they accept. On the other hand, creativity-relevant skills, as an element of cognitive competences, are related to real creation of new, useful ideas. In their diagnosis one should apply
open executive tasks where a participant is asked to fulfill a task of many correct solutions
(Weisberg 2006, Runco 2014).
Dimensions and rationale
Nęcka (2002) analysed the psychological international research about properties of creative
people. He discovered that there are three main topic in the literature:
1. Independence – nonconformity, originality of solutions (referring to an internal steering
in the Creativity Style Behavior)
2. Openness – searching for new solutions, curiosity about the world (referring to the
cognitive flexibility)
3. Perseverance – focus on solving problems despite the difficulties (referring to the force
of ego and self-actualization).
Example of competencies and qualifications important for professions described in CaT Test
Individuals with creative attitude are autonomous and open to new experience and experimenting. They are not afraid of challenges, usually connected with introduction of innovative
products/concepts.
Creative attitude is a crucial competence for such professions as: sales representatives,
sales managers, engineers, spatial design architects, architects, urban transportation planners, graphic designers, front-end software developers, university and school teaching staff, PR
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specialists, software developers, writers, musicians, choreographers, actors, directors, decorators, managers, jewelry designers and producers, chefs.

3.8. Minimum qualifications – certificates and permissions
3.8.1. Certificates
Definitions
Certificate dimension is a part of the module of possessed qualifications. Its role is not
associated with the diagnosis of predisposition or psychological traits, is rather gathering information about obligations that a tested person has already fulfilled and that are necessary to
start working in the chosen area.
Those obligations are dependent on the country and given education system and local job
market requirements. They can vary between countries, but mainly refer to the finished level
of education, additional courses, workshops, and trainings.
Dimension – definition
Developing the certificate dimension was preceded by occupation characteristics analysis,
analysis of tasks included in occupations and educational paths leading to working in the
profession.
In Poland, the analysis was based especially on the Classification of Professions and Specialties published by the Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Policy, occupation cards and characteristics published by this Ministry and the list of study programs and specializations published
by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.
The certificates can be recognized by:
• finished level of education
• type of diplomas gained during education and profile or field of education.

3.8.2. Permissions
Definitions
Permission dimension is a part of the module of possessed qualifications. The main purpose
of this dimension is to gain information about specialized education finished by a tested person
and inform about necessary permission to start working in given professions.
Permissions are the competencies which are obligated by the market and law that have to
be gained if a person wants to work in specialized areas. There are characterized by the law and
refers to the list of regulated professions.
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Dimension – definition
In CaT Test permission dimension is based on the obligatory regulations in given country.
It is a list of permissions that a person has to gain to start working. Tested person has to answer
a question about possessed permissions and can compare them to the list of obligatory ones to
plan further education.
In case of Polish test version list of obligatory permissions is based on the Classification of
professions and specialties published by the Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Policy in accordance to the Regulation of the Minister of Family, Labour and Social Policy dated 7 November 2016.
The permissions are recognized by the official list of qualifications published by the Ministry and associated with the occupations included in CaT Test.

3.8.3. Market expectations
Definitions
Market expectations dimension is a part of the module of possessed qualifications.
It consists of additional expectations of employers, expectations which are not officially obligated but which ensure proper effectiveness in work tasks. Market expectations can refer both
to the hard and soft skills.
Dimension – definition
In CaT Test the market expectation dimension is designed to measure if the tested person
gained during formal or informal education any additional skills which can be expected by the
employers. Dimension preparation was based on official occupation characteristic and actual
expectations of employers described in job advertisements and online resources of employment agents.

Robert Porzak

4. Questions and tasks developing
The third stage of works on the Career Tree project involved the design of questions and
graphic stimuli to accompany the pool of tests. In accordance with the Career Tree structure
framework and the presented characteristics of the dimensions intended for the examination,
a pool of 1946 stimuli, including 1673 test questions and 243 graphic variants of cognitive stimuli
as well as 30 open or multiple choice questions about the qualifications and capacities were
developed. Test questions were designed by developing behavioural indicators presented in the
description of the given dimension in such a way as to include in the diagnosis as many competence aspects derived from occupations definitions as possible. For each of the indicators three
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types of questions correlating to emotional-volitional, cognitive and behavioural sphere were
devised. Questions regarding each of the three spheres were formulated in such a way as to
ensure the diversity of points of view, both internal and external. In the effort to adapt elements
of narrative approach for the purpose of psychometric diagnosis, care was taken to vary the
question in temporal aspects and relate them to the description of the past and present as well
as to the declaration concerning the future. Some of the questions were developed as inverted
questions, that is, so that the negative answer testified to the presence of the tested property.
The answers to each question concerning the first six dimensions were designed in the
form of the Likert scale with five categories, homogeneous for all scales of the test:
1. I strongly disagree
2. I disagree
3. I have no opinion
4. I agree
5. I strongly agree
Each of the cognitive performance diagnostic tasks was scored according to the grading
scale in which 0 points (Incorrect answer) – 1 point (correct answer). The answers to the
questions describing qualifications and capacities were either in the form of multiple choice
from among different categories number or they were descriptive responses to open questions
and were not subject to counting.
Questions concerning qualifications and licences have been adapted to the specificity of the
educational and certification system which is effective in the countries involved in the Career
Tree tool kit development. These questions constitute a separate pool that has not undergone
psychometric validation.

Robert Porzak

5. Testing adaptability and educational –
professional profiling
The number of tests used in the study is dependent on the assessment of the corrected
inter-profile similarity of the testees interests test results and the desired configuration of interests in the occupational groups and individual occupations included in the test. Three scales
of the interest test indicated by the assessed person are always presented first in random order.
Subsequently, questions from other 12 randomly arranged scales of the educational and occupational interests test are presented. Based on the standardised results describing the highest
scores of 15 interests scales which are always subject to testing, three educational and occupational areas of the highest score for the tested person are indicated. Within each of these
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three areas, test dimensions required for examination aimed at establishing which of the 200
examples of professions described in the Career Tree matches most the characteristics of the
assessed person are selected for further diagnosis. These dimensions are indicated based on the
analysis of the professions profiles for each of the 200 examples of professions. All the dimensions required to specify proposals are diagnosed in a random order. Ultimately, the probability
index for a professional profile is calculated as the vector in n-dimensional Euclidean space,
wherein n, is the number of the tested scales (Brzeziński, 1987; Schroger, Rauh, & Schubo,
1993). After introducing the correction on the difference of the number of scales among the
profiles, one exemplary profession closest in profile to the diagnosed properties of the assessed
person is indicated in each group.

Robert Porzak

6. Psychometric properties of the Career Tree
tests set

CaT tests validation
The assessment of psychometric properties of Career Tree tests was performed in two
stages in the group of 4726 persons from 5 countries in 2016 and 2017. The group of respondents consisted of 2363 students of vocational schools and young unemployed persons age
15-25. The statistical analysis was performed on results of 1214 persons assessed during pilot
study and 1149 persons tested in the second stage of the study, verifying corrected CaT tests
properties.
In order to evaluate the psychometric properties of individual statements and cognitive
tasks the Item Response Theory (IRT) model was choosen. The IRT theory concerns on the individual test items responses, providing on this basis the best solution for assessing the intensity
of the feature (property) of the tested person (Hornowska, 2010, s. 193–196).

Questions properties
The six inventories contained in the Career Tree consist of questions with a five-point scale,
from „Strongly agree” to “Strongly disagree”. The cognitive scales from the inventory of cognitive dispositions have a different construction. These scales consist of stimuli displayed in turn
to the subjects. For example, scales of numerical reasoning and spatial imagination contain
stimuli scored on a 0-1 scale for the correctness of the answer. In the numerical reasoning test,
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respondent have to perform computational tasks. In the spatial imagination test, these are flat
figures that the tested person is supposed to imagine when they are moved and rotated by
a given angle.
Career Tree questions asked to the subjects in the pilot testing were consequently analysed
statistically in order to assess their “difficulty”, i.e. the possibility of determining a different level
of measured characteristics of the examined person. The results allowed to put questions in
the order in which they were asked to people with different properties. For example, the next
questions about the different “difficulties” regarding interest in sport given to the examined
person gave the standardized results visible on figure 3.

Graph 3.

Changes in the “difficulty” of the questions from the scale of Sport and physical activity
interests.

If the examined person responded to the given question in accordance with the key,
the next question she or he received was “more difficult”, i.e. it was more characteristic to
be answered “correctly” by people with a higher level of the examined feature. Knowledge
of the properties of each of the questions made it possible to prepare an algorithm that ran out
of questions depending on the answer to the previous question. Thanks of this procedure it is
possible to assess the properties of the subjects using fewer questions, which shortens the time
of the examination

Scales structure
The aggregated results of the scales for each of the seven Career Tree tests were used
to conduct the exploratory factor analysis of the second order. The results have indicated the
presence of 3 factors in the professional interests test and one in each of other tests. The
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additional coefficient of interests intensity was distinguished, consisting of all the professional
interests scales. The factors’ results are calculated as mean values of the following scales:
1. The intensity of interests – all scales of the interest test
2. Social and health focus area:
a. Services,
b. Education, care
c. Social Sciences,
d. Medical sciences,
e. Military, police, uniformed services,
f. Legal aspect,
g. Management and Administration,
h. Sport and physical activity.
3. Nature and technology focus area:
a. Engineering,
b. Sciences,
c. Natural Sciences,
d. Architecture and building,
e. Agriculture.
4. Art and humanities focus area:
a. The sphere of art,
b. Humanities.
5. Orientation on values – all test scales.
6. Personality energy – all test scales.
7. Temperamental stability – all test scales.
8. Interpersonal competencies – all scales test.
9. Entrepreneurial competences – all test scales.
10. Cognitive competences – scales selected in factor analysis: creative approach, memory,
numerical reasoning and divided attention.
The standardised results of factors are automatically calculated in the Career Tree. For each
assessed person sten scores of these factors are calculated and a short information summarizing their interpretation is displayed.

Reliability
Reliability of scales inform about the accuracy a test measures this what it measurs. The
closer to the “1” value, the more accurately the test determines the characteristics of the
subject. The reliability of 37 individual Career Tree scales is usually in the range from 0.8 to 1.0.
Such results indicate that the tests contained in the Career Tree in the vast majority measure
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the assumed features accurately, in a way that allows their use in individual research. Interpretation of the results of individual scales with a reduced value should be carried out with caution.
Scales with a lower level of accuracy are: scales of interest in natural sciences, architecture and
construction, focus of attention and divided attention, as well as second-order factors: the area
of art and humanities, and cognitive competences. It should be stressed that the examined
property may manifest itself in a manner different from the intensity described in the interpretation and expected from a numerical value on a given scale.

Validity
The validity informs about the accuracy the test measure this what is supposed to measure.
The information about Career Tree tests validity was derived from correlations between CaT
scales results and a set of tests examining the leading dimensions assessed in the Career Tree:
professional interest, personality and cognitive powers. The results confirm the accuracy of the
Career Tree scales. The high results obtained in the Career Tree scale set are significantly related
to the high results obtained in standardized tests measuring the same dimensions, and vice
versa. The Career Tree can be treated as a valid tool, giving results describing the properties to
which the measurement was prepared. Career Tree validity enables the use this set of inventories to recognize educational and professional dispositions, which makes the CaT set useful in
planning and actively pursuing a career path.

Normalization
The normalization of Career Tree Tests was conducted after the completion of the
assessment of the differences between the tested population groups in different countries
of different demographic characteristics what could be potentially significant for the test results
was completed. In Poland and Slovenia, where the group of middle school students was also
examined, the types of school schools were also included in the comparisons. The comparisons indicated significant differences between the studied groups. In order to ensure intergroup
comparability, the results were recalculated onto ten-point sten scale. The sten scores are calculated separately for each group differing significantly in the severity of the features examined.
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Summary
Career Tree offers a set of tools to assist the educational and professional career planning
in the group of people aged 15-25 thus supporting active mobility on the labour market. Career
Tree stands out among the many available tools in the respect of automatic matching of the
diagnostic process to the needs of the assessed person. An important asset is the Career Tree
pace and scale of operation. The results of multidimensional test are reported to the participant
in the form of a comprehensive report immediately after the assessment completion. A separate report with counselling recommendations is generated for the counsellor. Automatically
generated CV in Europass standard and educational- professional portfolio accessible online are
helpful tools assisting in entering and active mobility on the European labour market.
The design of the Career Tree is based on a psychometric model of item response analysis
(IRT). This ensures reliability of the assessment obtained faster than in case of the tests based
on the classical test theory. Psychometric properties of the tests set confirm the reliability and
validity of the test, thus making the Career Tree a highly applicable tool at various levels of
diagnostics as well individual diagnostics in career path planning. The tests are valid and correlate with popular professional interests, personality, intelligence and entrepreneurship tests
used in many countries.
Career Tree is intended for diagnosis with the use of European-wide standards or local
standards. Each country covered by the research also calculated local standards, separately for
the sex, age and the stage of education of the people tested and they can be selected during
the process of generating the descriptive report. A group of people covered by the studies in
Poland, Spain, Britain, Turkey and Slovenia provides broad representativeness of the results for
the European population.
An important property of the tool, obtained thanks to its development in the international
environment, is its cultural versatility. The information obtained from the tool users: students,
counsellors, psychologists, educators and teachers in the course of the evaluation indicate
a strong interest in everyday applications of the tool in research and counselling practice. Part
of the organizations involved in the tool validation study implemented screening tests with the
use of Career Tree test set on a large scale.
Promising results obtained through the development of Career Tree do not end work on
this project. A set of tools is constantly subjected to continuous improvement and development.
New functional features are added and identified shortcomings/faults removed on a regular
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basis. The team of test developers and administrators greatly appreciates any feedback from
Career Tree users which facilitates Career Tree enhancement to make it an even better tool in
planning and developing personal educational-professional career path. Users are welcome to
contact the tool developers on the Career Tree website www.career-tree.eu.
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Appendixes
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2. Detailed descriptions of results of CaT tests
scales
2.1. Professional interests
Scale title: Education – care giving
Definition: Having interest in helping others (e.g. elderly people) and giving care.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are generally characterized by a high level
of empathy and emotional stability. They are able to listen attentively and understand the
unspoken or partly expressed thoughts, feelings, concerns of others. They are very good,
responsive listeners. They strongly react to the emotions of other people. Their main focus is
other people’s issues and achieving solutions to their problems. They are good team workers,
and tend to collaborate effectively. Their personal goals are not connected to actualizing their
own agenda but simply being helpful and responsive. They are characterized by a high level
of organizational consciousness and their information skills, necessary in the process of helping
and educating – resolving problems and achieving the final goals.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are generally characterized by a medium level
of empathy and emotional balance. They can understand some unspoken or partially expressed
thoughts, feelings and concerns of others. They have some listening skills, but at some points
they are unable to respond. They react to the emotions of other people, comparing their current
situation to their own experience. They are keen to help other people solve their problems, but
rarely take the initiative. They are rather cooperative and able to work in a team. They find
helping others rewarding, however they also focus on their own goals. They show some organizational consciousness and information skills, necessary in the process of helping and educating
– resolving problems and achieving the final goals.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are generally characterized by a low emotional
balance. They are unable to understand the thoughts, feelings and concerns of others. They miss
listening skills, and as a result they cannot understand other people’s circumstances. They are
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unaware of other people’s emotions and unable to see their situation from a different perspective. Taking care of and nurturing other people brings them no fulfilment, therefore they are
not interested in other people’s problems, and don’t take the initiative. They are self-sufficient
and find working in a team hard. They focus on their own goals rather than on other people’s
needs. They are independent thinkers, able to solve problems by themselves. They may be strict
or and considered to be ruthless.
Scale title: Artistic
Definition: Having interest in professions associated with arts and cultural activities, focusing on talent and artistic skills in a particular area (eg. painting, music), being creative, unconventional and original.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are very good at dealing with the nature of art,
beauty and taste. These people love to create new things and appreciate beauty. They are able
to produce a lot of original and useful ideas. Their thinking is divergent and they tend to be
different from others. They are innovative and proactive. They are known for their perseverance
and tolerance to ambiguity. They do not like to follow existing solutions and try to do things
differently. They can be unorganized and prefer less systematic tasks and situations. They have
the ability to imagine how something will look after it is moved around or when its parts are
moved or re-arranged.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are somewhat interested in art, beauty and taste.
Although sometimes they can be innovative and proactive, their thinking is less likely to be
divergent, and they usually do not want differ from others. In certain situations, they do not like
to follow the existing solutions and try to do things differently. Sometimes they can be unorganized and may prefer less systematic tasks and situations. They are mostly able to visualize how
things will look like after they are moved around.
Low score:
The obtained results refers to people who are generally interested in things other than
art, beauty and taste. They are more systematic and conforming, and are rarely interested in
creating new things. They usually prefer to follow existing solutions rather than explore different
options and come up with new ideas or solutions to problems. They are organized and prefer
systematic tasks and situations. They prefer to do things here and now, and see how things work
when they are put in their place rather than visualize the situation in their mind beforehand.
Scale title: Humanities
Definition: The interest and skill in easily writing good texts, fluency in communication,
using the correct words, thinking creatively and critically, reasoning, asking important questions.
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High score:
The obtained result refers to people interested mainly in the artistic world, music, languages, literature, history and/or philosophy…humanities in general. They are usually involved in
some of those categories, play an instrument, discuss philosophy, enjoy learning languages,
compose, draw or read books. Their interest makes takes them to almost excellence in those
subjects they’re much better in them than in the sciences. They have a special ability to create
and to evaluate knowledge, analyse and rethink any issue. They can generate new ideas and
concepts and have the ability to form new combinations of ideas or artistic forms of expression,
generating creative and original ideas and critical evaluation.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are devoted to the humanities as much as to
science. If they would have to choose between the arts, music, languages, literature, history
and philosophy or science, maths, physics, technology and biology, they would have to think
about their choice carefully. They have the same interests in solving problems and analysing
information as they do in playing instruments or learning languages. It can be said that in their
mind there is a balance between the analytical and scientific part, and the creative one.
Low score:
The obtained results refers to people with an interest in science and biology and certainly not the humanities. They always defend a scientific point of view of life, being organized
and well-planned. They have become familiar with data-analysis, are meticulous and skilled at
information processing. They are great in obtaining and analysing information in order to draw
conclusions and to solve problems.
Scale title: Social
Definition: The interest in keeping contact and working with people, managing problems
and emotions, motivating, training, keeping interest in sociology, establishing interpersonal
contacts and co-operation, involvement in social and political issues, openness to other people.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by their understanding of others’
emotions, needs and situations from others’ point of view. They enjoy helping people solve
their problems. They always influence others, so coaching and mentoring is like second nature
to them. They can easily connect with people from other cultures, ethnicities and countries.
They respect each person and their culture. They have a high level of self-control which helps
them regulate their emotions, thoughts and behaviours.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who sometimes try to understand others’ emotions,
needs and conditions from their point of view, and help them. They sometimes try to influence
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others. Connecting with people from other cultures, ethnicities and countries may be quite
difficult for them. They try to respect each person and culture. Sometimes they choose show
their emotions, thoughts and attitudes to others, and sometimes they prefer to regulate them.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who give importance to things other than understanding others’ emotions, needs and conditions from their point of view or helping them. They are
more independent. They always struggle with understanding others’ needs and conditions from
their perspective. They always prefer to connect with those from their own culture rather than
those from other cultures, ethnicities and countries. They are autonomous, therefore giving
people advice is not their strong pursuit. They are temperamental when it comes to control
over behaviour, emotions and thoughts.
Scale title: Management and administration
Definition: The in performing economic, administrative and financial tasks, organization,
accuracy; planning time and activities and having contacts with people and good manners.
Being a leader, as well as working with computers and doing analytical tasks.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are extremely effective at managing teams, motivating, encouraging and leading groups of people and recognizing the relevant issues within the
present activity. They pay extra attention to analysing of the work which they must do, being
able to perform effectively and efficiently, set smart goals and solve problems. They are always
recognized for being extraordinary in business, finance, entrepreneurship and banking. They
really have high flexibility and adaptability, especially foreseeing potential issues. They can work
efficiently in uncertain and risky environments.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who feel comfortable managing teams, motivating
and encouraging groups of people but at the same time working in a subordinate position,
following orders. They are as much interested in economic and business-related issues as they
are in other subjects like arts, sports or science. They are flexible and tend to take risks if the
situation requires it.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are focused on working in a team or a subordinate position, being efficient when working for others. They trust others in solving problems or
economic issues, and are completely focused on enjoying their daily life. They feel comfortable
working in routinely tasks when their own interpretations are not needed at all. It is easier to find
them being interested in arts, creativity, science or sports. For them, there are lot of priorities,
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Scale title: Legal
Definition: Having an interest in law, its changes, regulations, legal aspects of social and
economic activities. Having skills to persuade, negotiate, judgement and make decisions as well
the focus on critical thinking and writing.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by a very high level of interest
in law in general, such as legal regulations and legal aspects of social and economic activities.
They are oriented on legal aspects of social and economic affairs; academia and continuous
learning stays in the very centre of their interests. It is highly likely they have a sense of mission
to search for the truth and justice, and doing so gives them satisfaction. They are extremely
ambitious, committed and persevering in accomplishing their tasks. They tend to prioritise their
professional career over their private life. Their ability to process and comprehend big amounts
of information (reports, legal files), deduce from facts and judge independently is superb. Not
only are they logical and analytical, they also display a great deal of creativity to outmanoeuvre
their challenger. They are first-rate communicators both in verbal and written manner. They
know how to form logical arguments to persuade others and are also highly resilient when
negotiating. They enjoy talking to people and giving public speeches, and they are perceived
as influential. Extraordinary listening skills are also their great asset, however they use it order
to accomplish their own tasks rather than helping others. They like working autonomously and
independently and are fully capable of making executive decisions themselves. Emotional stability, tough skin, the ability to work under pressure are their significant traits.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are generally characterized by an average level
of self-motivation and initiative and medium analytical and communication skills. They are
oriented on the legal aspects of social and economic affairs. If required for their career, they
will take up academic activities. They are ambitious and committed in accomplishing their tasks.
Even though their professional life means a good deal to them, they try to keep a good balance
between life and work, however sometimes unsuccessfully. They know how to process and
comprehend big amounts of information, deduce from facts and make judgements, however,
for more complex cases they feel more confident being supervised. They show creativity in
handling cases to some extent. Their verbal and written communication skills are standard.
They may comprehend the task they are doing, but find it challenging to form clear and logical
arguments to persuade the others or keep up with negotiations. They feel confident in talking
to people, however public speaking may be difficult for them. They are capable of making decisions on standard procedures, but prefer leaving executive decisions to their superiors. Since the
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legal industry is highly competitive and emotionally charged it may take a toll on their emotional
side as their autonomy, confidence and emotional steadiness is not solid.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are generally characterised by a lack of self-motivation, initiative and no analytical or communication skills. They do not show interest in the
legal aspects of social and economic affairs, neither do they in taking up academic activities.
Their private life means a great deal to them and they do not wish the professional life to interfere. They know how to process and comprehend big amounts of information to a very limited
extent and under supervision. The require clear instructions and they are not capable of making
independent judgement or deducing from existing facts. They meet the necessary objectives
by following standard procedures and under supervision, and do not show the will to come up
with innovative solutions. Their verbal and written communication skills are described as low.
Not only they have no capabilities to form clear and logical arguments to persuade others but
they also may not be able to comprehend tasks they find abstract. They do not try to reach goals
agreement with others, which makes them weak negotiators. Both talking to people and public
speaking is found to be difficult and challenging by them. Since their emotional steadiness is
unsolid, the legal industry most likely will take a toll on their emotional side as it is highly competitive and emotionally charged.
Scale title: Natural science
Definition: The interests in nature, ecology, biology and basic genetics, the ability to
observe, analyse and solve problems connected with nature and ecology.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are specifically interested in life-focused research, evolution, animals and nature in general. They are very good at observing, analysing and
solving complex problems using logic and critical thinking. They are able to apply general rules
to specific problems as well as discover connections among seemingly unrelated events. They
are fascinated by observing and analysing how different systems work and how changes in
conditions, operations, or the environment would affect outcomes.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who may have some interests in nature, evolution,
animals, plants, and other similar topics, but it is not necessarily what they focus on. They are
to some degree curious about how different systems work. If they put enough thought and
effort into it, they can analyse and find possible solutions to various problems by applying logic
and critical thinking. They are usually able to apply general rules to specific problems as well as
discover connections among seemingly unrelated events.
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Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are interested in areas other than nature, biology,
ecology, botanic, zoology etc. and aren’t very interested in observing and analysing how things
work. They are able to analyse and solve simple problems but they don’t necessarily apply logic
and critical thinking to every situation. They may have some difficulty in applying general rules
to specific problems or discovering connections among seemingly unrelated events.
Scale title: Medical
Definition: Interest in medicine, health and preventive healthcare; broad, detailed knowledge about physiology and medical aspects of it. Helpfulness and finding new solutions, making
contact with others, empathy, understanding other people.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are really interested in health, how the human
body works and its physiology above everything else. They have a special ability to analyse
information as well as solve problems and draw conclusions. They are focused on cognitive and
intellectual activities and they are, in general, excellent students. Their ability to acknowledge
their thoughts and emotions in order to not let them disrupt their life is very good, and it is
accompanied by their persistence, self-confidence and their own motivation to reach goals.
They are excellent analysers and can easily put themselves into others’ shoes, adopting other
perspectives in order to help them.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who have an interest in understand how the human
body works, but also in other specific categories like science, humanities, engineering, management, arts, services or sports. Depending on the occasion, when they have to make a decision,
they act spontaneously but also they are very organised and analytical if needed. If the objective is motivating enough, they are very persistent and full of self-confidence, but they can quit
easily if they are not inspired. They can strike a balance between thinking about themselves or
others first.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are mainly focused on non-medical areas (eg.
science, humanities, engineering, management, arts, services, sports...) or any topic different
to physiology, health and human body functions. They are spontaneous and intuitive in their
decision making. They are more focused on creative activities and they always change from one
activity to another; their first thought is always about themselves and they show a very low
interest in medicine.
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Scale title: Science
Definition: The curiosity about the world, the need to learn about what makes things work,
interests in physics, mathematics and computer science. Patience, having interest in doing
scientific research, analysing and solving complex problems and conducting experiments.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by their interest in processing
information, analysing and transforming data. Data analysis, scientific research and dealing with
numbers is like second nature to them. They are good at critical thinking and this helps them
to develop problem-solving skills. They are perceived by others as patient and self-disciplined
which allows them to analyse information better. They are perfectionists. They are interested in
dealing with complex problems, physics, mathematics and computer science.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are usually characterized by their interest in
processing information, analysing and transforming data. Data analysis, scientific research and
dealing with numbers is amongst their dominant areas of interest. They are usually good at
critical thinking and problem solving. They are sometimes patient, self-disciplined, and perfectionist. Sometimes they show interest in dealing with complex problems, physics, mathematics
and computer science, and sometimes they don’t.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are interested in different topics to processing
information, analysing and transforming data. They are more spontaneous, easy-going and
flexible. Social tasks are always more appealing for them than working with numbers, data
analysis, computer science, mathematics, critical thinking and problem solving.
Scale title: Engineering
Definition: Having interest in practical thinking, performing technical and mechanical tasks,
manual activities, construction and operation of machinery and technical equipment, technology, production. Processing Information.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterised by their practical way of thinking; they like to adopt or change the environment to solve the problems and achieve goals.
They are vastly interested in architecture, mechanics and construction. People who scored
high in this area like practical work and have very good manual dexterity, they can manipulate
tools, operate and fix equipment and construct/assemble things which require reading and
following directions. They have a very good spatial imagination and analytical skills, and score
very high in mathematics and physics. They are active individuals that work well under pressure, and because of their focus on achieving their goals and are difficult to disturb. Engineers
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follow rational principles and are highly methodical, with a very systematic and well-structured
approach towards problems. They are also highly responsible and like to have a good level
of control over machines/people. They are capable of making good assessment of a situation
and can make fast decisions based on the diligent and strictly rational analysis. They also very
extremely well-organised and perform tasks with great precision.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are moderately characterised by their practical
way of thinking; they can adopt or change the environment to solve the problems and achieve
goals. This is not, however, an activity that drives them. They may be interested in architecture,
mechanics and construction. They understand how machines are built and how they work in
principle. People who scored average in this area have some manual skills and can manipulate
tools and operate equipment, but are less likely to fix or build/construct things. They also have
an average level of spatial imagination and some analytical skills. They can work under pressure
but are easier to disturb and not as goal-oriented. They will follow both rational principles and
emotional factors, and have a moderately systematic approach towards tasks; an organised
but not meticulous way of work. They accept responsibility and can take charge of people and
equipment. They are capable of a correct assessment of situations and good decision-making.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterised by a very low level of practical
thinking; they are not interested nor capable of adopting or changing the environment to solve
problems and achieve goals. People who scored very low in this area have poor manual dexterity and will have difficulties in manipulating tools or operating equipment. They are not able
to construct/assemble or fix things that require reading and following directions. They don’t
have good spatial imagination and analytical skills, and gain low grades in mathematics and
physics. They find working under pressure difficult because they cannot focus on goals and are
very easy to disturb. They don’t feel good performing highly-structured tasks and tasks which
require a high level of precision. When they assess the situation in problems they will take into
consideration only some facts and base their judgement on them.
Scale title: Architecture and construction
Definition: Interest in having spatial imagination; constructing, inventing and implementing
new solutions within constructions, urban areas, architecture, engineering.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are able to visualize how things can be seen
after moving or rearrangement. They are interested in building and construction, curious about
materials and tools for construction. They are good at identifying and solving complex problems
and thinking critically. They are interested in design and able to create designs, technical plans,
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models. They can also evaluate costs and benefits and appropriateness of constructions and
designs.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are sometimes able to visualize how things can
be seen after moving or rearrangement. They have diverse areas of interest about building and
construction; being curious about materials and tools for construction are among them. They
also have different sets of skills for identifying and solving complex problems, and critical thinking is among them. They are sometimes interested in designing and able to create designs,
technical plans, models. They try to evaluate costs, benefits and appropriateness of constructions and designs.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who prefer to deal with things other rather than visualizing how things can be seen after moving or rearrangement, creating designs, technical plans
and models. Rather than using their skills for identifying and solving problems (as well as those
for critical thinking), they prefer to use their other strengths. They may prefer to deal with more
social tasks and focus on more concrete things than imagination, construction and design. They
have diverse area of interests and they do not prefer to focus on buildings and construction,
being curious about materials and tools for construction.
Scale title: Agriculture
Definition: Interest in agriculture, crops, horticulture, fishery, ecological aspects of natural
or agricultural activities; having contact with nature and protecting animals.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are specially interested in ecology, agriculture,
animals and plants. They are great in the natural environment and managing technical issues
like production, raw materials, quality control, the manufacture of goods etc. They know how to
deal with business administrations, management, legislation and accounting. At the same time,
they have control of product safety and quality.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who have the same interest for nature/agriculture and
other subjects like humanities, engineering, arts, services, sports etc. They find something interesting in most of them and they would like to possess broad knowledge. They are creative as
much as organised. It is easy for them to work in social groups and also individually, depending
on the situation. Managing, administration, philosophical thinking – for them a good balance is
a bit of each.
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Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who enjoy humanities, engineering, arts, services,
sports or any topic different than the nature, science or agriculture. They always prefer to be
focused on non-natural subjects and focus on the arts, creativity or more philosophical way
of thinking. They always feel like doing things by themselves, not being in charge of management or business, but always being in touch with people within their social environment.
Scale title: Services
Definition: Having interest regarding services, tourism, recreation, cosmetics and biological regeneration, demonstrating hospitality and establishing new contact with people, having
a flexible approach to working hours and openness to the opportunity to plan, organize and
carry our events.
High score:
The obtained result refers to a person who greatly enjoys interacting with all types of people.
Well-spoken and charismatic, with outstanding listening skills. They are outgoing and rather
highly extroverted. They have a deep sense of satisfaction when solving problems or helping
customers out in one way or another. They have excellent interpersonal, planning and organizational skills. They are characterized by a very high level of conscientiousness and assertiveness.
They also possess excellent conflict resolution, negotiation and persuasion skills.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to a person who may not necessary enjoy interactions with
people. Communication, interpersonal and listening skills may require some improvement.
They may be more introverted than extroverted. They do not necessary gain satisfaction when
solving problems or helping customers out in one way or another. Their planning and organising
skills can be satisfactory under some supervision. They are characterised by an average level
of conscientiousness and assertiveness. They sometimes struggle with handling difficult queries
or dealing with more challenging customers. Selling and negotiating can also be an issue for
them, especially when their communication skills are weak.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to a person whose relational skills are generally weak. They
find interactions with people challenging, and they often avoid confronting people they barely
know (e.g. customers). They are characterized by their lack of assertiveness. It is hard for
them to express themselves and to communicate their needs. They are unable to understand
other people’s behaviour from their perspective. They also struggle with conveying information clearly to others. Their actions and behaviours are often misunderstood by others and this
often creates conflicts. They experience major difficulties in expressing their own feelings and
thoughts and have no desire to maintain comfortable relationships with other people.
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Scale title: Military, police, uniformed services
Definition: The desire to cooperate in a team, ensure others are respecting the law; the
interest in the security and defence of the country as well as the security of persons and their
property.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are particularly interested in uniformed services,
including protection of persons and property, public safety, military science, national security
etc. They are oriented towards security and rules, and value social justice, morality, helpfulness,
responsibility, loyalty, national security and the stability of social order. They are diligent, consistent and determined in action. They are also reliable, faithful, trustworthy, self-disciplined, and
have a high sense of duty.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who may be to some degree interested in uniformed
services, including protection of persons and property, public safety, military science, national
security etc., but it is not necessarily their main focus. They value security and rules, social justice,
loyalty, national security and stability of social order to some degree. They are modestly diligent,
consistent and determined in action as well as reliable, faithful, trustworthy, and dutiful.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are interested in areas other than uniformed
services, protection of persons and property, public safety, military science, national security
etc. Other values are probably more important to them than security and rules, loyalty, national
security and stability of the social order. They are more spontaneous and chaotic than diligent
and consistent, and often have trouble motivating themselves.
Scale title: Sport and physical activity
Definition: The need to perform actions that require physical and mental effort, the desire
to increase efficiency, achieving the best outcome with the greatest efficiency (with respect to
time and space available and the possible obstacles). The focus on oneself.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who are generally characterized by a very high level
of body stamina and peak body performance together with outstanding organizational and
time management skills. They put their personal needs first and are able to set, execute and
achieve their goals autonomously. They are perceived to be self-sufficient people who demonstrate proactive approach without the need of being instructed or ‘held by the hand’. They
strive to become more and more efficient, to achieve the best possible results, regardless the
existing obstacles. They have a great capacity to set daily tasks and routine, and the strength
to implement them in a rigorous, consistent and sufficient way over a period of time. Constant
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encouragement and motivation given to their peers prevents them from abandoning the task
and produces better results. Creative and innovative ideas are generated and applied by them
not only in order to meet the objectives but also to enhance the process and its outcome.
They prefer personal contact with people when they are capable to communicate at their best.
Regarding their natural predispositions such as efficiency, autonomy and stamina, they tend to
dominate the group members and become natural leaders.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who are generally characterized by an average level
of body stamina and performance, together with standard organisational and time management skills. They are able to meet the objectives in an efficient, sustainable and consistent
manner, however, certain aspects of this may require supervision or guidance. Although
capable of producing some innovative solutions, they would rather rely on external stimuli in
order to express and implement them. They cooperate well within a group, accurately recognize common goals and work towards them, but at the same time take charge of their personal
ambitions. Regardless their individual plans, sometimes they miss deadlines or abandon tasks,
hence external encouragement or supervision may be advised for more complex assignments
especially. Thanks to their flexibility, both personal contact with people and individual work
is found appealing and rewarding by them. If they show curiosity, will and perseverance to
enhance their efficiency autonomy and stamina, they shall be able to enter leadership positions.
Low score:
Obtained results refer to people who are generally characterized by a lack of body stamina
and poor body performance together with no organisational and time management skills.
Provided that clear instructions are given and constant supervision is present, only then they are
able to complete the task. They fully trust authority and tend to unconditionally follow standard
operating procedures. They show no capacity to improve the process by creating innovative
solutions. They do not hold a holistic overview of the company’s needs and quite often neglect
their personal ambitions (of which existence they may not be aware of). They cooperate well
within a group, provided they are confident with their job’s responsibilities and are familiar with
the company’s structure. They can work on their own to some extent, however, the decision-making process fully depends on their peers/superiors. They tend to show no curiosity about
leadership roles that would require efficacy, autonomy and stamina-enhancement from them.

2.2. Values (priorities)
Scale title: Moral Principles
Definition: Awareness of, protection and compliance with ethical and principles, and understanding of legal arrangements.
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High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are aware of morals and ethics, and guide their
behaviour and actions in light of ethical requirements. They may give more importance to
ethics than laws. They are honest and consistent in their actions, thoughts and behaviours.
They respect people’s rights and are aware of the importance of rules and principles in social
life. They behave according to values and believe that ethical principles are necessary for public
order and proper functioning of society. They are fair and able to confront others when they
commit unethical actions.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are somewhat aware of morality and ethics and
try to guide their behaviour and actions in light of them. They sometimes give importance to
ethics, and sometimes the law. They try to be honest and consistent in their actions, thoughts
and behaviours. They sometimes behave according to moral values and believe that ethical
principles are necessary for public order and proper functioning of society. They try to be fair
and try to confront people when they commit unethical actions.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who give more importance to other things than being
honest, fair or consistent in their actions, thoughts and behaviours and do not focus on, or are
aware of morality and ethics. When they are in dilemma, they always choose to behave according to law, self-interest or emotions; ethics have little or no impact on their thoughts, actions
and behaviours. They give more importance to things other than behaviour according to their
beliefs, or putting focus on the importance of ethical principles in society. They do not care
about the unethical behaviours of others.
Scale title: Values
Definition: Directing one’s attention to values of a philosophical nature (goodness, truth,
beauty), respect for the universal values, dedication to principles, respect for cultural heritage.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are specifically interested in beauty, aesthetics,
ethics, epistemology, metaphysics, social and political areas, and those who show talent and
appreciation for art and its history. They are mesmerised by nature, the universe and questions
on metaphysics and spirituality. They highly respect cultural heritage, as well as want to identify and preserve it, because it reinforces their cultural identity or sense of who they are as
a person. They appreciate and actively participate in spreading cultural beliefs and social activities between different social groups of people.
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Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are likely to be focused on other areas of interest
than beauty, aesthetics, ethics, epistemology, metaphysics, and social and political areas, but
may appreciate some aspects of these topics. They generally don’t show exceptional talent or
appreciation for art. They realize it is important to respect nature and take care of our planet, but
don’t always act according to those values. Respect for cultural heritage, preserving it and identifying with it is not necessarily the top of their priorities. They recognize that spreading cultural
beliefs and social activities between different groups of people can be important for some.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are interested in areas other than art, aesthetics,
ethics, epistemology, metaphysics, or social and political topics. They don’t show special talent,
or appreciation for art. They realize that respecting nature and taking care of our planet may be
important to some people, but don’t necessarily hold the same beliefs themselves. Respect for
cultural heritage, preserving it or identifying with it aren’t a priority to them. They feel that the
idea of spreading cultural beliefs and social activities between different groups of people is not
the most important or beneficial thing to society.
Scale title: Aims
Definition: Humanism; the belief that man is of the highest importance, respect for life and
health, human dignity. Individuality.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterised by a very high level of protection if human life and health. They have high respect for an individual’s dignity and accept it as
the most important quality. Those individuals have a system of principles and rules that guide
them in their decision-making about what is right or wrong. For them, these principles provide
a basis for being a decent human being. They have a high willingness to sacrifice their time and
resources to assist and protect every individual. They believe that the most important matters
are human life and health. They believe that every person is worthy of respect and positivity.
They also have high respect for individuality and autonomy of each person and social group.
They preventively act to stop an eventual risk or problem. They are willing to be in solidarity
with others, have respect for justice and equality between people, and willingness to change
and make sacrifices for justice. They have a strong motivation to act fairly, to do the right thing
and maintain trustworthy relationships with people.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterised by an average level of dedication to protecting human life and health. They generally have respect for others. Those individuals usually have an average system of principles and rules that guide them in their decisions
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about what is right or wrong. When there is a need, they can sacrifice their time and resources to assist and protect a human being. They show a medium level of consideration for the
needs of other people and pay average attention to human life and health. They generally obey
common social rules, however, the might show no interest in issues they do not know how to
resolve. Furthermore, they show sympathy or concern for others if it needed. Furthermore, they
might have respect for individuality and autonomy of each person, social group. They prefer to
be in solidarity with others and attempt to be respect equality and justice among people.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people for whom protecting human life and health is not
important at all. They have a lack of respect for others. Those individuals have a very limited
system of principles and rules. They can feel powerless in the face of rules and expectations,
and do disrespectful things to try to regain some power. They are not involved in protecting
a human being. They show a very low level of consideration for the needs of other people and
pay no attention to human life and health. They struggle to obey common social rules and the
show no interest in issues they do not know how to resolve. Furthermore, they are reserved in
showing sympathy or concern for others. They struggle to be in solidarity with others and show
no respect for justice and equality among people. You cannot always rely on them.
Scale title: Situations
Definition: The ability and willingness to influence (have an impact on) authority in situations and events (such as directing, organizing, promoting). The ability to make important
decisions.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are proactive, self-motivated, self-managed,
future-oriented and capable of initiating as well as adapting to change. They are very decisive,
displaying little or no hesitation in their decision making. They like to maintain order, and are
planned, organized, and assertive. They have the ability to influence, guide and direct others,
are visionary and able to set goals, as well as motivate others to achieve them. They are also
self-assured and confident in their personal judgment, ability and power.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are in some situations perceived by others as
proactive, self-motivated and self-managed, but are also able to let others take charge, and
follow their lead. They usually take time to consider important details before making a decision.
They are fairly organized and planned. They occasionally take the role of the leader, guiding
others and help setting their goals, although it is not their preferred position. They are self-assured and confident about their knowledge and abilities in areas they are familiar with, or
where they exceed in.
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Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who prefer that others take charge, following instructions and guidance rather than being proactive or taking the role of a leader. They usually spend
a lot of time considering important details before making a decision. They are spontaneous in
nature, like to live day-by-day, not making too many plans for the future, or weekly schedules.
They often lack self-assurance and confidence in their knowledge and ability, especially in areas
they are less familiar with, or in new situations.
Scale title: Social groups
Definition: The ability and willingness to influence (to have an impact on) with authority,
social groups, research teams, groups and political factions, ideological (conduction, being
a leader). Being an authority, possession of social prestige and recognition
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who have a direct influence in others, being able to
convince and make them to change their opinion. They are especially good encouraging and
motivating others, always recognised as good leaders, teachers, bosses or someone with authority. They have interpersonal abilities to communicate appropriate and to be understood thus
they use the persuasion efficiently whenever they want. Their behaviour makes them feel good
transmitting knowledge to others.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who have an idea about how to deal with others in
case there are some social issues. Their attention in social aspects has the same importance for
them than their own benefits, making sometimes difficult for them to get all the stimulus that
come from others. Their ability to manage, to lead and to encourage people is good especially if
they have interest in the task. Their abilities to communicate or to solve problems can be good
if they propose it to themselves, but it is a role they do not usually take.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who prefer to do most things by their own better than
depending or being in touch with others. They are efficient workers or entrepreneurs if they
work by their own. They completely trust and think about themselves prior to others and they
feel satisfied when they solve problems on their own. They usually have their ideas clear in their
mind and they are focused on going unnoticed. They know how to enjoy being alone prior to
networking.
Scale title: Data
Definition: The ability and willingness to influence (to have an impact on), and have authority on data (information); its collection, processing, analysis, interpretation, transmission
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(of such information, translation, interpretation, explanation, persuasion); The understanding
of reality and various occurrences.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who understand the importance of knowledge. They
are good at memorization. They like to work with data and are good at collecting, organizing
and interpreting knowledge. They search for information from different sources and can absorb
new knowledge effectively. They can easily disseminate and transfer knowledge to other parties
and can use information retrieval systems. They are good at persuading people and use facts,
evidences, their expertise, knowledge and skills for this.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who somewhat understand the importance of knowledge. They are sometimes good at memorization. Sometimes they prefer to work with data
and collect, organize and interpret knowledge. They put moderate effort to search for information from different sources, and to absorb new knowledge. They sometimes may try to disseminate and transfer the knowledge to other parties, or use information retrieval systems. They
sometimes are successful at persuading people; they try to use facts, evidences, their expertise,
knowledge and skills for most of the time.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who give more importance to other things than understanding importance of knowledge, thinking critically, problem solving, and memorization.
Rather than working with data, numbers, collecting, organizing and interpreting knowledge
they may be interested in more social aspects of environment. Searching for information, absorbing new knowledge, disseminating and transferring that knowledge, as well as using retrieval
systems can be seen as complicated for them, and they prefer to use their time for something
else which they enjoy more. When trying to persuade people, they do not prefer to use facts,
evidences, their expertise, knowledge and skills.

2.3. Personality traits
Scale title: Conscientiousness
Definition: Diligence in work habits; trustworthiness; attention to detail; preference for
a structured, systematic and well thought out approach; proneness to perfectionism.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by prudence in decision-making and consistency in action, are characterized by perfection in the performance of tasks,
sometimes minuteness. They are conscientious, systematic and reliable. They always consistently (and stubbornly) seek to meet targets and are characterized by intentionality. They are
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rational and well-organized, put great importance into planning. They thoroughly analyse all the
strengths and weaknesses of the project. They keep their promises. You can rely on them. They
are trustworthy and reluctant to change a chosen course of action. They are also rigid, stereotyped in behaviour, hard-working and disciplined.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people whose prudence in decision-making and consistency
in action bring them some problems. It is difficult for them to maintain perfection in performing tasks. They omit details when attempting to pay attention to general aspects. They try to
be dutiful and systematic, but they show a lot of shortcomings when doing so. Consistency in
pursuing the objective is for them quite difficult. Sometimes they lose sight of the main purpose
of their activities. While planning, they do not always take into account a thorough analysis
of the strengths and weaknesses of the project. They try to keep promises. You cannot always
rely on them. In critical situations they will relatively easily change a chosen course of action.
They adapt methods and ways of working to the current requirements, abandoning the previously adopted principles or rules.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to persons who find it difficult to maintain prudence in decision-making and consistency in action. Others note their chaos and disorder. They never reach
perfection when performing tasks. They are characterized by their superficiality, and inaccuracy
when fulfilling their obligations. It is hard for them to be consistent in every chosen course
of action and persistent in the pursuit of the goal. They do not see the need for having a detailed plan of their activities. They are spontaneous and free in action. They adapt methods and
procedures to the current requirements, easily abandoning previously adopted principles or
rules. They are flexible to changing conditions. It is easy for them to adapt to a new environment. You cannot always rely on them. They do not pay much attention to their promises.
Scale title: Adaptation and flexibility
Definition: Readiness to take on new or unexpected situations, and to tolerate uncertainty;
openness to new perspectives and methods. Acceptance of change.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterized by the ability and willingness
to tackle unforeseen circumstances and endure uncertainty. They are receptive of alternative
views, and constantly seek new solutions. They have the ability to promptly rectify their attitudes and points of view to achieve better coexistence and understanding with others. They
distinguish themselves through originality in their behaviour, personal style, and interests. They
are also autonomous in their actions, intellectually curious and with higher self-esteem.
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Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who can find changing circumstances challenging.
They are able to endure uncertainty to some degree. They are relatively receptive of alternative
views. They seek for new solutions when necessary. They are willing to rectify their attitudes
and points of view to some extent, in order to achieve better coexistence and understanding
with others. They, in some situations, distinguish themselves with originality in their behaviour,
personal style, and interests. Although they can be autonomous in their actions, they sometimes need advice and confirmation from others.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who prefer to work in familiar and unchanging environments and are usually less able adapt to new circumstances. They have difficulty enduring
uncertainty. They may find their own views more important than those of others. They prefer
existing solutions and practices that have been proven to work. They are rigid in their attitudes
and points of view. It is very uncommon for them to stand out from the crowd in their behaviour, personal style, or interests. They prefer to consult others before taking action, and tend
to have lower self-esteem than their peers.
Scale title: Action Direction (Need for action)
Definition: Willingness to transform a decision into goals to be followed; readiness to
protect a chosen course of action from diversionary proposals.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are more focused on transforming a decision into
a set of goal-oriented activities. It is easy for them to change plans, solve problems and overcome obstacles if the objective is clear. Their way of work is based on their excellent capacity
to control situations, to increase efficiency and on their great orientation around goals. Their
performance does not depend on the supervision of others but on their proposal, their commitment and their satisfaction with the work done. They complete the tasks presented, even if they
need to make a large effort to do it. This mind-set can make them lose some awareness of social
and personal affairs, but they will act with a decision that builds productiveness and the energy
to meet the targets. Furthermore, they have a special ability to proceed with a course of action
despite the frustrations and obstacles on the way.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people whose way to act when they have to do something is
usually energetic, if the work to be done motivates them. They can quit if the objective is not
clear. They are able to easily consider all of the branches before taking an action, therefore their
decisions can take more time to execute. They sometimes show difficulties in decision-making
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them. That is why they are committed, motivated and productive in their work in some cases.
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Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who trust others to take responsibilities. Their resourcefulness allows them to be focused on many things at the same time, and prefer to work
in a relaxed environment without much pressure. They are usually recognised as very calm
people. They feel more confident having someone on their back most of time. They can be
really sociable, and focused on many things different to doing their best to meet an objective.
Scale title: Achievement Motivation
Definition: Building webs of contacts, and supporting businesses through the use
of contracts and connections, persuasive ability, communication, conflict-solving and general
interpersonal skills.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who are focused on taking initiative to find better
opportunities and are perseverant. They are goal-oriented, and competitive, which allows them
to produce high quality works. They provide constant effort to accomplish the task at hand and
do not give up easily. They are motivated to overcome obstacles, handle conflicts constructively
and reach to their goals. They are good at concentration and focus on success.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who are sometimes focused on taking the initiative to
find better opportunities and are perseverant. They need to commit more effort towards motivating themselves for self-improvement. They are somewhat goal-oriented and competitive,
which sometimes leads to good quality work, and sometimes not. Because to be motivated
takes time for them, they may give up some tasks before completing them, thus they need to be
controlled. They are moderately motivated to overcome obstacles, handle conflicts constructively and reach their goals. They are somewhat good at concentration and focus on success.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who give more importance to other things than taking
the initiative to find better opportunities and be perseverant. They prefer other things to being
persistent in achieving goals, perseverance, or dealing with problems. Rather than focusing on
success or reaching goals, they mostly focus on the process and improvements present. They
prefer to spend their time on various pursuits rather than dealing with their problems.
Scale title: Emotional Independence
Definition: Emotional independence from the judgment of others; self-motivation. Having
confidence in one’s own capacity and expected performance, self-confidence.
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High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are confident about their own judgment and
ability. They are comfortable in diverse environments and are self-reliant. They are autonomous in their work and decision-making, can motivate themselves and set their own goals.
They are aware of their own feelings and accept them. They act on their own without the
need for emotional support from others, and are able to complete actions even if they are not
fully accepted by others. They recognize different opportunities to grow and improve. They act
objectively and realistically in most situations, are trustworthy and self-critical.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who have some confidence in their own judgment
and ability, but may rely on other people’s opinions rather than on their own in some situations. They can have some difficulty retaining autonomy in their tasks and may rely on external
sources for motivation. They aren’t always aware of their emotions and may not always accept
them. They see the benefits of having emotional support from others when making decisions
or performing tasks. Other people’s approval is relatively important to them.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who mostly rely on other people’s opinions and judgment rather than on their own. They feel uncomfortable in some environments. They mostly
need other people’s guidance in their tasks and usually rely on external sources of motivation.
They are often unaware of their emotions and may have difficulty excepting them. They rely
on emotional support from others when making decisions or taking actions. Other people’s
approval is very important to them.

2.4. Temperamental characteristics
Scale title: Emotional Stability
Definition: The degree to which emotional reactions are balanced and not volatile; the
capacity to recover from defeat and failure and control one’s own emotional reactions.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who have self-control in all situations of their lives and
can work easily under-pressure. This characteristic gives them a very high sense of calmness,
flexibility, resistance to emotional fears, patience and satisfaction with oneself. The basic rule in
their life is to have control over emotions and responses. They are seen as calm and self-confident people, far from impulsiveness, optimistic, independent and able to manage stress and
tolerate failure. They have a special ability to obtain emotional reactions of others.
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Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are usually in a stable state when they have to
work under many different situations. They sometimes act in a spontaneous way, focusing on
their first impulse. People who get this result are usually self-demanding and self-critical, but
on the other hand they know how to recognise their work in some situations. When a situation
seems to overwhelm them, they need to time to remobilize. They need time to adapt themselves to new changes.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who act impulsively, spontaneously and unthoughtfully. All situations are a challenge for them, and they will always recognize other’s attitudes
prior to their own. With a high level of self-demand, they always criticise themselves and think
that something better could have been done. They work in routinely scenarios, away from
disruptions which could make them change their state and stability. Their self-demanding capacity makes them to need more time than others to recover from failure.
Scale title: Working under Pressure
Definition: Having confidence in one’s ability to be highly resilient and robust; the readiness to take on heavy workloads.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who can successfully focus on the task at hand, even
when they are facing stressful conditions. Their goal-oriented characters ensure working continuously in the same pace until the deadline, regardless of any rejection or heavy workload.
They ensure that they stay in control over their work, co-workers, any situation that arises, as
well as their emotions. Stress, workloads or time pressure do not affect them. The person with
a high level of ability to work under pressure has control over their emotions, perseverance and
the ability to work under any condition without getting stressed.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who may find it hard to be focusing on the task at
hand when put under stressful conditions. They try to work systematically until the deadline,
but sometimes they may be distracted. Heavy workloads may sometimes make them stressful,
and rejection from others could affect their motivation. They sometimes face problems when
trying to maintain control over their work, co-workers, or any situation that arises, as well as
their emotions. Stress, workloads or time pressure may affect them. Their work environment
needs to be calm and organized, because they may get distracted easily under stress or when
dealing with emotions.
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Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who give more importance to things other than to
focus on the task at hand when put under stressful conditions. They prefer to work in different
styles, rather than being systematic and planned, however, this type of approach may cause
problems with succeeding by a deadline. Heavy workloads make them stressed, and rejection
affects their motivation. They may find maintaining control challenging when it comes to their
work and emotions, which makes them less stable. Stress, workloads and time pressure are
terms that they struggle with on a daily basis. Their work environment needs to be calm and
organized, otherwise they can get distracted easily when put under stress, or when dealing with
their emotions.
Scale title: High Activity level
Definition: Refers to the energy level observed in a person, the amount of activities
preferred, and their need for stimulation (preferring diverse environments, lots of stimuli,
unstructured environments).
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are usually assertive, social, active and energetic.
They feel comfortable focusing on several tasks at the same time, or having several goals set
in their mind simultaneously. They usually need constant stimulation. Even when there is an
opportunity for a break, they are likely to occupy themselves with different tasks, i.e. reading
or using their phone. They have low sensitivity to stress, allowing them to function well under
extreme pressure, and are able to manage time and stress when faced with workloads. They
prefer diversity and function better in unstructured environments.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who can be assertive, social, active and energetic on
the one hand, but also need time for themselves to relax and fill up their energy on the other.
Although they prefer doing things one at a time to stay organized, they are also able to focus
on more than one task simultaneously when needed. They function best when the amount
of stimulation and diversity in environment is within normal limits.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who like to spend a lot of their time by themselves,
relaxing from social activities and filling up their energy. They prefer working on their own independently, with as little interaction with co-workers as possible, focusing on one task at a time
to keep things organized. They require very little stimulation. They like to keep their work organized and function best in calm and structured environments, where there is not much variation, room for change or diversity.
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Scale title: High level of Sensitivity
Definition: Refers to energy levels observed in a person, the amount of activities preferred,
and their need for stimulation (preferring low noise and movement and quiet, structured
environments).
High score:
The obtained results refers to people who prefer and need to work in stable conditions,
far from possible distractions, trying to avoid changes. They feel comfortable only when doing
tasks that are well-known to them, when the rules are clear, or when the activities are habitual.
They have a special ability to detect small changes and it can make them feel nervous. They also
have an unusual outlook on details, being precise and meticulous. They tend to be focused on
themselves before others, focusing on mental life and solitary activities.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who feel confident in both working in stable conditions, but also in non-routinely tasks. They are adaptable, although they can be distracted in
some occasions. They can work efficiently by following the structured rules or improvising. This
adaptable capacity makes other recognise them as flexible and versatile. They have the capacity
to be focused on the whole, without forgetting the details when doing something. They can be
seen working and enjoying themselves alone, but at the same time they are social, and feel
confident with groups of people.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who almost never work in routinely or stable conditions. They feel much more confident in changing situations – they allow them to improvise and
be flexible. They get bored by repeated stimuli. They want to cover many different things in the
least time, and even though they can be distracted in some occasions, the have the abilities
to give attention to the whole concept at once, without focusing on the details. They like tasks
which make them divide their attention, especially those where they have to improvise. The
more stimuli they receive, the more brave and confident they feel. They are recognised as social
and outgoing people.

2.5. Interpersonal skills
Scale title: Communication skills
Definition: The ability to communicate one’s own needs, opinions, thoughts, emotions,
states and desires in public situations, and during conversations.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who are able to communicate in an understandable and
authentic way by focusing on congruence between their verbal and nonverbal communication.
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They can understand expressions effectively, including metaphors, metonymies, and idioms.
They are also good at nonverbal communication and can understand and make gestures effectively. They focus on their grammar and spelling, and try to be free of error in their communication. To be understood and listened is important for them; for this reason, they do not hesitate
to repeat what they say. They can easily do public speaking. If they need to speak publicly, they
can detect the needs of the audience and maintain confidence during their speech.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who focus less on sounding authentic through having
congruence between their verbal and nonverbal communication. They sometimes do not focus
on understanding expressions including metaphors, metonymies, and idioms. They may make
errors in their grammar and spelling while communicating. Sometimes they may focus on the
content of a conversation and focus less on gestures. They usually check whether the people
they are communicating with understand and listen to them. They sometimes feel anxious
when speaking publicly and miss the needs of the audience.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who focus more on things other than having communication that is authentic, coherent and understandable, instead focusing on congruence
between their verbal and nonverbal communication. They prefer speaking with people individually and feel unsafe speaking publicly. Rather than focusing on the needs of listeners they
may focus on what they want to say, and the content of their discourse. These people may be
more self-centred, thus instead of understanding others and their needs, being understood and
listened to by others and focusing on themselves may be more important for them. The core
content of the speech can be more important for them than developing their language abilities, understanding figurative language and nonverbal communication. They may prefer using
simple language.
Scale title: Listening skills
Definition: Recognizing and understanding the intentions, needs and emotions of others;
having the ability to understand a person’s point of view and to listen and show interest in what
is being said.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are very good at understanding the feelings, intentions and needs of others, and can easily see things from other people’s perspective. They give
full attention to what the other person is saying and try to understand the underlying meaning
within their words and sentences. They like guiding and helping others towards improving their
knowledge and skills, and are sensitive to others’ needs. They are good at analysing and understanding other people’s ideas or emotions from their body language and facial expressions.
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Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are mostly able to understand others’ feelings,
intentions and needs, but may sometimes focus more on their own perspective. They don’t
always give full attention to what other people are saying, and may miss some underlying
meanings within what they say. Counselling and helping others with their problems is not necessarily a role they often assume. In some situations, they may get confused about the ideas or
emotions of a person that’s presented with their body language and facial expressions.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who are mostly interested in other aspects of relations
than feelings, intentions and the needs of others. They are concentrated on their own perspective and are likely to disregard others’ points of view. They may show little interest in what
other people are saying and find looking for underlying meanings of what they say meaningless.
Counselling and helping others with their problems is not a priority for them. They often find it
difficult to analyse and understand the ideas or emotions of a person from their body language,
and prefer people to express things verbally.
Scale title: Team Orientation
Definition: A readiness and preference towards initiating contact with people; the active
building and maintenance of both work-related and private relationships and networks.
Putting value onto teamwork and co-operation; a readiness to actively support team
processes, and a willingness to sacrifice one’s own interests for the benefit of the group.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who always prefer initiating contact with people,
showing talkativeness, openness and social skills. They always tend to work in teams and do
their best, being aware of co-operation and feeling more confident working in the group than
working alone. They always sacrifice their own interests if they can actively support a team
environment. They are sensitive to others’ emotions, having responsibility for others, trying
to always serve them by being committed resolute and sharing aims and responsibilities. They
have a special gift to sharing and providing information with others, being able to understand
verbal and non-verbal communication.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who feel confident working in teams, but sometimes
want to be far from people and work by themselves. They show team orientation if it is required, being good at co-operating and supporting the team if necessary. On the other hand,
they never forget their own interests. They maintain a good balance between looking after
the others and themselves, putting focus onto others in some cases and developing their own
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skills in others. They can easily adapt, and have basic abilities needed to understand nonverbal
communication.
Low score:
The obtained results refers to people who are more focused on working by themselves
than in a team. They are efficient only when doing individual, independent work. They are
mainly focused on their own interest and on the interest of the group only if it can benefit them
positively. They tend to recognize their own feelings much more easily than others’ feelings.
They are very fickle with their groups of friends or acquaintances, spending almost all of their
time on their own. When it comes to sharing with others, they are much more focused on
understanding or developing ideas before communicating them with others.
Scale title: Assertiveness
Definition: Persistence in striving to achieve goals, even when facing resistance; sensitivity
to interference. Having confidence in defending personal ideas and goals and communicating
them in a tactful way.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who have high levels of self-confidence, and can
persuade others into accepting their ideas even if they disagree. They present their opinions
clearly, and will defend these ideas even if others do not support/accept them. Due to their
strong character they are good at persuading others by influencing them emotionally or mentally.
Although they are strong supporters of their own opinions and ideas, they also respect others’
opinions and beliefs. Strong communication skills are necessary for them to defend their ideas
and persuade others.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to people who have moderate levels of self-confidence and can
sometimes persuade others into accepting their ideas even if they disagree. They sometimes
present their opinions clearly and defend these ideas even if others do not support/accept them.
They try to be good at persuading others by influencing them emotionally or mentally. They
try to be strong supporters of their own opinions and ideas. They sometimes respect others’
opinions and beliefs. Sometimes they struggle with their communication skills. They sometimes
defend their ideas, and sometimes lose sight of them when trying to persuade others.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who give more importance to others’ opinions and
ideas, even though they hold opposite opinions. They may be less focused on developing self-confidence. They are more easy-going and not prefer conflicts, thus they do not insist on
defending their ideas. They are not good at persuading others, and struggle with finding ways to
influence them emotionally or mentally. They choose to accept others’ opinions over defending
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their own. Rather than being specialized in communication skills, they focus on other things,
which restrains them from defending their own beliefs and ideas. They are diffident, which
makes them a follower rather than a leader.
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Scale title: Negotiation and conflict resolution skills
Definition: The ability to reach a compromise or agreement and avoid arguments and
disputes; achieving the best possible outcome. The ability to lead any disputes in the direction
of solving a common issue.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who have the ability to understand the nature
of conflicts and are good at finding positive outcomes. They are familiar with negotiation and
conflict-solving techniques. They do not avoid conflicts. They are able to accurately determine the needs of others, and can effectively allocate available resources between two or
more parties. They have good problem-solving abilities. They understand and accept different
perspectives, views and opinions. They are in control of their own anger and frustration and
have the ability to cope with others’ aggression They can present one’s opinions and desires in
a tactful way.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are generally able to understand the nature
of conflicts, when they occur, but in some situations prefer to avoid them. They are able to
negotiate in their favour in most situations, but only occasionally take on a mediating role.
When solving problems, they sometimes become satisfied with a solution without analyzing
the problem too extensively. They are relatively acceptant of other people’s opinions and views,
but may disregard them in some situations. When in conflicts with other people, they are able
to control their emotions and cope with others’ aggression, but only to a certain point.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who avoid conflict whenever possible. In situations
when they have to negotiate with others they may have trouble expressing their needs or insisting on their demands. When solving problems, they quickly become satisfied with a given solution, and don’t see the point in analysing the problem in detail. They often focus on their own
perspectives rather than on those of others. Their anger and frustration can prevail over their
ability to think rationally and actively listen to what the other person is trying to communicate.

2.6. Entrepreneurial skills
Scale title: Strategic competencies
Definition: The process of setting, evaluating and implementing long-term strategies for
the future of a company, as well as its initiatives.
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High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are especially good in creating long-term visions
for the future, having a need for planning and organizing, being innovative, proactive thinking
and confidence about one’s own decisions. They are an example of successful analytical thinking and problem-solving, being good at drawing conclusions or organizing information. They
possess high levels of self-confidence to make decisions after considering all of the alternatives,
having a high degree of intellectual curiosity, creativeness, proactivity and productivity. Furthermore, they can be good leaders due to their capacity to influence, persuade and negotiate, as
well as control their behaviour, thoughts and emotions.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who can easily plan and organise future events, but on
the other hand always try to seize the day. In some occasions, they make decisions based on their
intuition, being spontaneous and not following schedules. However, they also feel confident following plans, resolving problems and trying to consider all of the alternatives to solve it, situations
where it is required. They feel attracted by the artistic world, but also are active thinkers.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are focused on seizing the day and living the
moment instead of planning and scheduling. They can learn useful information from chaos,
and in this chaos they feel confident. They tend to make decisions based on their first intuition, being spontaneous and good improvisers. Their interests are nearly always related to the
arts, physical hobbies, or other non-cognitive tasks. They do not need to persuade or influence
others to feel confident, but instead believe in the freedom of thought.
Scale title: Opportunity recognition
Definition: The ability to acquire and systematize operating the resources needed to start
and grow a new venture; the ability to recognize and envision taking advantage of opportunities.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who are open to trying new experiences, exploitatng
opportunities and thinking outside the box. They are very good in recognizing opportunities
in their environment. They are good at finding unexpected demands for known supply and
proceeds. They are innovative, and because of this they have an entrepreneurial vision. Taking
advantage of opportunities is crucial for them due to their proactive character. They have access
to large networks of people, granting them access to different sources when they do research.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to the people who are sometimes open to trying new experiences and thinking outside the box. They try to recognize opportunities in their environment.
They are sometimes good at finding unexpected demands for known supply and proceeds.
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They are relatively precise and innovative and because of this they usually carry entrepreneurial
traits. Taking advantage of opportunities is usually important for them due to their proactive
character. They have access to networks of people, which sometimes support them by granting
access to different sources when they do research.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who prefer to follow rules than to brake them, and
don’t attempt trying new experiences and thinking outside the box. They are concerned with
traditional rules and waiting for other’s initiatives, therefore they focus on applying known
solution rather than identifying unexpected demands and unknown supplies. Taking advantage
of opportunities is not a thing they pursue strongly, due to their lack of enthusiasm in researching, recognizing, creating and taking advantage of opportunities. They put little or no interest
in recognizing opportunities within their environment. They do not need to research new possibilities because they prefer existing norms; this affects their potential to start new ventures or
detect future problems. They are better off with the networks of people they are already part
of, therefore it is hard for them to gain access to different sources, which limits their knowledge.
They put no effort into expanding their networks, which could otherwise grant them access to
diverse resources.
Scale title: Networking and relationship
Definition: The ability to build nets of contacts and support businesses through contracts
and connections, persuasive abilities, communication, conflict-solving and general interpersonal skills.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterised by a high level of interpersonal
skills. They are able with simplicity to get along with everyone and build an enduring and beneficial relationship. These individuals tend to be full of life and positivity, and gain energy from
engaging in social interactions. They are mostly very friendly, energetic and highly adaptable.
They have very high self-esteem and very good emotional intelligence. They are very good influencers with great communication skills. They are all focused on interaction, cooperation, being
social and having smooth relationships. They seek to create opportunities for cooperation, learn
about new opportunities, provide active support and maintain a network of contacts. They have
a strong will to engage with people and to be involved in a partnership.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are characterised by an average level of interpersonal skills. They can get along with some people and build relationships with them. Those
individuals may be full of life and might gain energy from engaging in social interactions. They
may be friendly, easy-going and adaptable. They have average self-esteem and emotional
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intelligence. They are average at influencing, and possess moderate communication skills. They
might pay attention to their interactions, cooperation, sociability and having relevant relationships. They try to create opportunities for cooperation, learn about new opportunities, provide
active support and maintain a network of contacts. They have the will to engage with people
and to be involved in partnerships.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who generally feel less comfortable with others. They
are do not get along with people or build relationships, avoid the company of others and are very
shy with strangers. Those individuals are outsiders who prefer to be on their own. Additionally,
they feel anxious when a new person starts talking to them. They also may not belong to any
particular group. However, they are content to have a very limited number of friends. They might
feel less confident, and feel alienated and misunderstood by others. They tend to be introverted
and highly value their privacy. Lastly, they have difficulty making decisions as they constantly
change their life. Preferring the simple life, they are afraid to get out of their comfort zone.
Scale title: Conceptual competencies
Definition: The decision-making skills; the ability to absorb and understanding complex
information, ability and sensitivity towards self-correction through learning from mistakes. Being
able to use these skills to become oriented around innovation, supporting business growth and
risk-protection.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who have a high capacity for thinking in terms
of concepts and general principles. They are original and creative, produce original and useful
ideas, are proactive and also inclined to take risks. They are able to understand complexities by
identifying key/underlying issues in complex situations. They use logic and reasoning to identify
the strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems.
They are generally open to new ideas and knowledge, and have a desire to learn about people,
places, things and concepts.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who are to some degree able to think in terms
of concepts and general principles. They can be original and creative in some situations, producing original and useful ideas when needed. They are generally able to understand complexities
in the areas they are familiar with. They try to apply logic and reasoning to assess alternative
solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems, but on the other hand often also depend on
their feelings and instincts. They have moderate interests in discovering new ideas and learning
about people and new cultures, things and concepts.
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Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who tend to think more in terms of concrete situations rather than in terms of concepts and general principles. Their originality and creativity
is usually limited to situations related to physical reality and everyday life. They prefer focusing
on tangible problems, rather than thinking about complex ideas. When assessing alternative
solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems, they tend to depend more on their feelings
and instincts rather than on logic and reasoning. They are more traditional and conventional,
rather than intellectually curious.
Scale title: Planning and organizing
Definition: Planning and organization of different (internal and external) human, physical,
financial and technological resources, including team-building, leading employees, training, and
maintaining control.
High score:
The obtained result refers to people who have a special ability to establish objectives, be
resolute, constant, flexible and a great strategist. They are recognised for being able to focus on
time management as well as planning and organizing individual and team tasks and to have a high
capacity for problem-solving. They are specialized in setting priorities, organizing information
and ensuring order and clarity. At the same time, they have very firm control over their impulses,
and they prioritize the long-term satisfaction over the instant gratification. They are always in
charge of organising and planning events. They can identify all of key issues in a problem, and
find a solution with a bit of information; they are always focused on the goals. To achieve this,
they have good interpersonal skills, empathy and knowledge of how to deal with people.
Average score:
The obtained result refers to people who can organise and plan tasks if it is required
of them. If they have clear information, they can obtain conclusions and solve problems. They
always try to respect deadlines, even when they would prefer to take their own time doing the
project. Only in the situations when it is required they can easily establish their priorities, based
on what is expected from them. They try to work towards a good future while trying to enjoy
the present.
Low score:
The obtained result refers to people who are oriented solely around multi-tasking, focusing
mostly on the work they are currently doing. They are recognised to be slow-going people who
take all of the time they need in order to finish what they are doing. Their priorities are based
on how they feel, or on what they want to do. They are always focused on daily and short-term
satisfaction.
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Scale title: Commitment
Definition: The belief and trust which makes a person move ahead with their tasks; the
drive to act.
High score:
The obtained results refer to people who have a determined and goal-oriented character.
They are always confident, optimistic and courageous. They always put effort, time and energy
to access to things they believe in. They are always loyal to their organisations and feel attached
to them. Due to their confidence they are never afraid to take risks. They are committed to
themselves, organisation and their goals.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to the people who are sometimes confident, optimistic and
courageous. They put moderate effort, time and energy to access to things they believe in.
They are sometimes loyal to their organisations and feel attached to them, sometimes not.
Their moderate level of confidence makes them take risks in some situations. They try to be
committed themselves, organisation and their goals.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to people who have different characteristics to being determined, optimistic and goal-oriented character. They lack confidence by far, and not like taking
risks. They prefer boundary-less careers over commitment to the organizations they work for.
They prefer tasks that are less time and energy consuming.

2.7. Cognitive abilities
Scale title: Creative attitude
Definition: The capability to generate new and valuable products, expressed independently
of judgement, attraction to complexity, aesthetic orientation, and risk-taking. The originality
and valence which can be evaluated only at a certain time in a certain group of people.
High score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very high level of creative attitude who have
independent thinking and are nonconformist. They have flexible styles of thinking and are also
original and open to new ideas. Persons with a high level of creative attitudes are persevering
despite obstacles
Average score:
The obtained results refer to creative people can generate new and valuable products in
the friendly environment with support. Their level of the independent thinking, nonconformism, originality and perseverance is average.
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Low score:
The obtained results refer to very low-creative personalities who find it hard to generate
new products/ideas and prefer proved solutions. Individuals with a very low level creativity are
conformist and don’t like originality in behaviour; they are undistinguishable from others. Such
persons have difficulty in delaying gratification and maintaining activity despite obstacles.
Scale title: Spatial imagination
Definition: The sense of direction and object visualization at various angles. Determination
and prediction of what will happen to an object if it changes its position. Allows anticipation
of changes in spatial relations of objects undergoing transformations. Objects, behaviours, or
people’s physical appearance can undergo modifications. This function helps an individual to do
things like re-arrange furniture in one’s room.
High score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very high level of spatial imagination,
meaning a superior sense of direction and object visualization at various angles. Spatial imagination determines very good object comparison.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with an average level of spatial imagination,
meaning a limited sense of direction. There are little difficulties possible for them with object
comparison and object visualization at various angles.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very low level of spatial imagination,
meaning a weak sense of direction and object visualization at various angles. Individuals with
low level spatial imagination have difficulty with object comparison (in this case please check
whether the test was performed in friendly conditions without obstacles).
Scale title: Memory
Definition: Memory is a process of encoding, storage, and retrieval of experience. Its key
function is to find relations between recalled data (the so-called working memory). Visual short
memory is a visual subsystem of working memory that allows for processing of data and searching for relationships between it.
High score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very high level of memory processes who
demonstrate superior visual memory which allows them to process visual data very effectively.
They are also very good at coding visual information and its retrieval, even after a long period
of time. Another ability they have is searching for relationships between data very easily.
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Average score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with an average level of memory processes who
demonstrate good visual memory, which allows them to process visual data effectively if the
amount of visual data is limited. They have no problems with retrieving remembered information and finding relationships between data, but when there are many different aspects to
remember they have to use some memory techniques.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a low level of memory process which means
that even when the data is not complicated, the person has to use some memory techniques
or requires help. Individuals with very low level of memory processes demonstrate bad visual
memory. Effective management of visual data can be problematic for them (in this case please
check whether the test was performed in friendly conditions without obstacles).
Scale title: Numerical reasoning
Definition: The mental process where new representations are created by transformation
of available data. Numerical reasoning consists of finding relations between digits and discovering rules governing sets of numbers.
High score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very good numerical reasoning, meaning
superior logical thinking and dealing with numbers. This ability is something better to arithmetic
knowledge, because it also examines reasoning and finding relations between digits.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with an average level of numerical reasoning,
meaning good logical thinking and dealing with numbers. Individuals like this have basic arithmetic knowledge and can find relations between digits in simple cases, and with no problems
deal with simple arithmetic equations.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a low level of numerical reasoning meaning
that the person can deal only with simple tasks which require logical thinking and dealing with
numbers. Individuals with a low level of numerical reasoning have problems with arithmetic
knowledge and finding relations between digits (in this case please check whether the test was
performed in friendly conditions without obstacles).
Scale title: Concentration of attention
Definition: The cognitive process of selecting and reducing information and focusing on
a selected aspect. The attention span is the ability to keep mind focused on something through
careful observation or listening without being distracted.
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High score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very high focus of attention who are capable
of concentrating on a given aspect for a long period of time without being distracted. Their
focus of attention ability is superior.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with an average focus of attention who are capable
of concentrating on a given aspect for a limited period of time without being distracted. Very
long period of concentrating can be problematic for them.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very low focus of attention who are not
capable of concentrating on a given aspect for a specific period of time without being distracted
(in this case please check whether the test was performed in friendly conditions without
obstacles).
Scale title: Divided attention
Definition: Divided attention consists of distribution of limited mental resources. It is the
ability to process two or more responses or react to two or more demands. It helps to deal with
more than one activity at the same time.
High score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very high level of divided attention who can
deal with more than one activity at the same time. They witch their attention from one task to
another at a fast pace. Their divided attention ability is superior.
Average score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with an average level of divided attention who can
deal with more than one activity at the same time – if one of them is simple. They have little
difficulty with switching their attention from one task to another at a fast pace.
Low score:
The obtained results refer to individuals with a very low level of divided attention who can’t
deal with more than one activity at the same time. They usually have lots of difficulty with switching their attention from one task to another at a fast pace (in this case please check whether
the test was performed in friendly conditions without obstacles).

